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Executive summary
About the consultation
The BBC consulted the public from November 2018 to February 2019 to ask
their views on what the BBC should do when the UK Government funding of
licence fees for over-75 households comes to an end in 2020.
The purpose of the consultation was to help the BBC Board reach the best
and fairest solution for audiences of all ages and the country as a whole.
Traverse is an independent consultancy, specialising in the delivery of largescale consultations. Traverse was commissioned by the BBC to receive,
process and analyse all responses submitted by members of the public to the
consultation and to produce this report.
This report sets out our comprehensive analysis of the consultation responses
and includes quantitative and qualitative data.
The consultation received 84,761 responses in total. Responses came from
across the UK, and from people of all ages, although older people were
more heavily represented in the responses received. 70,988 responses came
through the BBC’s consultation website and 3,477 responses via paper
questionnaires. 783 responses were received through letters, emails and
telephone calls, as well as a campaign organised by Age UK (9,508
responses) and 5 petitions.
The BBC set out its initial thinking in a consultation document, which outlined
the context for the decision as well as three possible overall options:
1. Copying the current concession, which would provide a free licence
for all households with at least one resident aged over 75, funded by
the BBC;
2. Restoring the universal licence fee, so there would be no age-related
concession at all; or
3. Reforming the concession in one or more of the following ways:
a) Discounting the cost of a licence fee to require those in an
older age group to pay for a licence fee, but at a reduced
rate, for example at 50%;
b) Changing the age threshold for the concession, for example
to 80; and/ or
c) Means-testing the concession for older people - providing
the concession only to those in greatest financial need, for
instance by linking free licences to one of the Government’s
measures of pensioner income, for example Pension Credit.
These Reforming options could also be combined.
The consultation included a mix of closed, ranking and open questions to
enable people to tell the BBC what they think.
Page 5
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Views about the three overall options of Copying, Restoring and
Reforming
When ranking the three overall options:

•

Copying was the option most commonly ranked first (48%), followed by
Reforming (37%) and then Restoring (15%);

•

Reforming was the option most frequently ranked second (55%),
followed by Restoring (25%) and then Copying (20%); and

•

Restoring was the option most frequently ranked third (47%), followed
by Copying (30%) and then Reforming (23%).

When combining first and second preferences given by respondents:

•

Reforming was the option with the greatest total of first and second
preferences (44%);

•

Copying had the second highest combination of first and second
place preferences (37%), with Restoring third by a large margin (19%).

Copying
Those respondents who support Copying tend to provide reasons that focus
on the situation and needs of older people. Others discuss the budget and
content of the BBC. In the first instance, the majority of respondents most
frequently state their beliefs that older people are reliant on television for
comfort and companionship, that most over-75s cannot afford the full
licence fee, or that they have earned the right to a free TV licence through
years of contributions to society, whether financial or otherwise.
Many respondents who focus on the budget and content of the BBC often
believe that the Corporation wastes money on excessive salaries and
inflated programme budgets. A smaller number of these respondents argue
that much of BBC programming is of poor quality. Therefore, they would
prefer to see cuts made in these areas before any changes are made to the
concession for over-75s.
Respondents who make comments opposing Copying most frequently argue
that blanket concessions are likely to be unnecessary, unfair, and
unaffordable. Others oppose Copying the concession on the grounds that
an ageing population will soon render such a system unsustainable.
Many respondents make suggestions as to how the BBC might fund the
continuation of the concession. These most commonly reflect the above
concerns regarding perceived excessive BBC spending.
Alternatively, some respondents advocate the introduction of advertising,
sponsorship, and/or product placement on the BBC, in order to finance the
concession for over-75s.
Some respondents feel that the Government should continue to fund the
concession. This is covered in more detail below.
Page 6
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Restoring
Respondents who support restoring the universal licence fee also tend to
relate their reasoning either to older people’s needs or to the BBC itself.
With respect to the older people’s needs, respondents do not believe that
age should be used as an indicator of wealth, either because this excludes
other vulnerable groups such as those with disabilities or on low incomes, or
because some older people are perfectly capable of paying the full licence
fee. Those respondents who focus on BBC-related issues frequently praise the
Corporation’s output and/or its significance as an internationally-renowned
public service broadcaster. They believe that maintaining the BBC’s high
standards is more important than offering a concession to older people.
Those who oppose Restoring often do so on the grounds of fairness, arguing
that older people have already paid enough towards the licence fee, or
through taxation, and therefore should not be expected to pay the full rate.
Others make similar arguments to those outlined above in support of
Copying, namely that older people rely on television for comfort and
companionship, or that many of them cannot afford the full licence fee.
Some respondents make suggestions for how the universal licence fee could
be re-introduced. The most common is that the cost of a TV licence should
be reduced for all viewers, thereby countering concerns that some cannot
afford the full rate. Other respondents suggest that a return to the full licence
fee should be phased in over time, so as to lessen the impact on older
people who are used to receiving the concession.
Reforming
When respondents were asked what their first, second and third preferences
were for the different reform options:

•
•

Means-testing received the highest number of first place ranks (46%);

•

Raising the Age was the option with the fewest respondents ranking it
first (22%), though it was ranked second more frequently than the other
two options.

Discounting the licence fee for over-75s received around a third (32%)
of first place ranks; and

When combining first and second preferences given by respondents:

•

Discounting was the option with the greatest total of first and second
preferences (37%).

•

Raising the age had the second highest combination of first and
second preferences (32%) with Means-testing third by a small margin
(31%).

Around a quarter of respondents (24%) selected the option ‘None of these’.
Discounting
The questionnaire asked respondents to indicate what discount they would
Page 7
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prefer if the BBC chose this reform option. Among the 29,133 respondents
that suggested a figure in response to the closed question, the most popular
discount was 50%.
However, 37,614 of those who answered this question chose the option ‘I’m
not in favour of this reform’.
The comments of respondents who support Discounting tend to echo those
made in support of both Copying – television provides comfort and
companionship, older people deserve some form of concession, some older
people cannot afford the full licence fee – and Restoring – some older
people can afford to pay the full rate, the BBC must maintain its high
standards.
Those who oppose Discounting frequently refer to their belief that this will
cause excessive bureaucracy, and will be too costly. Others argue that a
partial concession would not address the underlying issue of wealth disparity
among older people, or that such a model would not raise the amount
required to offset the BBC’s funding deficit.
Some respondents make suggestions about how the BBC should implement
a discount. Some of these advocate for a specific fixed discount, with a 50%
reduction being the most popular suggestion. Alternatively, others believe
that the discount should vary depending on the age and/or number of
residents in a household.
A smaller number of respondents suggest ways to fund the introduction of a
discounted licence fee for over-75s. These suggestions are similar to those
discussed above in relation to Copying, including that the BBC should either
make cuts to its spending, introduce some form of advertising to cover the
cost of a discount, or increase the licence fee for everyone else.
Changing the age threshold
The questionnaire asked respondents to indicate their preferred age at
which the concession should apply if the BBC chose this reform option.
Among the 36,481 respondents who suggested an age in the closed
question, the most popular age was 80.
However, 32,805 of those who answered this question chose the option ‘I’m
not in favour of this reform’.
Respondents who make comments in support of Changing the age fall into
two distinct categories: those who propose raising the age threshold and
those who believe it should be lowered. In the former case, respondents
frequently make similar arguments to those previously outlined with regard to
Copying, i.e. that television provides comfort and companionship, or that
older people deserve some form of concession. However, these respondents
also believe that raising the age of eligibility is appropriate given the UK’s
ageing population, as simply Copying the concession in its current form may
prove unsustainable.
Those respondents who wish to see the age threshold lowered almost
Page 8
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exclusively focus on the situation and needs of older people, and make
broadly similar arguments regarding the role of television in providing
comfort and companionship. They share the sentiment that older people
have earned the right to receive a free TV licence. These respondents also
echo the arguments made in other sections regarding some older people’s
inability to afford the full licence fee.
Those respondents who oppose Changing the age do so on the
understanding that the age of eligibility would be raised rather than lowered.
Such respondents frequently refer to their belief that such a change would
mean that some older people would die before becoming eligible for a free
TV licence. Others believe that raising the age is unfair at a time when age
thresholds have already increased in other areas such as pensions, or,
alternatively, that much older people (i.e. those over 80) are more likely to
suffer from reduced sight and hearing loss, and therefore already receive
fewer benefits from the BBC’s services.
Many respondents make suggestions as to how a change to the age
threshold might be implemented. Some propose a specific age at which the
concession should come into force, with 80 being the most common
suggestion. Others suggest that the concession should be directly linked to
the state pension and come into force either upon retirement or ten years
afterwards. Other respondents propose phasing such a change in over time,
and/or leaving the concession in place for those who already receive it.
Some respondents suggest ways to fund Changing the age threshold. These
echo the sentiments expressed above regarding Copying and Discounting,
i.e. that the BBC should make cuts to its spending, introduce some form of
advertising to cover the cost, increase the cost of the licence fee for
everyone else or sell more programmes abroad.
Means-testing
Respondents who support Means-testing believe that this reform option
would help those who are in most need of financial assistance, while
allowing the BBC to maintain the quality of its outputs. The arguments raised
frequently echo those made in relation to other options. These include the
belief that age is not a reliable indicator of wealth and that age-based
concessions are too simple, even unfair, as well as the recurring notion that
television provides comfort and companionship for older people.
Those respondents who oppose Means-testing often refer to the
bureaucracy associated with such a system, arguing either that it wold incur
excessive costs or that older people would find it off-putting, intrusive, and
even demeaning. Others object on the basis of their belief that meanstesting is flawed and some older people living in poverty would not qualify
for a free licence, or, alternatively, that older people who have managed
their money well and successfully saved for retirement would be unfairly
penalised.
Some respondents make suggestions as to how the BBC might implement
Page 9
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and fund a concession based on means-testing. In the first instance,
respondents propose linking the concession either to Pension Credit or to
individual or household income. With regards to funding, respondents most
frequently believe that the BBC should subsidise a Means-testing apparatus
through cuts to its spending in terms of salaries, content and expenses.
Reform combinations
In the closed question on combinations of Discounting, Changing the age
and Means-testing, around three quarters of respondents (77%) did not
select a combination. Instead, 36% of respondents selected ‘none of these’
features, with 39% selecting either a single reform feature or ‘Do not know /
prefer not to answer’ (2%).
For those respondents who did select a combination of reform features,
Discounting was the most popular reform feature to include in a
combination, with the most popular combination being Discounting and
Changing the age. This was also the most popular combination given in the
response to open questions.
Many of these suggestions are very specific, with respondents incorporating
multiple sets of age ranges, discounts and means-testing criteria in their
suggestions.
However, across all of these suggestions, the most popular discount is 50%;
and the most popular age threshold for the concession is 80 years old. These
are consistent with options for reform discussed in the consultation
document.
When suggesting combinations, respondents discuss different factors that the
BBC should consider if designing a combination. These include: having
different levels of discount applied depending on age and/or wealth; and
taking into account the household composition.
Alternative reforms
Some respondents propose alternative reform options to those discussed in
the consultation document. Such suggestions are most frequently linked to
household composition, with the most common being that the concession
should only apply to households in which all residents are over the age of 75.
Other suggestions of this kind include basing eligibility for the concession on
the number of residents or average household income.
Alternatively, a smaller number of respondents advocate for the introduction
of a new licence fee model in which users can choose to either ‘opt-out’ or
‘opt-in’, based on their own usage and/or ability to pay.
Equality impacts and the Equality Impact Assessment
Alongside the consultation document the BBC published an Equality Impact
Assessment (EIA) and prompted respondents to respond to this in one of the
open questions, if they wished to.
A small number of respondents express concerns that the proposed changes
Page 10
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to the concession do not take account of factors such as disability, gender,
ethnicity, and geography, and therefore that users do not stand to benefit
equally from any changes. Those respondents who comment on the EIA
tend to believe that it could be more detailed or is unnecessary, without
expanding further.
Consultation process
Respondents who comment on the consultation itself tend to challenge one
or more aspects of the process, or the wording and/or layout of the
consultation document. The most frequent concern is that the outcome of
the consultation process is pre-determined and that the BBC will discount
any views that do not support its preferred outcome. Other challenges to the
consultation include the belief that the consultation document’s wording is
designed to provoke a specific response, that the document is unnecessarily
lengthy and complex (whether by design or otherwise), and that the range
of options outlined is inadequate.
Alternatively, some respondents praise the consultation process on the basis
that it demonstrates the BBC’s transparency and accountability.
Additional themes
Many respondents who provide comments relating to the licence fee
concession also go on to comment on additional themes relating to
underlying considerations and principles, the management of the
concession, and wider issues concerning the BBC and/or the licence fee
itself.
Underlying considerations and principles
Some respondents refer to underlying principles or considerations that they
believe should inform any decision regarding the licence fee concession. As
in other sections, these respondents frequently focus on the situation and
needs of older people, particularly the affordability of the licence fee and/or
the role of television in providing comfort for older people. Other respondents
are more concerned about the BBC’s budget and content, but, in contrast
to previous sections, they frequently make positive comments about the
BBC, and object to any cuts or the introduction of advertising. Other
considerations and principles covered here are a request for a user-friendly
concession system, specifically designed for use by older people, and, as
previously, the idea that any changes should be phased in over time.
Management of the concession
Those respondents who make comments regarding the management of the
concession refer to both its introduction in 2000 and the Government’s
recent decision to transfer responsibility to the BBC: most comments tend to
praise the former and criticise the latter. Respondents frequently argue that
the BBC should not be responsible for managing the concession, that the
Government’s decision undermines and weakens the BBC, or that the BBC
should simply have refused the Government’s request to transfer
Page 11
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responsibility for the concession. Others believe that the Government’s
decision is politically motivated, and represents just one aspect of a wider
agenda against vulnerable people. They believe that the provision of free TV
licences is an issue of welfare, and therefore falls under the Government’s
jurisdiction.
Wider issues: The BBC and the TV licence
Many respondents comment on wider issues relating to the BBC. The most
frequently raised topic is that of the Corporation’s spending, particularly as it
relates to salaries, production costs, and the number of channels and
services on offer. Alternatively, some respondents focus on the content
produced by the BBC, with some arguing that the standard and variety of
programming is poor and others praising the high quality of the BBC’s output.
Others relate their comments to the BBC’s mission and purpose, either
arguing that the BBC has lost sight of its original purpose, suggesting how the
BBC might reconfigure its mission and purpose to fit with the times, or
supporting the BBC’s high standard of programming and its role in British
cultural life.
Some respondents criticise the BBC for a perceived lack of impartiality, or
make suggestions as to how the BBC might dispel the notion that it is in some
way biased. Others draw attention to changes in the makeup and viewing
habits of the BBC’s audience. Some also criticise the BBC on the basis of
gender balance, and refer to the recent news of a substantial gender pay
gap.
Respondents frequently make comments on the format of the TV licence
fee. Most of these comments are critical of the TV licence and want to see it
reformed, made optional, or scrapped altogether. Some propose alternative
models, the most common of which are covered above in relation to a
concession – introducing advertising, moving to a subscription or pay-perview service – with some even proposing that the BBC should cease
operations as a public body and rebrand itself as a commercial, for-profit
company. Other respondents make suggestions as to how the concession
might be extended to other at-risk groups. Alternatively, some explicitly
support the existing model on the basis that it represents good value for
money and helps to guarantee the BBC’s impartiality.
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1. Introduction
Introduction to the consultation
The BBC consulted the public from November 2018 to February 2019 to ask
their views on what to do when the UK Government-funded scheme to
provide free TV licences for those over 75 comes to an end in 2020.
In 2015, the UK Government announced that it would end all funding for the
scheme by June 2020. Responsibility for the decision as to what concession, if
any, should be in place for older people from June 2020 onwards now sits
with the BBC. In light of this, the BBC conducted a consultation process to
help them decide how, or whether, to fund licence fees for over-75s.
The consultation was launched on 20 November 2018 and was open for 12
weeks, closing on 12 February 2019. All consultation documents were
available in both English and Welsh and respondents could use either
language to submit their responses.
The purpose of the consultation was to help the BBC Board reach the best
and fairest solution for audiences of all ages and the country as a whole. The
BBC set out its initial thinking in a consultation document, which outlined the
context for the decision as well as three possible options:
1. Copying the current concession, which would provide a free licence
for all households with at least one resident aged over 75, funded by
the BBC;
2. Restoring the universal licence fee, so there would be no age-related
concession at all; or
3. Reforming the concession in one or more of the following ways:
a. Discounting the cost of a licence fee to require those in an
older age group to pay for a licence fee, but at a reduced
rate, for example at 50%;
b. Raising the age threshold for the concession, for example to 80;
and
c. Means-testing the concession for older people – providing the
concession only to those in greatest financial need, for instance
by linking free licences to one of the Government’s measures
of pensioner income, for example Pensioner Credit.
These Reforming options could also be combined.
The full list of consultation questions can be found in Appendix 1
Publicity
The BBC used a range of approaches to publicise the consultation and
encourage submissions, including:

•
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popular programming such as EastEnders and The One Show, from 20th
November for two weeks;

•

dedicated promotional space on the TVLicensing.co.uk homepage
throughout the consultation;

•

banners on the BBC homepage on bbc.co.uk on 31st January and 1st
February, reminding people that the consultation was closing.

The BBC online consultation page was visited 628,004 times.
Accessibility
A number of provisions were made to ensure the consultation was as
accessible as possible including:

•

A Freephone (0800) number for those who wanted to request a paper
copy of the consultation and questionnaire. This number was promoted
in on-air trails and on the BBC consultation landing page. It was also
included in the consultation document and given out to customers who
contacted Audience Services or TV Licensing about the consultation.

•

The consultation document and the questionnaire were available in the
following formats (all of which were available in English or Welsh):
standard print; large print; audio; Braille.

•

Anyone who requested a hardcopy format also received a Business
Reply Envelope to return their questionnaire so there was no cost for
return.

•

Respondents could request to give their response to the consultation
over the phone.

•

The BBC also created a shortened, easier to read version of the
summary section of the questionnaire, which summarised the
consultation’s key points and options.

Role of Traverse
Traverse 1 is an independent, employee-owned research and consultancy
organisation, delivering a range of services for public, private and third
sector clients. Our Consultation and Engagement team specialises in the
delivery of large-scale consultations.
Traverse was commissioned by the BBC to provide the following services:

•
•

host the online response form;

•

produce a comprehensive report of the consultation feedback.

receive, process and analyse all responses submitted by members of
the public to the consultation; and

1
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Number of responses to the consultation
Response rate
This consultation received 84,761 responses in total.
The number of responses received by channel is summarised in the table
below.
Response type

Number

Online response forms

70,988

Paper and email response forms

3,477

Telephone call backs

6

Campaigns and petitions

9,513 2

Freeform responses (emails and letters which do
not fit the form of the consultation document)

777

TOTAL

84,761
Table 1

Traverse also received 113 submissions which were categorised as a null
response. These included:

•
•
•
•

blank responses;
duplicate responses from the same respondent;
general enquiries (these were forwarded to the BBC); and
responses which were obviously not intended as consultation responses,
such as junk mail.

Null responses were not processed further and are not included in the total
number of responses.
Campaigns and petitions
The consultation received 9,508 campaign responses based on a template
provided by Age UK. The template included set text which conveyed
support for copying the current concession. The template also provided
space for respondents to add their own handwritten comments if they
wished.
Additionally, the consultation received 5 petitions, all requesting that the
current concession be copied. In total, the 5 petitions were signed by 356
respondents.
More detail about these responses can be found in Appendix 3.
Profile of respondents
Figure 1 shows a breakdown of respondents to the consultation by gender,
for those respondents who gave their gender on the response form.
2
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Gender profile of respondents
40,000

36,070

Number of respondents

35,000

32,601

30,000
25,000
20,000
15,000
10,000
5,000

337
0

Male

Female
Figure 1
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Figure 2 3 shows a breakdown of respondents to the consultation by age, for
those respondents who provided their age on the response form. For
comparison, UK population data is also shown, to indicate how the age
profile of consultation respondents compares to the UK age profile.

Age profile of respondents and age profile of UK population
Age profile of consultation respondents

Age profile of UK population

Percentage in each age group

35%
30%
25%
20%
15%
10%
5%
0%
Under 16 16-24
(58)
(1,444)

25-34
(4,192)

35-44
(5,644)

45-54
55-64
65-74
75-79
80-84
(8,961) (14,145) (22,189) (10,121) (4,262)

Age group
Figure 2

3
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Figure 3 4 shows a geographical breakdown of responses, based on valid UK
postcodes provided by respondents.

Geographic profile of respondents and geographic profile of the UK
Percentage in each region

Consultation respondents

UK Population

18%
16%
14%
12%
10%
8%
6%
4%
2%
0%

Figure 3

How to read this report
This report analyses the responses to the BBC’s consultation on the agerelated TV licence policy.
Structure of the report
Comments are organised by the topic they discuss.

•

Chapter 2 reports on how respondents ranked the three overall options
of Copying, Restoring and Reforming.

•
•
•

Chapter 3 reports on views about copying the current concession.

•
•

Chapter 6 reports on views about introducing a discounted licence fee.

Chapter 4 reports on views about restoring a universal licence fee.
Chapter 5 reports how respondents ranked the three reform options of
discounting, raising the age of eligibility, and means-testing.
Chapter 7 reports on views about changing the age of eligibility for the
concession.

•

Chapter 8 reports on views about establishing eligibility through meanstesting.

•

Chapter 9 reports on comments relating to combinations of age,
discount and/or means-testing.
4
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•

Chapter 10 reports on alternative suggestions for reforming the
concession.

•

Chapter 11 reports on comments on equality impacts and the Equality
Impact Assessment.

•
•

Chapter 12 reports on comments on the consultation process.
Chapter 13 presents comments on additional themes including wider
themes relating to the BBC’s mission and purpose and/or the licence
fee model itself.

As the consultation questionnaire contained both closed and open-text
questions, a mixture of quantitative and qualitative data was generated.
Quantitative analysis is included within the relevant chapters above,
followed by a summary of qualitative comments made in response to opentext questions.
Numbers in the report
Within the narrative summarising open-text comments, numbers are used to
indicate how many times an issue has been raised by respondents. We
include the overall numbers of comments and within this: the number of
comments that support, oppose or make suggestions. Within each of these
we give the number of times each issue is mentioned by respondents.
Where it helps with the readability of the report, quantifiers (such as around
three-quarters, around a half) are used to give the reader a sense of scale.
The figure below shows the quantifying terms used.

Most

79-99%

Around three-quarters

72-78%

Around two-thirds

63-69%

Around half

45-55%

Around a third

30-36%

Around a quarter

22-28%

Small

1-21%

When reporting on comments on a particular issue, other quantifiers such as
‘some’ and ‘often’ are used to describe some of the variations on that issue.
This consultation is an open and qualitative process, with a self-selecting pool
of respondents. This means it is not possible to reliably draw conclusions
about the views of the wider population from the views of those who
responded to the consultation.
Quotes in the report
Quotes are used to illustrate issues described in the narrative text. To aid
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readability, obvious spelling mistakes have been corrected.
Themes in the report
Some themes in this report appear several times. Respondents have used
these themes to explain their views. For example, “television is a comfort for
older people” and “the BBC should reduce salaries to help fund a
concession” are raised to explain support for Copying and reforming options
such as means-testing. To avoid too much repetition, we refer only briefly to
the theme each time it is raised, and sign post readers to the section of the
report where it is covered most extensively.
Methodology of analysis
In this report the quantitative analysis is based on those people who
responded using the BBC questionnaire.
We have ensured that in the qualitative sections, we have used the word
‘respondents’ when we mean all of those who commented on a particular
issue, regardless of the channel they chose to submit their views.
When referring specifically to respondents who have provided feedback
through questionnaire or free-form responses, we have used the words
‘individual respondents’.
We have drawn out the specific number of comments on each topic
submitted by the Age UK campaign and petitions. Except for in the
introductions to each chapter, points raised by campaign respondents have
only been attributed as belonging to a campaign if more than 20
respondents have raised the issue.
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2. Views about the three overall options
This chapter reports on the answers given to Question 1 of the consultation.
Question 1 asked respondents to give their views on the three overall options
by ranking them, with 1 as their most preferred and 3 as their least preferred.
The options were:

•
•
•

copying the current concession (Copying);
restoring a universal licence fee(Restoring); and
reforming the concession in some way (Reforming).

How respondents rank Copying, Restoring and Reforming
A total of 71,587 respondents answered the question about ranking the three
overall options. Figure 4 5 on the next page shows the number of respondents
who ranked each of the three overall options as first, second or third. It also
shows each number as a percentage of first, second or third place ranks. Not
all respondents ranked all options.

•

Copying was the option most frequently ranked first (48% of all first
ranks), followed by Reforming (37% of all first ranks). Restoring came
third by a large margin (15% of all first ranks).

•

Reforming was the option most frequently ranked second (55% of all
second ranks), followed by Restoring (25% of all second ranks) and then
Copying (20% of all second ranks).

•

Restoring was the option most frequently ranked third (47% of all third
ranks), followed by Copying (30% of all third ranks) and then Reforming
(23% of all third ranks).

5

‘Respondents who did not respond utilising the questionnaire did not
complete this question and are not included in this graph’
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Q1: Your views about three overall options (absolute values)
(Base: 71,587)
Ranked as 1

Ranked as 2

Ranked as 3

32,258 (48% of all first ranks)
8,690 (20% of all second ranks)

Overall option

Copying

17,736 (30% of all third ranks)

10,060 (15% of all first ranks)
10,759 (25% of all second ranks)

Restoring

27,858 (47% of all third ranks)

24,480 (37% of all first ranks)
23,866 (55% of all second ranks)

Reforming

13,500 (23% of all third ranks)

Do not know/
prefer not to say.
1,999
0

5,000

10,000

15,000
20,000
Number of respondents
Figure 4
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Figure 5 6 shows the number of times that an option was ranked either first or
second by respondents. Reforming was the option with the greatest total of
first and second preferences, being ranked either first or second 48,346 times.
Copying has the second highest total of first and second preferences, with a
total of 40,948. Restoring came third by a large margin with 20,819, around
half that of Copying.

Q1: Your views about three overall options
Sum of first and second preferences per option
(Base 110,113)

Overall option

Copying

37%, 40,948

Restoring

19%, 20,819

Reforming

44%, 48,346
0

10,000
20,000
30,000
40,000
Sum of first and second preferences per option

50,000

Figure 5

Which options respondents chose after their first preference
The three charts on the following page show the subsequent ranking choices
of respondents who chose Copying, Restoring or Reforming as their first
preference in response to Question 1 (Your views on three overall options).

•

Respondents whose first choice was Copying were least likely to select
Restoring as their second choice, and vice-versa.

•

Around half of respondents whose first choice was Copying did not
enter a second choice. A similar number selected Reforming as their
second choice.

•

Of those who ranked Restoring first, around three-quarters selected
Reforming as their second choice, and around a quarter gave no
second choice.

•

Respondents whose first choice was Reforming were much more evenly
divided in their second choices than those whose first choice was
Copying or Restoring.

6

‘Respondents who did not respond utilising the questionnaire did not
complete this question and are not included in this graph’
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Figure 6

Figure 8

Figure 7
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Responses by age group
Figure 9 7 shows the relationship between age of respondent and which
overall option they ranked first in response to Question 1: copying the current
concession, restoring a universal licence fee, or reforming the concession.
The numbers of respondents in each age category are given underneath
the bars.

•

Copying was the first preference most frequently selected by
respondents in the age groups spanning 45-79, with around half
selecting this option.

•

Restoring was most popular among the younger age groups. Restoring
received more first preferences from age groups under 35 than
Copying.

•

The proportion of respondents who selected Reforming as their first
preference is approximately the same across most age groups, staying
within the 35-40% range. Exceptions are found towards both extremities
of the age spectrum, with under-16s and 80s and over more inclined to
put Reforming first.

7

‘Respondents who did not respond utilising the questionnaire did not
complete this question and are not included in this graph’
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Q1: Distribution of first preferences by age group
Copying ranked as 1

Restoring ranked as 1

Reforming ranked as 1

60%

57%

Proportion of respondents within each age group

56%

49%

50%

47%

49%

49%

47%
45%
40%
39%

40%

37%
34%

37%
35%

28%

30%

35%

35%

39%

38%

35%

35%

30%

21%

20%

19%

18%
14%

12%

10%

8%
6%

6%

75-79
(10,121)

80-84
(4,262)

0%
Under 16
(58)

16-24
(1,444)

25-34
(4,192)

35-44
(5,644)

45-54
55-64
65-74
(8,961)
(14,145)
(22,189)
Age group
(and number of respondents per age group)
Figure 9
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3. Views about copying the current concession
This chapter covers respondents’ comments about the BBC copying the
current concession (Copying). It explores why respondents support this
option, how they see it being funded, and why some oppose it.
Copying received most first rankings, ahead of Reforming and Restoring, in
responses to Question 1, which asked for the options to be ranked. Copying
received:

•
•
•

48% of all first ranks (32,258 respondents)
20% of all second ranks (8,690 respondents)
30% of all third ranks (17,736)

24,143 individual respondents and 9,508 campaign respondents comment
on the option to copy the concession.
•

17,609 individual respondents and 9,508 campaign respondents make
comments explicitly supporting Copying.

•

16 respondents make comments explicitly opposing Copying.

•

14,111 respondents make suggestions for how the BBC should fund
and manage this option.

Most of the comments in support of Copying focus on the situation and
needs of older people (10,012 individual respondents and 9,508 campaign
respondents).
8,118 individual respondents and 2,218 campaign respondents express
support with no further comment.
3,364 respondents discuss the BBC’s budget and content in their comments
supporting copying the concession.
14,111 respondents who comment on Copying make suggestions for how
the BBC should fund and manage this option. Most (10,592 individual
respondents) of these favour cuts to BBC spending. 354 respondents who
submitted their responses as part of the Age UK campaign, make similar
comments.
As can be observed from these numbers, and others throughout the report,
respondents have tended to comment on the option that they support,
rather than on those that they oppose.

Comments supporting copying the current concession
Of those respondents who support copying the current concession, 8,118
individual respondents simply state that they want to see the current
concession continue and give no explanation for their view. 2,218
respondents who submitted a response as part of the Age UK campaign also
make supportive comments without providing further detail.
“Keep the status-quo. Licences should be free for the over 75's”
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Television is a comfort for older people
14,714 respondents who support copying the concession say that television is
a comfort for older people. This is the most frequently raised comment in
support of Copying and is raised by 5,221 individual respondents and 9,493
respondents who submitted their responses as part of the Age UK campaign.
This issue is also raised in 5 petitions signed in total by 356 respondents.
For example:
“TV is often the only regular contact with the outside world for
older people who can be far from relatives and not be able to
get out much.”
Some of these respondents say that, from the age of 75, older people are
more likely to have mobility issues, compared to younger people.
Respondents also suggest that older people rely more on television because
they may not be able to leave the house.
“At an age when many are suffering age related health problems
and have often lost their partner I think the TV provides a vital link
with the outside world.”
Some respondents comment that television alleviates loneliness and provides
older people with a connection to the outside world.
“Imagine you are a man/woman of an old age who has lost their
partner due to natural causes. You are isolated from the outside
world as a result of lack of mobility and your only privilege is
through the TV, to take away your only luxury would be cruel so
why do this to elders now”
Other reasons that respondents give when saying that television is a comfort
for older people include:

•

television helps to ease age-related health problems, including
dementia and depression;

•

older people rely on television because there is a lack of entertainment
or social events for older people; and

•

older people who are living alone have the most to lose if the
concession is removed.

Older people deserve a free TV licence
A supporting argument by 4,034 individual respondents is that older people
deserve a free TV licence. This same point is also made by 1,357 respondents
who submitted their responses as part of the Age UK campaign.
Many of these respondents say older people deserve the concession
because they have paid the licence fee over many years.
“Over 75s will have paid the licence fee for c.55 years and are
the most loyal BBC listener cohort. They have earned this loyalty
concession.”
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Some of these respondents that the concession is a reward that should be
given to older people because of their contributions to the UK through taxes.
“This generation have paid their dues to this country and some still
pay tax on pension.”
Other reasons that respondents give when saying that older people deserve
a free licence include:

•
•
•

the service older people gave to the country during World War II;

•
•

removing the concession would be disrespectful; and

the concession for older people is a mark of a caring society;
the concession should be seen in the same light as other senior citizen
benefits such as discounted theatre, museum, or cinema tickets;
older people have been expecting to receive the concession and
taking it away would be unfair.

Older people cannot afford to pay for a TV licence
3,658 individual respondents who comment in support of Copying say they
believe that older people cannot afford to pay the licence fee. 9,476
respondents who submitted their responses as part of the Age UK campaign
make similar points. For example:
“I believe if older people had this extra bill, it would mean the TV
would be a luxury that would have to go.”
Some of these respondents argue that the cost of other household bills –
namely, gas, electricity, food, and care costs – is high, and support copying
the concession to avoid additional financial strain on older people.
Often, these respondents raise the concern that if the concession is
removed, some older people may have to choose between which
household bills to pay. For example, whether to pay their TV licence fee or
pay to heat their house – especially those whose only income is the state
pension.
“Having to make the decision between food, heating or TV is very
unfair.”
“I am on basic state pension and I would find the cost of the
licence a great distress as I cannot afford it.”
“Elderly people get very little in life, some have very low pensions
and saving some money on a free licence is a godsend.”
Some of these respondents say that the perception of a wealthier older
demographic is incorrect. They argue that many older people live in poverty
and do not have good pensions or large savings to support themselves, or to
pay for a TV licence.
Other reasons mentioned by respondents for why older people cannot
afford to pay for a TV licence include:
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•

they cannot increase their incomes, so suddenly restoring a universal
licence fee could cause financial difficulty;

•
•

the current state pension is inadequate;

•

older people cannot afford other forms of entertainment outside of
their homes – such as cinema, or theatre;

•

older people who do not live in urban areas cannot afford to travel to
access other forms of recreation or entertainment; and

•

the licence fee is seen to be too expensive, so people aged 75 and
over should not be required to pay.

increases in the state pension are not enough to cover the rising costs
of other household bills;

Withdrawing the concession would be a form of age
discrimination
571 individual respondents who support Copying believe that withdrawing
the concession would penalise older people and, in their view, would be
age discrimination. This opinion is also expressed by 105 respondents who
submitted their responses as part of the Age UK campaign.
“I’m grateful for the willingness of Age UK, who have great
experience with their dealing with the elderly and to bring this
issue to your notice. Hopefully, you too will have some
compassionate response to the needs of many vulnerable
people. We too may be old someday! And have ‘needs’ that are
not apparent at the moment”
Some of these respondents make this point in reference to the BBC. Others
feel that withdrawing the concession would be part of a perceived,
cumulative discrimination against older people by the Government, or by
society in general.
Some of these respondents say they are disappointed with the BBC because
they feel it is targeting the most vulnerable members of society to meet its
budget needs.
“It is becoming increasingly uncomfortable being old in this
penny-pinching country without the removal of any more minor
benefits that make life a tad more bearable.”
“The pension age is being raised continually and people are
being penalised for getting older.”

Older people rely more on television than other parts of
society
366 individual respondents who support Copying argue those aged 75 and
over are more likely to rely on television as their main source of
entertainment, when compared to younger people. 411 respondents who
submitted their responses as part of the Age UK campaign express the same
view.
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“Older adults tend not to use other forms of communication or
technology, so TV is their main way of accessing information”
These respondents say that younger people use a variety of media and
online services for entertainment – namely, social media, subscription
services, and the internet in general. They argue that because of this, and
because older people tend to be less tech-savvy than the younger
generation, older people are more in need of television and a free TV
licence.
“I'd hate to see those older people who are less able to adopt
newer forms of viewing being charged for something they
currently enjoy. So I'd like to see the concession remain in full.”
“Many older people rely on their TV for their entire entertainment,
they do not have broadband, the Internet or computers.”

Younger people can afford the licence fee
A small number of respondents (98) say in their comments in support of
Copying that it is unfair to compare the financial situations of younger
people to those of older people. Some of these respondents specifically refer
to the consultation document discussion on this (Fairness to all licence fee
payers, pages 34-35, 37-38).
Some of these 98 respondents challenge the idea that younger people are
less financially stable than older people, stating for example that young
people are able to pay for other sources of entertainment – digital television
subscriptions, holidays, mobile phones, internet, and social media – and so
are well able to pay for the TV licence fee.
“Too much is made of inter-generational fairness as the spending
patterns of the "young" is markedly different to "pensioners”. In my
experience younger people spend more on "entertainment" (in all
its forms), holidays & leisure activities and are prepared to fund
pay for view channels than the elderly and are therefore well able
to fund the BBC.”

Challenges to the assertion that life expectancy is increasing
27 respondents say in their comments in support of Copying that they believe
life expectancy is not increasing. Some say this based on their own
experience of people they know dying before the age of 75. Others say that
the Government has revised its life expectancy forecasts and that these are
now decreasing.
“Your statistics are incorrect as it has come to light that we are
NOT all living longer and is now out of date.”
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The BBC should address its budget and programme content issues rather
than remove the concession
In this section we summarise comments supporting Copying that relate to the
BBC’s budget and programme content.

Review BBC spending before changing the concession
899 individual respondents who support Copying feel that the BBC wastes
money in several areas. This view is echoed by 95 respondents who
submitted their responses as part of the Age UK campaign.
Some say that before the BBC considers asking older people to pay the
licence fee, it should reduce the salaries of the highest paid presenters and
BBC executives.
“Why would you want to penalise the elderly just to pay highly
inflated wages to so called stars and retired sports people.”
Some respondents refer to specific presenters who they feel are not worth
the salary they receive, or believe are not good at their job. Some
respondents suggest the BBC should hire cheaper talent. Others suggest a
salary cap of £150,000 or no more than the salary of the Prime Minister.
“The BBC is extremely well funded, but they choose to spend it on
ridiculous payments for talent. There is plenty of talent out there
and would do the job just as well for a tiny percentage of that
paid.”
“Most of the people you talk to are of the opinion that TV
presenters receive too much salary. Some more than the prime
minister.”
Other examples of what respondents believe is wasteful spending by the BBC
include:

•

the use of multiple staff such as sending reporters to locations instead of
reporting from a studio;

•
•
•

large pay-outs in response to lawsuits;
spending too much on hotels and travel for staff and presenters; and
overspending on sets for some of their programmes.

Review BBC content before changing the concession
705 individual respondents and 64 campaign respondents, criticise BBC
content as one of their reasons for supporting Copying. Some do not think
that cuts to BBC content would have a significant impact on the service the
BBC provides, because they believe many current BBC programmes are not
good quality anyway.
“The majority of the content are repeats, so it does not appear
that resources are being utilised on programming even now.”
“The BBC has overstretched itself by having too many channels as
the quality has been poor to say the least.”
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Not enough content suitable for older people to justify them
paying the licence fee
Of the respondents who support copying the current concession, 764
individual respondents believe that the BBC does not make enough good
quality programmes for older people to justify them paying the licence fee.
77 respondents who submitted their responses as part of the Age UK
campaign make similar comments.
Some of these respondents say this is because the BBC focuses its new
programme content on younger people, and that this content is not enjoyed
by older people. Respondents give Friday and Saturday evening shows,
comedies, and chat shows as examples. Others refer to sex and violence in
programmes, which they feel older people do not want to watch.
“75 and over should not pay. A lot of BBC programmes are not of
interest to this age range too much sex and violence.”
Some respondents comment that the quality of programming overall has
declined over the past few years, with many of these referring to what they
believe to be a greater number of repeats.
“The amount of times you repeat programmes some days 60% is
terrible.”
Some respondents say that, in their experience, older people don’t tend to
watch many BBC programmes, or are more likely to watch other channels
such as ITV or channels that specialise in repeats.
“How must all this look to a poor pensioner who may prefer ITV in
the long run.”
Other views on the BBC’s programmes are in Section 13.3 (wider issues).

The BBC should honour its commitment to fund the concession
534 individual respondents who comment in support of Copying say that the
BBC made an agreement with the Government to take on responsibility for
the concession. 30 respondents who submitted their responses as part of the
Age UK campaign make similar comments.
These respondents believe that the BBC should honour its commitment and
copy the concession.
“As the BBC agreed to take on the cost of the free TV licence for
older people as part of its previous negotiations with the
government I feel the BBC has to honour that agreement. It's no
good to agree to something then try to wriggle out of it at a later
date”
“I understand that the BBC undertook to maintain free licences
for over 75s as part of a Government Agreement to increase
Licence Fees and now the BBC tries to renege on this.”
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Challenges to the impact of copying the concession on the
BBC’s budget
305 respondents challenge the claim that the BBC cannot afford to fund the
concession without cuts to services. Some of these respondents say that the
BBC is being greedy. Others believe that the figures given in the consultation
document overstate the impact that paying for copying the concession
would have on the BBC.
“The BBC has paid too much regard to what Frontier Economics
have to say, it needs to be remembered that the figures they
have come up with are just guesstimates.”
280 respondents feel that the BBC should be able to afford to copy the
concession and express their disappointment that reforming it has even
been considered.

Copy the concession because the administrative cost of
Restoring or Reforming is too high
165 individual respondents who support copying the concession say that the
administrative cost of any new TV licence scheme would negate any
additional revenue it might bring in. 29 respondents who submitted their
responses as part of the Age UK campaign make similar comments
regarding the perceived prohibitive administrative costs associated with
Restoring or Reforming.
Some respondents point to the cost of enforcing a universal licence fee as a
reason to support Copying. Others say that with the number of over the
counter payment locations such as banks and post offices decreasing,
payment is harder for older people to manage.
“Some may just ignore the fee, which will then result in a massive
increase in the cost of policing the system.”
“As more and more Post Offices and bank branches are closing,
the logistics of any payment becomes difficult, especially in rural
areas. Many people, especially older folk, do not use or own a
computer, so cannot pay on line.”

Other reasons for supporting Copying
A small number (53) of respondents give other, less frequently mentioned
reasons for supporting Copying, including:
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older people are the main audience for the BBC, so removing the
concession would alienate their primary audience;

•

the concession fosters loyalty to the BBC as a non-commercial
organisation;

•
•

Copying would keep the UK in line with the rest of Europe; and
taking away the concession after giving it to all older people would be
unfair.
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Reasons given for opposing copying the current concession
Of the 33,651 respondents who comment on Copying, 16 respondents
express opposition to this option. As noted above, respondents to this
consultation have tended to comment more frequently on the option that
they support, hence the relatively low numbers in this section on reasons to
oppose copying the current concession.
Some of the 16 respondents argue that blanket concessions are not
necessary or affordable, and therefore feel that the BBC should not copy the
concession. Another point made is that, with an ageing population in the UK,
the cost of funding the concession will increase, and therefore Copying
would not be sustainable.
“An aging population will over time, put too much pressure on the
BBC's funding if free licences for all over 75's are continued”
Other points raised by respondents include:

•

the current concession is unfair because younger people and families
don’t have the electoral influence of older people;

•

it is unfair that an entire household benefits from a free TV licence when
a person aged 75 or over lives there, regardless of other occupants’
ages; and

•

any form of concession is administratively burdensome.

Suggestions for how the BBC could fund the cost of the concession
In total, 13,632 individual respondents and 479 campaign respondents make
suggestions for how the BBC could fund copying the current concession.

The BBC should reduce salaries of staff and on-screen talent
Reducing salaries paid to on screen talent and BBC management is the most
frequently mentioned suggestion for how the BBC should fund copying the
concession, with 8,432 individual respondents and 307 campaign
respondents making this suggestion. Comments tend to focus on the salaries
of the highest paid presenters (such as Gary Lineker and Chris Evans) and of
senior management. These respondents express anger with the BBC’s salary
policy, as evidenced by the frequent use of the words ‘obscene’ and
‘grotesque’ in their responses.
“The BBC ought to look elsewhere for cost savings. Cut the over
inflated salaries of so called celebrities, most of whom possess
dubious talents. There can be no justification to pay £1.7m/annum
to a has been footballer to talk retrospectively about kicking a
ball around a field or £400,000 to some women to commentate on
dancing.”
Some respondents say that before asking older people to contribute to the
licence fee, the BBC must review and reduce the number of six and seven
figure salaries it pays. Some believe this would fund the concession in its
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entirety. Others combine suggestions for salary cuts with other suggestions –
for example cuts to programme expenses or BBC services such as local radio
(these suggestions are covered in more detail in the relevant sections
below).
“Maybe if the BBC did not pay its 'talent' and executives such exorbitant
salaries then there would be plenty of money for this concession.”
Some respondents juxtapose the salaries the BBC pays with the income of
someone on a state pension. They say they are appalled that the BBC is
considering making older people pay for the licence fee whilst at the same
time paying million-pound salaries.
“My mother is 75. She lives on a state pension. She can't wait to start paying
£150+ again to fund bumper BBC salaries.”
“I would like the free TV licence to be maintained because It seems
iniquitous that you are happy to pay excessive sums of money to (some of)
your staff and executives, but are happy to shaft the poor, yet again.”
Because the BBC is a publicly funded body, some respondents believe it is
wrong that it should pay such high salaries to some of its presenters and
executives. Others compare the recent 4% salary increase the BBC has paid
to the salary increases paid by other public sector organisations of just 1%.
“Reduce salaries for top earners, crazy money, this is publicly funded, it is not
a football team.”
“The BBC is fundamentally a public service broadcaster yet in recent years
we've seen its roster expand to compete with commercial channels at
enormous cost via both in-house and externalised production fees as well as
ludicrous sums paid to 'talent'.”
Some respondents refer to the BBC’s reports on the salaries of its senior staff
and its list of star salaries, for example drawing on this to mention specific
presenters who they feel are not worth the salary they receive, or suggesting
a salary cap of £150,000 or no more than the salary of the Prime Minister.
“Most of the people you talk to are of the opinion that TV
presenters receive too much salary. Some more than the prime
minister.”
The suggestion that the BBC should consult the public on the salaries it pays
to its management and presenters is made by some respondents.
“Maybe a consultation on employees/stars/associated company
salaries/fees could identify the necessary financial savings which
the board desires.”
Other comments made about BBC salaries include:
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concession on programme output – respondents believe that costs can
be reduced, e.g. by cutting salaries, without affecting BBC content;
and

•

questioning if there are too many managerial staff, whose value to the
quality of programme output is unclear.
“Heads of This and Heads of That. Job titles that often seem
meaningless and of little value in the production of decent,
watchable programmes.”

The BBC should reduce programme costs
1,899 individual respondents and 38 campaign respondents suggest how the
BBC could fund the concession by changing the way it makes programmes.
There are a wide range of suggestions, with the most frequently mentioned
being reducing the number of reporters sent to cover news stories both in the
UK and overseas.
“Should a major news story break in say Manchester, is it really
necessary to send THREE crews to cover a story? For example, one
from your rolling news channel, one from the national news and
one from North West News.”
“When a news event occurs around the world, the BBC sends
many reporters to the same place. Why? There should be real
efficiency brought into the BBC to reflect a much more businesslike approach.”
In a similar vein, some respondents urge the BBC to reduce the number of
presenters on its news and sports programming. These respondents believe
the job can be done just as effectively with one presenter.
“Why does it often use two announcers in the studio (the presenters taking
turns to announce alternative sentences) when one would be sufficient and
less costly.”
Other examples given by respondents of how the BBC could make its
programmes more efficiently include:

•

reducing the frequency of sending programme presenters abroad to
cover topics;

•

cutting back on 24-hour news coverage, suggesting the BBC focuses
on when events are actually occurring, rather than filling in the time in
between;

•

fewer outside broadcasts – both in the UK and overseas – during news
programmes;

•

reducing the number and length of programme trailers, introductions
and channel idents 8;

•

reducing spend on weather reports;
8

a short sequence shown on television between programmes to identify the
channel
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•

reducing spend on sets and costumes (the EastEnders set overspend is
mentioned in some responses);

•
•

producing in-house rather than outsourcing; and
reducing spend on quiz jackpot prizes.
“It's ridiculous that the news has all these reporters standing in the
cold or in the snow or outside Downing Street, when the Prime
Minister is not there, with sound men, cameramen and the likes.”
“Extravagant and regular globe-trotting and helicopter flying
antics of presenters who, at the drop of a hat, take to the air to
deliver a snippet "piece to camera" are further evidence that that
the hierarchy have little sense of value-for-money.”

Reasons why the BBC should make cuts to fund the
concession
Of the 14,111 respondents who suggest how the BBC could fund copying the
concession, 1,826 individual respondents and 38 campaign respondents
suggest the BBC should make cuts because they believe it is the right thing
for the BBC to do.
Some of these respondents say that the BBC should ‘cut its cloth’ to suit a
budget that can fund the concession. Some support this view by suggesting
that the BBC make efficiency savings.
“Continue to be cost effective and reduce waste, improve
efficiency. Everything large organisation continues to create
waste and this should be the focus.”
Some respondents go beyond talking about efficiency savings and give
specific reasons for why they believe the BBC should and could make cuts to
its output. These include comments that the BBC:

•
•

should stick to its founding principles to inform the cuts it should make;

•
•

should do a cost saving review before changing the concession; and

can make cuts to its output because there are many other channel
choices for viewers in the current age of streaming and satellite
services;
should make cuts as other public bodies have done.

“Leave the present system as is. If that means cuts then. So be it, it is not as if
we are starved for choice in terms of TV channels or streaming content.”
“The BBC should be looking at improving value for money – government
departments and councils have had to reduce budgets by a far greater
extent than the BBC.”
Doubt that the BBC will make cuts is expressed by some respondents. They
believe the Corporation is too arrogant and unaccountable to its viewers to
make savings that would help to fund the concession.
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“There are all sorts of ways the BBC can save a ton of money without
attacking pensioners. The problem is that the BBC culture is such that you are
massively unwilling to so and you believe you are right all the time and that
you are superior in every way to the public.”

The BBC should reduce its channels/programmes
Of the 14,111 respondents who suggest ways to fund copying the
concession, 1,723 individual respondents say this could be achieved by the
BBC reducing its output. 21 respondents who submitted their responses as
part of the Age UK campaign make similar suggestions.
Some respondents say the BBC should do this in order to fund the
concession. Others say that the BBC should cut its output anyway, because
the BBC is doing too much.
BBC Channels
When discussing reducing BBC channels, some of the respondents suggest
cutting all the newer/digital channels and retaining the ‘flag ship services’ of
BBC One and BBC Two and the national radio stations of Radio 1,2,3 and 4.
“Shut BBC3, shut BBC4 and move the content to BBC2 returning it to an arts
and science base.”
Specific suggestions made by some respondents for which channels the BBC
should cut include:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

BBC3 and BBC4 (some suggest transferring content to BBC2);
BBC Radio 1Xtra;
BBC Radio 4 Extra;
BBC Radio 6 Music;
BBC Radio 5 and 5 Extra;
Asian Network;
BBC Alba;
Local radio stations;
BBC Parliament;
World Service Channels;
BBC overseas monitoring service; and
HD Channels.

Reasons given for closing down these channels include suggestions that they
are less popular than the mainstream channels and that they cater to niche
audiences.
“The BBC needs to consolidate its output and concentrate on a smaller
number of core areas. There are far too many radio stations for example,
and also too many TV channels/programmes aimed at 'niche' audiences.”
Some respondents say that the BBC should stop broadcasting overnight –
between midnight and 6am, for example.
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BBC Programmes
When discussing how the BBC should decide which types of programmes to
cut, some respondents say the BBC should take a ratings approach and cut
the least popular programmes.
“Review viewing ratings and cease to produce the programmes with the
lowest viewers.”
In contrast, others say the BBC should not be making programmes that could
be made by commercial channels. They say the BBC should focus on its
founding values and make quality programmes that inform.
“If necessary savings in BBC costs should be made – but not to the
good quality programmes, just those that can be done by
commercial stations (i.e. the more downmarket and 'popular'
ones).”
Some respondents propose types of programmes that they believe should
be cut or reduced. Sports programmes are put forward because some
respondents believe they are too expensive and that this is fuelled by
bidding processes. Others say that commercial channels will air them, so let
them pay for them.
“For people who like sport, they can watch it on Sky, subscription or other
channels just as happily as watching it on BBC.”
Other types of programmes that respondents say they would like to see the
BBC cut include:

•
•
•
•

reality television shows;
soap operas;
programmes for ‘minority groups’; and
youth programming (with the suggestion this could move to Channel 4).

“More BBC channels with a youth connection should be transferred to
Channel 4 where they would be a better fit allowing for a smaller BBC
focusing on core programming & therefore reducing costs.”

Reducing BBC operating costs and expenses
917 respondents suggest other efficiency measures that the BBC could make
to fund the concession for over 75s. Some mention cutting overheads or
expenses without giving specific examples, but many do.
Some respondents believe the BBC is over staffed and urge the corporation
to cut the number of employees. Some of these put particular emphasis on
senior management, recommending that there be a wholesale clear-out to
encourage a different mindset that is less tolerant of the wasteful spending
that these respondents find unacceptable.
“Send me an organisation chart and a ten word job description for each job,
together with a red pen and I'll solve your cost problem for you.”
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Travel costs is a particular bugbear for some respondents. They perceive a
profligate use of taxis by both staff and stars, who they believe should either
pay the fares out of their own money or take public transport. Some
respondents say the BBC could save significant amounts of money by
ensuring that everyone travels economy class both in the UK and overseas.
“Cut down on travel costs, use economy flights for all staff, and
cut down on taxis and make use of public transport. Basically,
stopping the BBC gravy train would help a great deal.”
Other less frequently mentioned suggestions for efficiency savings include:

•
•

cutting ‘staff perks and jollies’, such as away days and food catering;

•
•

reducing the use of external consultants;

•
•
•

looking for energy saving opportunities;

avoiding costly court cases, legal fees and compensation pay outs, the
Sir Cliff Richard case is referred to by some respondents;
cutting property costs by re-locating to less expensive parts of the
country;
reducing pensions; and
cutting back on corporate events and awards galas.
“Reduce the amount of expenditure on frills. I work in the public
sector - local authority - no free lunches, no drinks in meetings
(and definitely no biscuits!), colour photocopying restricted. I am
sure there are ways the corporation could save some money to
meet their public service obligations.”
“Moving more roles to low cost areas of the country. The move to
Salford has been very successful and is highly valued in the north.”

The BBC’s 4% reduction in costs is quoted by some respondents, who believe
this is insufficient and the BBC should achieve greater reductions.
“Your consultation document refers to a 4% saving per annum over the last
10 years, not exactly a major saving, "could do better" springs to mind.”

Introduction of advertising, sponsorship or product placement
In this section we summarise comments that suggest advertising or other
forms of commercial support for programmes as a way to fund the cost of
copying the concession.
1,831 individual respondents and 39 campaign respondents recommend the
introduction of advertising as a way to fund Copying. Some of these
respondents express this view without further explanation. Others argue that
people are used to watching advertisements on television, and believe BBC
viewers would find their introduction acceptable.
“Nearly every other TV streaming service on any medium now has
adverts so public are used to that. I think the BBC really needs to
bring this in.”
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Some respondents feel advertisements are to be welcomed as a chance to
have a toilet break or to make a cup of tea. Others say that some people
will fast-forward the advertisements if they have the right function on their
televisions. Some respondents mention that the BBC already advertises their
own programmes between shows and therefore could use this time to
introduce commercial advertising to pay for Copying.
“I think you may as well advertise and raise the money. Because
you are always advertising your own programmes.”
Some respondents discuss how the BBC could introduce commercial
advertising in ways that would minimise disruption to viewers. They suggest
the following:

•

introduction of advertisements in between the end of one programme
and the start of another only, instead of half way through like other
television channels;

•

introduction of selective advertising from approved companies or
charities; and

•

inclusion of advertisements on the radio or online services only – such as
iPlayer and the BBC website.

Some of the respondents who suggest introducing advertising say that the
BBC should ‘move with the times’. They believe that because other channels
advertise to raise funds, the BBC should do so too.
In addition to those who propose introducing advertising, a small number of
respondents (145) suggest that the BBC should allow companies to sponsor
specific programmes or sporting events. Some say this would be a way to
avoid bringing in advertising.
“You could try having a 'sponsored by' to your programmes that
would still ensure there are no ads and you will get money.”
“To raise money to cover the cost of list revenue, certain events
that are broadcast on the BBC should have a sponsor. For
example Lucozade sponsoring 6 nations rugby or TSB sponsoring
the world snooker championship. You don't need to have adverts
but you can say welcome to whatever event/programme
sponsored by whichever company.”
Another small number of respondents (44) say the BBC should allow product
placement in its programmes. Some of these respondents comment that the
BBC already allows celebrities to promote films, books, and products on
certain television shows.

Government should continue to pay for the concession
1,218 individual respondents of those who support Copying believe that the
Government should continue to pay for the full concession. This opinion is
also shared by 63 respondents who submitted their responses as part of the
Age UK campaign. Some express this view in general without further
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explanation, whereas others feel that the BBC should not be responsible for
providing a concession.
“I would prefer the government continued to fund it.”
“I would prefer the concession left as it is, BUT the government
should be paying for it, NOT the BBC.”
Some of these respondents feel that because the Government introduced
the concession, it should continue to pay for it.
“The free TV licence for over 75 was granted by parliament to
ensure pensioners over this age had some form of company in
their old age. This concession should still be funded by the
government not for the BBC to take money out of the pockets
OAPs in the twilight of their life.”
“This is simply not the BBC's responsibility. The government must
pay if it wants the concession. BBC is too culturally important to be
thrown under the bus in this fashion.”

Pay for copying the concession by increasing the cost of the
licence fee for under 75s
541 respondents who suggest ways to fund Copying believe that the BBC
should increase the cost of the licence fee for people under the age of 75.
Some of these respondents express this view without expanding further.
Others say that they would be happy to pay more for their TV licence to
ensure the quality of BBC programmes continues, and for older people to
receive a full concession.
“I would rather pay a higher licence fee to ensure those over 75
still get this concession”

Introduction of a subscription model
227 respondents suggest that the BBC should offer a subscription or pay-perview service for some or all of its content.
It is common for respondents who make this suggestion to compare BBC
programmes with programmes offered by other channels and subscription
services. Some of these respondents comment that they prefer to watch
programmes on subscription services (Sky, Netflix, Amazon Prime) over BBC
programmes, and some feel that changing the BBC licence fee to a
subscription service would give people a choice as to whether they pay for
BBC services.
While some respondents make this suggestion without expanding further,
others give specific suggestions:
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•
•

a subscription for BBC news online; and
only allowing free viewing for public services like the news, and
implementing a subscription charge for all other content.
“Why not have a basic free BBC service avail to all - BBC TV 1,2
and R1-4. All one off specials, sports, films to be paid for with
subscription”
“Has the BBC considered charging people an additional amount
in order to access the BBC news on the internet? Another option
would be to keep access to the news free but charge an
additional amount for the TV catch up service.”

Other ways to fund copying the concession
237 respondents ask the BBC to find other ways to fund the concession
without specifying further.
Other suggestions for funding copying the concession include:

•

increase commercial sales, especially of programmes to other channels
and overseas, as well as sell more BBC merchandise (DVDs, and
concert recordings) (147);

•

charge people living outside the UK who wish to watch BBC
programmes (104);

•

the BBC should continue to receive funding from the Government to
pay for part of the concession (93);

•

requiring other television channels such as ITV, Channels 4 and 5, and
subscription services such as Netflix and Amazon, to contribute towards
the concession, not just the BBC (57);

•

charging an additional fee for iPlayer or other BBC online services (37);
and

•

introduction of a higher charge to hotels and businesses for having
more than one television in use on their premises (12).

Other, less frequently mentioned ways to fund the concession include:
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expenses; and
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“This is an important social facility for the elderly and it should be
maintained as at present. The BBC should be looking at other
ways to raise revenue.”
“Let us sensibly tax the commercial Giants to help the BBC.”

Other comments made about copying the current concession
In the final section of this chapter we summarise comments relating to wider
considerations about copying the concession.

Considerations for enforcing the licence fee
334 individual respondents and 24 campaign respondents comment on the
enforcement of the licence fee.
Some suggest chasing payment from TV licence fee evaders more vigorously
as a way for the BBC to fund copying the concession. Other respondents
raise concerns about licence fee enforcement as a reason for supporting
Copying. They say that if the concession is removed, many older people
would be given fines, or criminalised, for not being able to pay their TV
licence. Some respondents believe that older people would be distressed by
receiving investigation letters in the post and feel that it is unfair to
aggressively chase older people for licence fee fines.
“We cannot have a system where very elderly people are being
fined or taken through the courts for non-payment, that would be
another political 'Poll Tax' disaster”

Some will refuse to pay
93 respondents say that they, or some older people, will refuse to pay for the
TV licence if the concession is not copied by the BBC.
Some of these respondents comment that they will stop watching BBC
channels in protest, and others say they will get rid of their television and only
watch online services (such Netflix and Amazon), or free-to-air channels.
Some of these respondents say they will lobby for the BBC to be scrapped if
they do not decide to copy the concession.
“I have spoken to a lot of elderly people they are not at all happy
about this in fact some of them are ready to boycott the television
altogether and prefer radio.”

Copy then review in future years
21 respondents say they would like the BBC to copy the current concession
at present but review this decision in the next 5, 10 or 20 years, or on a regular
(often unspecified) basis. Some explain that they believe the current
concession should serve those who have grown up without computers and
the concession should be reviewed again when this generation has passed
on.
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“As time goes on and more people are familiar with computers
etc. and the internet, it could be looked at again. […] If the
current concession (free over 75) was extended for another 20
years, it would cover most of those who are at a disadvantage
now and would not have such an impact on those who are 75
then.”
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4. Views about restoring a universal licence fee
This chapter reports on respondents’ comments about the BBC restoring a
universal licence fee (Restoring). It explores why some support this option,
why some oppose it and suggestions for the ways in which a universal
licence fee could be restored.
Restoring received least first place rankings and most third place rankings,
after Copying and Reforming, in responses to Question 1, which asked for the
options to be ranked. Restoring received:

•
•
•

15% of all first ranks (10,060 respondents)
25% of all second ranks (10,759 respondents)
47% of all third ranks (27,858)

In total, 4,456 respondents comment on the option of restoring a universal
licence fee.
•

4,350 respondents make comments explicitly supporting restoring a
universal licence fee;

•

24 respondents make comments explicitly opposing restoring a
universal licence fee; and

•

146 respondents make suggestions for how the BBC could restore a
universal licence fee.

As can be observed from these numbers, and others throughout the report,
respondents have tended to comment on the option that they support.
Restoring a universal licence fee received the lowest number of comments in
comparison to Copying and Reforming.
The 4,350 comments explicitly supporting Restoring cover a diverse range of
reasons, with no one reason dominating. The most frequently mentioned
reasons are:

•
•

an age-related concession is unfair; and
older people are often wealthy, or wealthier than they were when the
concession was introduced, so can afford to pay the licence fee.

The reasons given in the 24 comments from respondents explicitly opposing
restoring a universal licence fee are similar to those given for supporting
copying the concession and are covered in more detail in Section 3.1. They
include:

•

it is unfair to make older people who have previously paid the licence
fee for years continue to pay it; and

•

older people have paid high levels of taxes throughout their lifetime.

146 respondents make suggestions about other issues as part of their support
for Restoring, including:

•
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•

a universal licence fee should be phased in over time.

The following sections of this chapter are an analysis of all comments made
in response to Questions 2e and 3 which are of relevance to restoring a
universal licence fee.

Comments supporting restoring a universal licence fee
Comments that support restoring the universal licence fee tend to come
from respondents at the younger end of the age spectrum. Some
respondents who say in their comments that they are currently receiving a
free TV licence, or soon will be, also express a preference for restoring the
universal licence fee.
Of the 4,350 respondents whose comments support restoring a universal
licence fee, 1,482 express their support for everyone paying the licence fee,
without further explanation.
“If you watch you pay, end of story.”
“In a word seniors should not get a free TV licence or get any
concessions either. They must pay their way like the rest of us.”

An age-based concession is unfair
The most frequent comment (1,210) amongst those respondents who support
Restoring is the belief that an age-related concession is fundamentally unfair.
Some of these respondents say that it isn’t right that those on lower incomes
– including students, young families and people with disabilities – are paying
for the licence fees of older people, who may well be significantly better off
than them.
“Everyone should pay the same. Poor families don’t get any
discount and neither should people who have no other
need/qualification than that they are over a certain age.”
“The older generation has more income and a better pension
then the average under 30-year-old will ever get. Whole thing
should be SCRAPPED!”
Some of these respondents raise the issue of intergenerational fairness,
commenting that older people have generally benefited at the expense of
younger people and that the free TV licence for older people is an example
of this.
“All the evidence points to older generations having benefited
considerably at the expense of younger generations and younger
generations are continuing to suffer. The BBC should be looking at
policies to mitigate the unfairness that exists in our society. It should
not be making it worse by transferring wealth from the young to
the old, which is what free (or discounted) TV licences for the old
does.”
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The financial challenges and uncertainties faced by some younger
households, particularly students and those with young children, is raised by
some respondents. The challenges they refer to include stagnant or lower
wages, job insecurity, and increased living costs such as rents and house
prices.
Some reference the evidence in the consultation document that younger
people tend to be in more financial need than older people.
“Abolish the discount. I see wealthy elderly people getting this
while young working families are struggling to feed their children
and get no help. This ageist and unjust policy of giving money to
elderly people is wrong.”
The unfairness of the working age population paying for older people to be
sheltered from the effects of austerity is a point argued by some respondents.
Others build on this by saying that older people have had access to
concessions and benefits such as free university education and final salary
pensions that will never be available to subsequent generations.
“The baby boomers have more disposable income than many
other people. They’ve already had free education, cheap
housing and better pensions it’s about time they put some back.
The young people of this country are suffering.”
Some respondents argue that age is not a universal indicator of poverty, and
that it is not acceptable to base a concession on this factor alone.
“I am not generally in favour of benefits or concessions solely on
age, as they are very blunt instruments against a very diverse and
variegated spread of needs.”
The divisive impact on society of the free TV licence for older people is raised
by some respondents, who suggest restoring a universal licence fee is a way
towards a more equitable society.
“My wife and I are approaching an age where the concession, if
continued, would benefit us financially. However, we believe that
the concession is fundamentally contrary to equality. We are
already seeing potential conflicts between the elderly and the
young – who feel, with some justification, that the elderly get a
much better deal. For example, pensions have been increasing
every year, due to the "triple lock", whilst most wage/salary
earners have not been getting any increases.”

Older people can afford the licence fee
The belief that older people can afford the licence fee is put forward by
1,069 respondents who support restoring a universal licence fee. Some of
these respondents say that older people are comfortably off, for example
because they have a steady and dependable income and therefore don’t
need a free TV licence. Another argument made is that older people’s
income doesn’t go down at the age of 75, so why should a free TV licence
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come into force at that age.
“The concession was introduced when state pensions had fallen
behind. The triple lock has made up a lot of ground and the
concession is no longer needed. Pensioners do not suddenly
become poorer after 75.”
Some respondents say that older people already receive a range of
benefits, and therefore can afford the licence fee.
“Older people i.e. 75 and over are not poor – bus passes, ring
fenced pension, fuel allowance, free prescriptions. I intend to pay
the TV licence fee after 75. The BBC is good value for money.”
Other reasons that respondents give for supporting restoring a universal
licence fee include:

•

the daily, weekly or monthly cost of the licence fee is low, so it is
reasonable to expect older people to afford less than 50p per day;

•
•

older people have fewer outgoings than the rest of the population;

•

older people should pay more because they use the BBC more than
others.

whilst older people get BBC content for free, some are able to pay for
services such as Sky or Netflix; and

The BBC must maintain quality and not cut programming
Some respondents whose comments support Restoring express concerns
about the impact on programme quality and possibility of cuts if a universal
licence fee is not restored.
Of these, 506 respondents say that everyone should pay the licence fee
because they don’t want to see a reduction in the quality of BBC
programme content. This point is made both by those who currently pay the
licence fee and by those who currently receive a free TV licence.
“Even though my husband is rapidly approaching 75, we really
value the BBC and would not like to think that money is being
taken from programming to subsidise our licence, which we can
well afford.”
Some respondents fear that the qualities that they admire in the BBC, such as
impartiality and trustworthiness, might be compromised if not all households
pay for the licence fee.
“I do not think that the BBC should be offering free licence fees to
one section of the community…I want the BBC to be able to have
the resources to continue to provide strong news content at this
time of extremism and fake news.”
Similar to those who want to see quality maintained, 402 respondents who
support Restoring say it is unacceptable to cut services and they fear for the
future of the BBC if it has to cut a fifth of its budget.
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“I believe the BBC provides fantastic output on television, radio &
online. I would much prefer all to pay a full amount for a television
licence, without concessions when reaching a certain age, than
see cuts to the BBC's programmes and services.”

The licence fee is good value for money, so should be paid
by everyone
560 respondents who support Restoring say that the licence fee should be
paid by everyone because it represents good value for money.
Most of these respondents say the overall cost of the licence fee is very
reasonable for the quality and quantity of the output. Some illustrate this by
referring to the monthly, weekly or daily cost.
“I do think the BBC licence at about £3 per week is exceptionally
good value for money, especially if one considers all the local,
national and world radio and TV put out, along with all the
material on the iPlayer etc, and with the amount of time one uses
it amounts to only pence per hour.”
“Having turned 75yrs this year I am now entitled to a free TV
licence. I have gratefully accepted the gratuity this year but wish
to state that I would not have a problem if asked to pay in the
future. The services provided are outstanding. I would find it very
difficult to live without the BBC.”
Some of the 560 respondents juxtapose the cost of the licence fee with the
cost of services such as Sky or other leisure activities such as the theatre and
cinema, and believe the BBC provides good value for money in comparison.
“The value for money compared to a trip to the theatre or
cinema is huge.”

BBC should not be responsible for the concession
537 respondents support restoring the universal licence fee because they
believe it is not the BBC’s responsibility to provide a concession.
Some of these respondents support the idea of restoring government funding
of the concession rather than restoring the universal licence fee. They say
that a broadcaster should not pay for a social policy or provide welfare, and
that this is a government responsibility.
“Scrap the concession completely. The government decided to
no longer provide this subsidy which was originally put in place to
alleviate pensioner poverty. It is incumbent on government to
deal with such issues and the public to vote for their government.
It is not within the BBC’s capacity to solve poverty in the UK.”
“Free licence is a social/government policy. If it is to be
maintained in any form the government should pay for it. Why
should a broadcaster have to finance a social policy? My
preferred option is stop the discount completely.”
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Some respondents argue that because the concession was introduced by
the Government, they should continue to fund it if they want it to continue.
“The concession was a political move introduced by Gordon
Brown. It should be a government decision to give/fund any
concessions not for the BBC.”

The BBC is used more by older people, so they should pay for
it
244 respondents say they support restoring a universal licence fee because
they believe the BBC is used more by older people (compared to younger
people) and that they should therefore pay for it.
“As a 70-year-old, it seems to me that my generation is more welloff than young people, so a discount is not relevant. My
generation is also more likely to watch/listen to the BBC, so why
discount your biggest consumers.”
Some respondents who say the BBC is used more by older people comment
that because older people watch more BBC programmes than younger
people, they would be more affected by cuts made if the concession is
copied.
“There is no justification for making lots of cuts to the BBC in order
to fund free or discounted TV licences. Moreover, most pensioners
watch a lot of TV, so would benefit from retaining the BBC's highquality output.”

Television is a luxury to be paid for, not a right
163 respondents whose comments support Restoring believe that everyone
who wishes to watch the BBC should pay for a licence fee because they see
access to television programmes as a discretionary expense or a luxury,
rather than a right or necessity.
“It should be remembered that television is not a necessity and
thus nobody is under obligation to hold a TV licence if they do not
wish to pay.”

Other reasons for supporting restoring a universal licence fee
Other, less frequently mentioned, reasons for supporting Restoring include:
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•

increasing life expectancy means the cost of the concession will
steadily increase;

•

re-visiting and re-consulting on an age threshold as life expectancy
increases may be necessary;

•

copying the concession will be too costly and administratively
burdensome for the BBC to take on;

•

administering a universal licence fee is cheaper than other systems
such as copying the concession and means-testing;

•

advertising on the BBC is wrong;
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•

skewing BBC content towards an older audience means it is right that
older people should pay the licence fee;

•

producing less content for younger people means it is unfair to expect
them to subsidise a service more focused on older people;

•

the money used to fund this concession should be used in other ways,
because the country can no longer afford to pay for it;

•

giving a free TV licence to older people encourages a sedentary
lifestyle, and is not a replacement for social interaction;

•

the fear that cuts to fund copying the concession would be focused on
programming for younger people – using BBC3 moving online-only as a
previous example;

•
•

other countries may not offer this concession;

•

Restoring would save future debate about which groups should get a
concession.

a belief that older people should pay for the licence fee because
many voted for Brexit; and

Reasons given for opposing restoring a universal licence fee
Of the 4,456 respondents who comment on Restoring, 24 respondents
express opposition to this option. As noted previously, respondents to this
consultation have tended to comment more frequently on the option that
they support, hence the relatively low numbers in this section on reasons to
oppose restoring a universal licence fee
Some respondents oppose Restoring with no further comment, while others
give supporting reasons including:

•

it is unfair to make older people, who have previously paid the licence
fee for years, continue to pay it;

•
•

older people have paid high levels of taxes throughout their lifetime;

•

removing the free TV licence from older people who live alone or are
unwell would be distressing for those who rely on their television for
company;

•

it would damage the BBC’s reputation and open up opportunities for
politicians to criticise the Corporation;

•
•

it would create ill feeling towards the BBC; and

at a time of austerity, older people can’t be expected to pay as they
already struggle to pay rent, food and heating;

it is another example of making life harder for older people (alongside
increasing the pension age).

These reasons are similar to those given for supporting copying the
concession in Section 3.1.
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Suggestions for restoring a universal licence fee
Of the 4,456 respondents who comment on Restoring, 146 respondents offer
suggestions for how the universal licence fee could be re-introduced.

A reduced licence fee for all
76 respondents who suggest mechanisms for restoring a universal licence fee
recommend lowering the cost of the licence fee for all. Some say that if the
cost of the licence fee was lowered – for example to £100 or to half the
current £150.50 fee – more people would pay it. Some comments in this vein
go on to suggest that cuts to BBC costs could also help to fund a reduced
licence fee.
“Charge everybody but make it £100 pa. Overall, because there
are more older people now the BBC get more income and those
who usually dodge won't feel they have to. Again savings in court
proceedings.”
“It might be an idea to lower the licence fee for everyone (over
75's included) to around half the current cost and make some
cost savings elsewhere.”

Phase in a universal licence fee
Some of the respondents who suggest mechanisms for restoring a universal
licence fee propose phasing it in. 41 suggest keeping the free TV licence for
older people who currently have it and restoring a universal licence fee for
everyone else.
“I think that anybody that has the free licence in 2020 should keep
it then anybody after does not.”
15 respondents suggest delaying Restoring for a few years, for example until
2025, to allow people to get used to the idea of paying.
“Abolish free TV licences BUT set a start date 5 years ahead at say
2025, and allow free licences for all those who had them at the
time. So an ongoing cost but viewers will die off and so in the
longer term all is 'sorted'. It is fast change that upsets citizens.”

Improve enforcement when restoring a universal licence fee
17 respondents say they would like the BBC to improve its approach to
payment and enforcement if a universal licence fee is restored. For some of
these respondents, that means taking more punitive action against nonpayers, such as removing their television. Others suggest that licence fee
payment could be collected through council tax.
“If people don't pay then you should have powers to remove their
TV until they pay.”
A few of these 17 respondents would like to see the BBC take a benevolent
approach to enforcing the licence fee for those over 75.
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5. Views about reforming the concession
This chapter describes views on the three reform options presented in the
consultation document: Discounting, Raising the age and Means-testing.
The consultation contained multiple questions about how the concession
should be reformed. Some questions were closed (where respondents chose
from a number of options) and some were open (where respondents could
write their views).
Reforming received the most second place rankings in responses to Question
1, which asked for the options to be ranked.

•
•
•

37% of all first ranks (24,480 respondents)
55% of all second ranks (23,866 respondents)
23% of all third ranks (13,500 respondents)

How respondents ranked three reform options: Discounting; Raising
the age and Means-testing (Question 2a)
Figure 10 9 shows how many of the 72,310 respondents who answered this
question gave a ranking to one or more of the reform options, responded
that they wanted ‘none of these’ options, or responded that they did not
know/prefer not to say.

•

Around a quarter (24%) of respondents who answered this question
indicated that none of the reform options have their preference. Those
who ranked Copying first in Question 1 were by far the most likely to do
this.

•

A small number of respondents did not know, or preferred not to say,
which reform option they favoured (1% of respondents).

9

Respondents who did not respond utilising the questionnaire did not
complete this question and are not included in this graph’
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Q2a: Your view about three particular reform options
(Base: 72,310)
524, 1%

Ranked one or more options
(75%)

17,315, 24%

None of these (24%)

54,471, 75%

Do not know/prefer not to say
(1%)

Figure 10

Figure 11 10 shows the rankings of just those respondents who provided at
least one ranking. The percentages show the proportion of first, second and
third ranks given to each reform option.

•

Means-testing was the option most often ranked first (46% of all first
ranks), followed by Discounting (32% of all first ranks) and Raising the
age (22% of all first ranks).

•

Despite being ranked first most often, Means-testing generated
polarised views. It was also the reform option most often ranked third,
receiving 48% of all third ranks – slightly more than its share of first ranks.
Few respondents ranked Means-testing second, regardless of their first
choice.

•

Discounting received the second highest number of first place ranks
(32%). It also received the second highest number of second place
ranks (43%), only slightly less than Raising the age.

•

Raising the age was the option with the fewest respondents ranking it
first, though it was ranked second more than any other option.

10 Respondents who did not respond utilising the questionnaire did not
complete this question and are not included in this graph’
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Q2a: Your view about three particular reform options
(Base: 54,471)
Ranked as 1

Ranked as 2

Ranked as 3

32%, 15,254
Discounting

43%, 16,614

Reform option

20%, 9,577

22%, 10,630
Raising the age

44%, 16,960
32%, 14,931

46%, 22,097
Means-testing

13%, 5,166
48%, 22,360
0

5,000

10,000
15,000
Number of respondents
Figure 11
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Figure 12 11 shows the number of times that an option was ranked either first or
second by respondents. Discounting was the option with the greatest total of
first and second preferences, being ranked either first or second 31,868 times.
Raising the age has the second highest total of first and second place
preferences, with a total of 27,590. Means-testing came third by a very small
margin with 27,263.

Q2a: Your views about three particular reform options
Sum of first and second preferences per option
(Base 86,721)

Overall option

Discounting

37%, 31,868

Raising the age

32%, 27,590

Means-testing

31%, 27,263

0

10,000

20,000

30,000

Sum of first and second preferences per option
Figure 12

What people choose after their first preference
The following three charts show how respondents ranked options after
choosing their first preference in response to Question 2a (Your views on
three particular reform options).

•

Respondents whose first preference reform option was Means-testing
were fairly evenly split in their second preferences, with Discounting
slightly more preferred than Raising the age.

•

Respondents whose first preference was either Discounting or Raising
the age were unlikely to support Means-testing, putting it as their least
preferred option by a large margin.

•

In the cases of both Discounting and Raising the age, more
respondents chose not to select a second preference at all than chose
Means-testing.

11 ‘Respondents who did not respond utilising the questionnaire did not
complete this question and are not included in this graph’
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Figure 13

Figure 15

Figure 14
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Preferred reform option and preferred overall option
Figure 16 12 compares how respondents’ overall preference with their
preferred reform option. The percentages indicate the subsequent choices
of those respondents who ranked each overall option first. For example, 27%
of those who ranked Copying first went on to rank Discounting first.

•

Of respondents whose overall first preference was Copying, the largest
proportion of respondents (45%) did not choose any of the reform
options. Among those who did, around half opted for Discounting (27%
of the total), well ahead of both other reform options.

•

Of those who favoured Restoring from the overall options, very few
made either Discounting or Raising the age their preferred reform
option.

•

Respondents whose overall first preference was either Restoring or
Reforming most often chose Means-testing as their first preference
reform option. 61% of those ranking Restoring first also ranked Meanstesting first, as did 50% of those ranking Reforming first.

12 This chart only shows the answers of those respondents who answered
both questions.
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Preferred reforming option (Q2a) analysed by preferred overall option (Q1)
(Base: 60,173)
Copying ranked as 1

Restoring ranked as 1

Reforming ranked as 1

27%, 7,147
Discounting ranked as 1

10%, 976

Preferred reforming option

27%, 6,356

16%, 4,389
Raising the age ranked as 1

12%, 1,149
18%, 4,285

12%, 3,247
Means-testing ranked as 1

61%, 5,799
50%, 11,962

45%, 12,136
None of these.

16%, 1,565
5%, 1,162
0

2,000

4,000

6,000
8,000
Number of respondents
Figure 16
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Responses by age group
Figure 17 shows respondents’ age and which reform option (Discounting,
Raising the age and Means-testing) they ranked first. The numbers of
respondents in each age category are given underneath the bars.
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•

Raising the age at which the concession applies was supported most
strongly by those in the oldest age groups, with the highest support
(64%) among the 80-84 age group.

•

In contrast, Means-testing was the most common first preference for all
groups up to the age of 64. Around two thirds of respondents in the 16
to 44 age bands chose Means-testing as their first preference.

•

The reform option Discounting was the most common first preference of
respondents in the 65-74 and 75-79 age groups. It was the least popular
preference for those in the oldest age groups (80+).
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Q2a: Distribution of first preferences among age groups
Discounting ranked as 1

Raising the age ranked as 1

Means-testing ranked as 1

80%
73%

72%

69%

70%

64%
60%

60%

58%

57%

50%

46%
43%
40%

40%

36%
35%

34%

25%

24%
20%

20%

29%

29%

30%

17%

17%

8%

10%

10%

19%

23%

18%

20%
17%
13%

12%

13%

0%
Under 16
(58)

16-24
(1,444)

25-34
(4,192)

35-44
(5,644)

45-54
(8,961)
Figure 17
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6. Views about Discounting, including the level
of any discount
This chapter reports on suggestions for how much of the TV licence an older
household should pay if a discounting option was introduced. In the
consultation document the BBC discussed a scenario of setting the discount
at 50%, in line with the discount provided for blind/severely sight-impaired
viewers.

Analysis of answers to Question 2b
For clarity, all charts in this section which show the percentage respondents
suggest households should pay, also show the level of discount. For example,
if a respondent suggests 25% in this question, this means that the household
should pay 25% and the discount should be 75%. All percentages referred to
in the text below are the percentage discount, not the percentage that
respondents suggest households should pay
Question 2b asked respondents to give a percentage between 1 and 99.
Figure 18 shows how many of those respondents who answered Question 2b
chose a discount, responded that they are not in favour of this reform, or
responded that they did not know/prefer not to answer.

•

Around half of respondents who answered this question (54%)
answered that they were not in favour of this reform.

Q2b: What percentage should older households pay
(Base: 70,483)

I am not in favour of this
reform (54%)
29,113, 41%
37,614, 54%

Do not know / prefer not to
answer (5%)
Chose a discount (41%)

3,756, 5%
Figure 18
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Figure 19 shows the discounts chosen by those respondents who specify a
discount. For simplicity and to make the information easier to interpret, the
suggested discount values have been grouped into bands. Where there
were single values (e.g. 50%) which occurred frequently, these are included
as separate bars in order to illustrate the level of preference.

•

By far the most frequently chosen percentage was 50%, which is the
figure discussed in the consultation document and in the Frontier report.
46% of those respondents who provided a figure in response to this
question chose this value.
Other popular figures were 25% and 75%. Smaller numbers of
respondents say they think older households should be required to pay
1% or 99% of the licence fee.

Values chosen by respondents who gave a
discount (banded values)
(Base: 29,113)
Discount
1%
2-24%
25%
26-49%
50%
51-74%
75%
76-98%
99%

Household pays
5%, 1,498

99%

3%, 874

76-98%

11%, 3,130

75%

5%, 1,494

51-74%
50%

46%, 13,304

26-49%

8%, 2,272

25%

12%, 3,536

2-24%

6%, 1,774

1%

4%, 1,231

0

5,000

10,000

Number of respondents
Figure 19
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Discount levels and overall preferences
Figure 20 and Figure 21 compare the discount levels respondents chose
(Question 2b) with their overall preferences (Question 1) for Copying,
Restoring or Reforming.

•

Figure 20 gives an overall view of how many of these respondents
chose a discount; how many responded that they are not in favour of
this reform and how many responded that they did not know/preferred
not to answer.

•

Figure 21 shows a breakdown of the discounts chosen by those
respondents who chose a discount.

Both charts show only the answers of those respondents who answered both
questions. The percentages on the charts indicate the subsequent choices of
those respondents who ranked each overall option first. For example, 62% of
those who ranked Reforming first went on to choose a discount (top of Figure
20) and 2% of those who ranked Copying first, responded that households
should pay 99% (top of Figure 21).
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•

Those who selected Copying as their first preference were most likely to
answer that they are not in favour of Discounting. Those who selected
Reforming as their first preference were the most likely to choose a
discount value.

•

Of those respondents who gave a value, a discount level of 50% was
most frequently suggested and was the most popular discount
suggestion regardless of what respondents had stated as their first
preference in response to Question 1.

•

A 50% discount level was particularly popular among respondents
whose first choice overall option (at Question 1) was Reforming,
significantly more so than all other possible discount levels.

•

For respondents who preferred Copying or Restoring in response to
Question 1, most chose the percentages which most closely resemble
those overall options. Those who preferred Copying indicated that
older households should pay less, and those who preferred restoring the
universal licence fee indicated that older households should pay more.

•

The figure of 99% was chosen predominantly by those who wish to copy
the existing concession. Given that this would amount to those who
currently receive a free TV licence having to pay almost the entire cost
of one, it is possible that these respondents misread the question and
gave the percentage discount that they wish to see, not the
percentage that they want households to pay.
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What percentage should older households pay (Q2b) compared with preferred overall option (Q1)
(Base: 64,344)
Copying ranked as 1

Restoring ranked as 1

Reforming ranked as 1

29%, 8,829

Chose a discount

41%, 3,997
62%, 14,721

3%, 968

Do not know / prefer not to answer.

4%, 431
7%, 1,633

68% 20,872

I'm not in favour of this reform.

55%, 5,435
31%, 7,454

0

5,000

10,000
15,000
Number of respondents

Figure 20
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What percentage should older households pay (Q2b) compared
with preferred overall option (Q1)
(Base: 27,547)
Discount

Household pays

1%
2-24%

51-74%

2%, 741
11%, 1,089
5%, 1,180

75%

1%, 219
3%, 285
4%, 943

51-74%
50%

10%, 999

25%

76-98%

3%, 319

39%, 9,186

6%, 1,776
5%, 1,228

3%, 1,024
2%, 225
2%, 395

2-24%

99%

8%, 2,415

2%, 730
1%, 136
5%, 1,275

26-49%

75%

1%

1%, 91
1%, 135

0

3%, 908

1,000

2,000

3,000

4,000
5,000
6,000
Number of respondents

Figure 21
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99%

25%
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Copying ranked as 1
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Discount levels and preferred reform option
Figure 22 compares the discount levels respondents suggested (Question 2b)
with their ranking of Discounting as a reform option (Question 2a). To make
the information easier to interpret, we have grouped the suggested discount
values into bands. Where there are single values (e.g. 50%) which occur
frequently, these are included as separate bars in order to illustrate the level
of preference.
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•

Around half of those who ranked Discounting as their first preference of
the three particular reform options (Question 2a) chose a 50% discount.

•

Among those who ranked Discounting second of the three reform
options (Question 2a), the most popular single percentage was again
50%, though around half of this group chose other percentages, giving
more of a spread of results.

•

Those who ranked Discounting third of the three reform options
(Question 2a) were less likely to choose 50% and were the only group
more likely to choose discounts below 50% than above it.

•

Taken together, the higher Discounting was ranked in response to
Question 2a (Views on three particular reform options), the more likely a
respondent was to choose 50%.
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Proposed values based on views towards discounting
(Base: 28,823)
Discount

Household pays
291
276
261

99%

1%
2-24%

Ranked Discounting
as 1

75%

51-74%

254
111

792

224
214

25%

1,025

1,434
1,280

364
419
548
537
253
405

2-24%
1%

103

0

259
303
504

1,000

2,000

3,000

4,000

Number of responses
Figure 22
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For those respondents who gave a percentage, Figure 23 shows the mean
percentage chosen, broken down by how these respondents ranked
Discounting as an option in response to Question 2a.
The mean percentage chosen by respondents was quite consistent across
those who ranked Discounting first, second or not at all, with mean discounts
of 52.9%, 51.6% and 52.1% respectively.
However, those who ranked Discounting third chose lower percentages on
average, with a mean of 45.8%. This suggests that those who ranked
Discounting lower were inclined to suggest that households pay more.

Discount

Household pays

Ranked discounting as 1

52.9%

47.1%

Ranked discounting as 2

51.6%

48.4%

Ranked discounting as 3

45.8%

54.2%

Did not rank discounting

52.1%

47.9%

Figure 23

Comments about discounting the licence fee
This section summarises the comments raised in response forms about the
BBC reforming the concession by discounting the cost of a licence fee
(Discounting). Here, we explore why respondents support discounting, why
some oppose it, and suggestions for how the BBC could fund and implement
a discounted licence fee.
4,085 individual respondents and 9 campaign respondents comment on the
option of discounting the cost of the licence fee. Of these:

•
•
•
•

1,998 make comments explicitly supporting Discounting;
201 make comments explicitly opposing Discounting;
2,207 make suggestions about how to implement Discounting; and
190 make suggestions about how to fund Discounting.

Among those who say why they support Discounting, the belief that
television is a comfort for older people is the most frequently raised
comment.
Opposition to discounting is most often related to the belief that the system
of discounting would be too costly and bureaucratic.
Of those who suggest a specific discount as part of their comments on how
to implement Discounting, 50% is the most frequently suggested level. In
terms of funding Discounting, cuts to BBC spending features most frequently.
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Comments supporting a discount for over-75s
1,998 respondents make supportive comments regarding the introduction of
a discounted licence fee for over-75s. Of these, around three-quarters (1,494)
say that they would support such a system, but do not offer any justification
for their position.
“I think older & vulnerable people should benefit from a reduction
in the licence fee”
“I would prefer that people over 75 pay a percentage of the
licence rate”
Television is a comfort for older people
The most frequently raised reason among those respondents who support
discounting the licence fee for over-75s is that television represents a vital
source of comfort and companionship for older people (195). This is
particularly true for those who have mobility issues and who rely on BBC
programming to provide them with a connection to the outside world.
These respondents suggest a number of ways in which television can have a
positive effect on older people’s health and wellbeing, including:

•

offering a “lifeline” through which isolated older people can keep
abreast of news and current affairs;

•

providing companionship, thereby helping to stave off mental health
issues such as depression, which are increasingly common among over75s;

•

providing stimulation for those with degenerative neurological diseases
such as dementia and Alzheimer’s; and

•

offering much-needed respite to carers and/or family members.
“Television provides great companionship, education and
entertainment for many housebound/less able older people and
discounting the licence fee for over 75's would allow the more
able in society to support this, albeit via the BBC directly rather
than through taxation. I for one am happy to give that support.”

Some older people can’t afford to pay for a TV licence
A small number (186) of respondents who support Discounting believe that it
offers the fairest outcome for older people, given the perceived economic
disparity within that demographic. Some say that many over-75s would
struggle to afford the licence fee.
Another comment made is that older people are more susceptible than
other groups to any rise in living costs due to their fixed income, with those on
Pension Credit or who receive a state pension at particular risk.
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“At the very least there should be some discount for elderly
people living in poverty so that they can continue to watch
television. Anyone living on a basic state pension alone will
struggle to meet the cost of the licence, those in receipt of
pension credit should be exempt regardless of age.”
“I hate to think of old people barely scraping by on a pension,
not getting pension credit because their income is ‘too high’
(criminal), losing out on their TV which is often their only
company.”
Some respondents in this category explicitly support Discounting on the basis
that it represents the best compromise between copying the existing
concession and restoring the universal licence fee. They suggest that
Copying would place undue financial strain on the BBC, and that Restoring
could potentially force some older people to give up their TV licences to
cover the cost of essentials such as food and heating.
Older people deserve a discounted TV licence
Of those respondents who support Discounting, a small number (98) believe
that older people deserve a discount on their TV licence fee. Some of these
refer to the fact that such people will have paid the licence fee for many
years by the time they are eligible for any concession. Others feel that
removing the concession entirely would punish those who have contributed
the most to society, through their work and taxes.
“I am almost 75. I am of the generation which faithfully, and with
little complaint, paid for the licence since achieving adulthood
and having their own household. Why should this generation not
have some sort of credit for this. There should be some sort of
discounted fee for this age group. THEY DESERVE IT.”
The BBC must maintain quality of its output
A small number (94) of those respondents who support Discounting do so on
the basis that it represents the best chance of retaining some form of
concession for older people without the need for any significant reduction in
the quality of BBC output.
“As an avid TV watcher and a fan of the BBC which has provided
some excellent drama programmes during the winter I would be
prepared to pay a reduced rate licence fee rather than the BBC
being unable to keep the same standards.”
Some of these respondents believe it is imperative to maintain the BBC’s high
standards as it is held in high regard internationally. For example, some say
that the BBC will be key to Britain maintaining some degree of global
influence in the aftermath of Brexit.
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"With Brexit now very close we need as a nation to identify
opportunities to exploit our strongest assets and the BBC is one of
these. Global influence in the media is now of paramount
importance due to the efforts made by other nations to
destabilise western democracies by attempting to undermine
their people's concepts of 'reality'. Let us show that the truth still
matters."
Some older people can afford to pay for a TV licence
A small number (57) of those respondents who support Discounting feel that
it is unfair to provide all older people with a free licence as, they say, a
significant proportion of this demographic would easily be able to afford the
full price. Some of these respondents argue that over-75s are generally
better off today than when the concession was introduced almost twenty
years ago, and therefore that they should take some responsibility for
covering the cost of their TV licence.
However, some respondents also recognise that the reintroduction of the
universal licence fee for over-75s would likely prove controversial – even
among those who could afford to pay – as would means-testing, and that a
discount therefore represents the fairest compromise.
“I have always found it puzzling why I should have been able to
pay the licence fee the day before my 75th birthday and
suddenly become unable to pay. A discounted fee would be a
good compromise.”
Discounting is cost-effective to administer
A small number (48) of the respondents who support Discounting do so on
the basis that this represents the most cost-effective solution for all involved. It
allows older people to retain some form of concession, while also keeping
the BBC’s administrative costs down.
“I prefer the least costly (to the BBC) administrative option – a flat
50% discount to those over 75. If a simple system is adopted
implementation costs should be lessened.”
Willing to pay a discounted fee
Of those respondents who support Discounting, a small number (48) say they
would have no objections to paying at least a nominal fee towards the cost
of their TV licence, either because they regularly consume BBC content, or
simply because they are in a financial position to do so.
“As a pensioner who lives alone, I have been privileged with free
licences for some time, but, while the full fee could be "painful", I
would be very happy to contribute a reduced portion of it. Surely
even as little as £20 a year from each pensioner would help a
great deal, without hurting older viewers too much.”
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There is less content for older people
A small number (29) of respondents support Discounting as they believe that
there are not enough programmes that cater for older people so asking
them to pay a full licence fee would be unfair.
The BBC is used more by older people than other age groups, so they should
pay something for it
A small number (24) of those respondents who support Discounting say that
older people should be expected to pay at least a nominal fee towards their
TV licence because older people consume more BBC content than other
age groups. Several potential reasons are given for this, including an inability
or reticence to adapt to new technologies such as streaming services, and a
sedentary lifestyle that lends itself to more consumption of media.
“With current circumstances it would only be fair to have the
older generation contribute to the licence fee even if at a
reduced rate as many of that generation heavily rely on and
enjoy the programming and radio broadcasting of the BBC.”
Some of these respondents also emphasise that older people are an integral
part of the core audience of a number of programmes, and that the BBC is
therefore every bit as reliant on the over-75 audience as the over-75
audience is reliant on the BBC.
Other reasons for supporting Discounting
Other, less frequently, mentioned reasons for supporting Discounting include:

•

having a completely subsidised licence fee based on age is
discriminatory;

•

discounting is the fairest option as that way everyone would pay
something;

•
•

a discounted licence fee offers excellent value for money;

•

other cultural activities provide discounts for older people, and so
should the BBC;

•

a discounted licence fee would encourage families to care for older
relatives; and

•

TV is a luxury so it should not be fully subsidised.

younger people can afford to pay for the licence fee, so older people
should receive a discount;

Support Discounting, but with caveats
17 respondents are generally in favour of a discount for over-75s, but have
reservations that prevent them from supporting the proposal wholeheartedly.
For instance, one respondent asks for assurances that changes to the existing
licence fee structure are unavoidable. Another respondent asks whether
discounting represents the most cost-effective solution. Others say they
would only support a discount on the understanding that a noticeable
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improvement in the quality of BBC content occurs.
“I don't mind paying something but you must improve the quality
of the programmes, too much rubbish mediocre TV.”

Reasons given for opposing a discount for over-75s
Of the 201 respondents who oppose the introduction of a discounted
licence fee for over-75s, 61 simply say that they oppose the proposal without
offering any further justification for their position.
“I do not think discounting should be automatic and preferably
should not happen at all. I therefore prefer no discount.”
Discounting would be too bureaucratic and costly
Among those respondents who oppose Discounting, around a quarter (47)
base their opposition on the amount of administration and bureaucracy they
believe would be required to implement such a system, as well as the
associated costs.
“The plan to discount for over 75s must also carry an administrative
cost that would be better spent on good programmes.”
Some of these respondents feel that such a system would necessarily be
complex and unwieldy, and that over-75s may find the new application
process confusing or stressful, thereby discouraging some older people from
applying for the discounted rate.
Discounting wouldn’t raise enough money
47 of those respondents who oppose Discounting do so on the basis it would
not raise enough money to cover the BBC’s costs.
Some of these respondents argue that a discount would in fact be the least
effective option for reform, as too large a discount would leave a substantial
gap in BBC funding, while too small a discount would not make enough of a
difference to older people to be worthwhile.
“I generally do not favour the discount option of reform, because
it is unclear what the discount should be. A small discount is of
limited value to any eligible group. A large discount does not
solve the funding problem (if full funding costs £745M p.a. then a
50% discount costs c. £375M p.a., which would still heavily reduce
BBC service).”
Discounting would be unfair
A small number (19) of respondents believe that Discounting would be unfair.
Some of these respondents do not give a reason for their view, but others
feel that it would be unfair to provide a discount to those who can afford to
pay for their TV licence.
Some of these respondents believe discounts should be directed towards
those who are most in need, and not given to everyone aged 75 and over.
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“Discounting or changing the age of qualification still creates
unfairness whereby pensioners with good pensions (such as
myself) would be subsidised by those with lower incomes.”
Other reasons
Other, less frequently, mentioned reasons for opposing Discounting include:
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•

some older people can’t afford to pay the licence fee, even with a
discount;

•

the discount is not sustainable because the population is ageing, so the
cost of the concession will increase over time;

•

older people rely more on television than do other parts of society and
so shouldn’t be expected to pay any licence fee at all;

•

television is a source of comfort and companionship for older people,
who therefore shouldn’t be expected to pay any licence fee at all; and

•

a discounted rate for all over-75s would mean an erosion of BBC funds
year-on-year, and a reduction in the quality of programmes.
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Suggestions for how the BBC should implement a discount
Of the 2,207 respondents who make suggestions about how the BBC should
implement a discount in their comments, 2,010 suggest what percentage of
the licence fee older people should be expected to pay, or what
percentage bracket they deem most appropriate. These responses are
illustrated in Table 2 13 below, and demonstrate a clear preference for a
discounted rate of 50% for over-75s (similar to responses in the direct question
about this issue).

Discount

Household pays

Number of respondents

10%
20%
25%
30%
33%
34%
35%
36%
40%
49%
50%
60%
65%
66%
67%
68%
70%
75%
77%
80%
83%
85%
87%
90%
91-99%
Less than 50%
(unspecified)
More than 50%
(unspecified)

90%
80%
75%
70%
67%
66%
65%
64%
60%
51%
50%
40%
35%
34%
33%
32%
30%
25%
23%
20%
27%
25%
23%
10%
1-9%
More than 50%
(unspecified)
Less than 50%
(unspecified)

5
9
73
13
24
2
3
1
24
1
1,411
37
8
35
18
1
44
253
2
36
5
2
3
30
18
3
20

Table 2

13 Some respondents suggested multiple percentages so the total is greater
than the number of respondents
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Link the rate of discount to household composition
A small number (167) of those respondents who make suggestions as to how
the BBC might implement a discount believe that the discount received
should vary depending on the age and/or number of residents in each
household.
Some say that if any residents are under 75, there should be no discount,
whereas others say that there should be a discount that reduces on a sliding
scale depending on the number of under 75s.
“Occupancy dwelling (spouse, partner etc) where one person is
80 or above licence should be free, where one person is 75 - 80
then 50% discount. On a dwelling where there are more than two
occupants, i.e. sons, daughters, extended family supporting older
relative there should be no discount.”
“I believe a discount of 70% should be offered to households with
at least one person over 75 years and that the percentage should
be increased/reduced by 20% for each person in the household
above/below the qualification age (e.g. a household of 4 with 1
person over 75 would receive a discount of 10%, 70 - 3x20).
Household occupancy can be determined from voter
registration.”
Phase Discounting in over time
A small number (34) of respondents suggest that a discounted licence fee for
over-75s should be phased in over time to reduce the financial impact on
older people. This would allow older people to retain the full concession for a
limited time, with only a minimal increase in cost each year until they reach
the discounted rate, giving them plenty of time to find the money to cover
the reduced fee.
“Discounting for over 75 Yr olds for a transitional period would
soften the blow for people approaching 75-80 age group who will
feel disadvantaged if free licence is withdrawn for this group.”
33 respondents suggest that the discounted licence fee should only apply to
those who turn 75 in, or after, 2020 and that all those who are currently
eligible for the full concession, or who will qualify for it within the next year,
should be allowed to keep their free licence indefinitely.
“I believe people over 75 already on full discounts should continue
to be subsidised & the new reform affect only those who turn 75
years in 2020 to received discount of 50% on their licence.”
Regularly review the system of discounting
A small number (16) of respondents suggest that a discounted licence fee for
over-75s represents a sensible option for reform as it can be regularly
reviewed, with either the percentage or age of eligibility able to be
changed as appropriate.
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“If you introduce a discount structure this can be increased or
decreased as year passes.”
Other suggestions for discounting the concession
A small number (23) of respondents make some other suggestions about
Discounting including:

•
•
•

a single occupancy discount, similar to council tax;

•
•

options for Discounting attached to programme type, or repeats; and

a discounted fee that does not rise with inflation;
monthly payment options (note: this is currently an option for paying the
licence fee);
discounts for paying via direct debit.

Suggestions for how the BBC could fund the cost of a discount
Suggestions by respondents for ways the BBC could fund the cost of a
discounted licence fee are very similar to those put forward in Section 3.3 –
but are far fewer in number.
Cuts to salaries for stars and staff are most frequently mentioned, followed by
a reduction in channels or programmes, views on general cuts to the BBC,
and other efficiency savings.
The BBC should reduce salaries of staff and on-screen talent
Among the 190 respondents who propose ways to offset the cost of a
discounted licence fee for over-75s, the most frequent suggestion (85) is that
the BBC should fund this itself through cutting, and/or capping, the salaries of
on-screen talent and/or executives.
“The 50% option for over 75s could easily be paid for if the BBC
stopped paying obscene salaries to some of its staff (Chris Evans)
for example.”
“The eye watering salaries of your Directors and staff – especially
presenters and highlighted in recent furore over BBC salaries has
made known to the general public and we are appalled that you
reward yourselves so unjustifiably at our expense and to the
detriment of new programming.”
The BBC should reduce its channels/programmes
25 respondents make very similar comments about reducing channels and
programmes to those relating to Copying in Section 3.3.4. Some express a
general desire for fewer channels/programmes. Others suggest cutting the
newer/digital channels. Some say they want to see less spent on expensive
sporting events.
“I would prefer to pay no more than 33% of the licence cost from
the age of 75 years. And to achieve to the above I would prefer
to receive a reduced service.”
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Other suggestions for reducing channels/programmes include:

•

combining BBC1 and BBC2 into one channel and removing BBC4 and
the BBC News channel entirely;

•
•
•

reducing the number of local radio stations;
focusing on quality of programming, rather than quantity; and
reducing the BBC’s digital footprint by removing all non-essential online
services.

Other suggestions for funding a discounted licence fee, also covered in
Section 3.3, include:

•
•

reducing programme costs (20); and
general cuts (12).

The BBC should introduce advertising
A small number (30) of those respondents who make suggestions as to how
the BBC might fund a discounted licence fee for over-75s believe that the
BBC should introduce some form of advertising to increase its revenue. While
some respondents make this suggestion without further explanation, others
argue that contemporary audiences are used to advertising on commercial
channels and so would find their introduction on the BBC acceptable.
"Why can’t the BBC go the way of independent TV channels and
take adverts which would generate more funds. Viewers are used
to seeing adverts on the TVs so it would not make a lot of
difference. "
Some within this group are concerned about how best to introduce
advertising on the BBC without compromising its impartiality or fundamentally
altering the viewing experience by, for instance, introducing regular breaks
during programmes. Various suggestions are made as to how this might be
avoided, including:

•

introducing advertisements between programmes, when the BBC
currently advertises its own shows;

•

employing less intrusive advertising methods such as product
placement and/or sponsorship;

•

allowing advertising from selected companies and/or charities only;
and

•

putting advertisements in the BBC’s online services, i.e. iPlayer and the
BBC website.

Other suggestions for funding discounting
Other, less frequently, mentioned suggestions for how the BBC could fund
Discounting include:

•
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increasing the cost of the licence fee for other users, for example, by a
small percentage or in line with inflation;
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•

the Government should be fully or partially responsible for funding a
discount;

•

increasing revenue from international broadcasters by selling more BBC
programmes or charging more for them; and

•

charging for online services in the UK, and overseas.
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7. Views about Changing the age, including at
what age households should get a free TV
licence
This chapter reports on the answers given to Question 2c. Question 2c asked
respondents to suggest an age (from 65) at which households should receive
a free TV licence if the reform option Changing the age is implemented.

Analysis of answers to Question 2c
Figure 24 shows how many of those who answered this question chose an
age, responded that they are not in favour of this reform, or responded that
they did not know/preferred not to answer.

Q2c: At what age should households receive a
free TV licence
(Base: 71,523)

I am not in favour of this
reform (46%)
32,805, 46%
36,481, 51%

Do not know / prefer not
to answer (3%)
Chose an age (51%)

2,237, 3%
Figure 24

Figure 25 shows a breakdown of the ages chosen by those respondents who
specified an age. For simplicity and to make the information easier to
interpret, suggested ages have been grouped into bands. Where there are
single values (e.g. age 80) which occurred frequently, these are included as
separate bars in order to illustrate the level of preference.
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•

Around half (46%) of respondents who answered this question
responded that they are not in favour of this reform.

•

Of those respondents who did specify an age, the most frequently
chosen age was 80, which is also the age discussed in the consultation
document and the Frontier report. It was chosen by 36% of those
respondents who provided a figure in response to this question.
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•

This was followed by ages 75 (the current age for a free TV licence), 65
(often considered the ‘default retirement age’ in the United Kingdom),
70 and then 85. Of those respondents who selected an age, more
respondents selected age values below 80 than selected 80 and
above.

Q2c: Ages chosen by respondents who chose an age
(banded values)
(Base: 36,481)
14,000

36%, 12,965

Number of respondents

12,000

10,000

22%, 8,066
8,000

16%, 5,967
6,000

11%, 4,145
4,000

8%, 2,835
4%, 1,586

2,000

2%, 799
0%, 118
0
65

66-69

70

71-74

75

76-79

80

81-99

Age or age band
Figure 25

Preferred age and overall preference
Figure 26 compares the ages suggested (Question 2c) with respondents’
overall preferences (Q1). The chart only shows the answers of those
respondents who answered both questions.
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•

Around half of respondents who answered Question 2 (What age) were
not in favour of this reform, with this trend being particularly prominent
among those who supported Copying.

•

Those who ranked Copying as their first choice and suggested an age
tended to choose younger ages, with ages 65 and 75 (the current age
for the concession) being particularly popular.

•

Conversely, those who ranked Restoring as their first choice tended to
choose older ages.

•

Those who chose Reforming as their first choice were much more likely
to select age 80 than any other age.
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Preferred age threshold (Q2c) compared with preferred overall option (Q1)
(Base: 65,181)
Copying ranked as 1
65

1,208

436
31
271

70

2,343

119

1,355

62
5
28

71-74
75

4,156

282

76-79

45

2,946

780
660
2,308
2,096

80
72

81-99

951

7,730

1,680

I'm not in favour of this reform.

5,173

0

2,000

4,000

6,000

Figure 26
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16,537
7,983

527
329
861

Do not know / prefer not to answer.
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Reforming ranked as 1

4,064

143

66-69

Age (badded values)

Restoring ranked as 1

8,000
10,000
Number of respondents

12,000

14,000

16,000

18,000
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Preferred age and preferred reform option
Figure 27 compares preferred age threshold (Question 2c) with ranking of
Raising the age as a reform option (Question 2a).
For simplicity and to make the information easier to interpret, we have
grouped the suggested age values into bands. Where there are single values
(e.g. 80) which occurred frequently, these are included as separate bars in
order to illustrate the level of preference.
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•

80 was the most frequently suggested age at which households should
receive a free TV licence among those who ranked Raising the age as
their first or second preference. 80 is also the age discussed in the
consultation document and the Frontier report.

•

Notably, many of those who did not rank Raising the age opted for
lower ages.
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Age values based on view towards raising the age
(Base: 35,824)
Ranked Raising the age as 1

Ranked Raising the age as 2

Ranked Raising the age as 3

Did not rank Raising the age

Number of respondents
0

1,000
4%, 337

65

66-69

8%, 862

4%, 395

Age (banded values)

20%, 1,405

23%, 1,637

6,000

36%, 3,257

23%, 2,508
29%, 2,597

6%, 549
6%, 639

2%, 156
2%, 206

80
9%, 851
7%, 603
9%, 640
4%, 400

39%, 4,239

26%, 1,809

11%, 1,168

Figure 27
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5,000

0%, 10
0%, 29
0%, 18
1%, 61
12%, 1,041

81-99

4,000

10%, 1,114
16%, 1,165
15%, 1,391

75

76-79

3,000

1%, 54
2%, 196
4%, 250
3%, 292

70

71-74

2,000
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For those respondents who gave an age value at which households should
receive a free TV licence, Figure 28 shows the mean age values chosen,
broken down by how these respondents ranked Raising the age as an option
in response to Question 2a.
Figure 28 shows that there is link between how Raising the age was ranked
and the age value chosen. The higher Raising the age was ranked by a
respondent, the higher the mean age. Those who did not rank Raising the age
suggested the lowest mean age.
The mean age suggested by those who ranked Raising the age third, and
those who did not rank it at all, was below the current threshold age of 75.

Average value for age at which households
should receive a concession

Mean age based on view towards raising the age
(Base: 35,824)
79.0

78.6
77.0

76.0
74.4

73.0
71.6

70.0
Ranked Rasing the
age as 1

Ranked Raising the
age as 2

Ranked Raising the Did not rank Raising
age as 3
the age

Figure 28

Comments about at what age older households should receive a
free TV licence if a changing the age reform option is implemented
This section summarises the comments about the BBC changing the age
threshold at which households receive a free TV licence. The consultation
asked for views on any age above 65. In the consultation document the BBC
discussed a scenario where all households with someone aged over 80 would
receive a free TV licence. Here we explore why specific ages are proposed by
respondents, reasons for raising and for lowering the age threshold, and
suggestions for implementing and funding this change.
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6,223 individual respondents and 34 campaign respondents comment on the
option to reform the concession by changing the age threshold. Of these:

•
•
•
•

989 explicitly support raising the age threshold;

•
•
•

225 suggest how a new age threshold could be brought in;

534 explicitly support lowering the age threshold;
441 explain their opposition to changing the age threshold;
4,902 suggest a specific age (50yrs – 100yrs) in their comments, separate
to the closed question reported in 7.3;
399 suggest ways to fund a lower age threshold; and
195 suggest ways to fund a higher age threshold.

209 respondents support changing the age threshold but do not specify
whether it should be increased or decreased.

Comments in support of raising the age threshold
989 respondents explicitly support raising the age threshold. Of those 462 do
not specify why.
Television is a comfort for older people
Of those respondents who elaborate further, the most frequent comment is
that those at the older end of the age spectrum need television most for
comfort or health benefits (256).
“Changing the age of the threshold to 80 years of age. It is
important that older people can access TV when alone to give
them some form of inclusion. When you reach this age you may be
battling loneliness and no TV is only going to add another nail in
your coffin.”
Life expectancy is increasing
Increasing life expectancy is mentioned by 193 respondents in their comments
supporting raising the age threshold. They believe it is fair to reflect this
demographic trend by raising the age threshold for the concession. Some of
these respondents note the increase in the pension age as evidence to
support this approach.
“Changing the age limit upwards reflects recent alterations to the
state pension age which was left far too late.”
Other comments on increasing life expectancy recommend basing the age
threshold on the same evidence used in the year 2000, but updating it based
on year 2020 figures.
“My suggestion is that the threshold for increase in the age at which
a free TV licence is offered should in 2020 be increased by that
increase in age; for example if in 2000 it was 75 and it is now 85 a
free licence should be offered to all subscribers over the age of 85.”
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Older people cannot afford to pay for a TV licence
The increased cost of living when aged 80 and older, for example paying for
help for carrying out daily tasks, is put forward by a small number of
respondents (115) as a reason for supporting raising the age threshold.
“After 85 one becomes less mobile and consequently is for ever
paying out to get help with everyday tasks.”
Older people deserve a concession
That older people deserve a concession features in 98 respondents’
comments. The reasons they give include, because older people have:

•
•
•
•

paid the TV licence fee for many years;
paid their taxes all their working lives;
served the country in World War II; and
been used to receiving a free TV licence.
“I believe anyone over 80 has probably paid enough into this state
to be entitled to free TV viewing!”

Raising the age is the most efficient option
77 respondents say in their comments that they support raising the age
threshold because it is the simplest, least costly and least bureaucratic option
for the BBC to introduce.
“It also seems to me that just raising the age threshold would fairer
and the least bureaucratically burdensome to administer.”
Other reasons for supporting raising the age threshold
Other, less frequently mentioned reasons that respondents give when saying
that they support raising the age threshold include that:
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•

the reduced cost of this option, compared to copying the concession,
would help maintain the quality of BBC programming and avoid cuts
(47);

•

many older people are more financially comfortable than their younger
counterparts (24);

•

there are not enough programmes suitable for older people 80+, so they
shouldn’t have to pay (16);

•
•

(in contrast) the older the person, the higher their television use (14);

•

raising the age would help the BBC finances and so avoid cuts to
services (5);

•

older people don’t use streaming services such as Netflix so are more
reliant on the BBC (5); and

•

advertisements have no place on the BBC (2).

the licence fee is a good value for money so respondents would be
happy to pay for a bit longer (8);
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Comments in support of lowering the age threshold
534 respondents support lowering, rather than raising, the age to qualify for a
free TV licence. Of those 157 do not elaborate further. Many of the reasons
given for supporting a lower threshold are the same as those given for raising
it. However, respondents argue these factors apply at the younger age.
Older people deserve a concession
The most frequently mentioned comment is that older people deserve the
concession (186). Their reasons why the concession is deserved are similar to
those mentioned earlier in Section 7.4.1, with a greater emphasis on over 65s
having paid for the licence fee for many years.
“I would welcome a drop in the free licence age to 65+. I have
paid for a TV licence since living outside a family home, as have
those you are now pulling the plug on. That equates to over 45
years + of a licence fee as an investment (and it is not cheap); isn't
that enough to earn a few years free grace.”
Television is a comfort for older people
135 respondents say in their comments supporting a lower age threshold that
television is a comfort for older people. In contrast to the views in Section 7.4.2
above on this same topic, these respondents believe this need is prevalent
amongst those in their 60s and 70s, not just 80+ year olds.
“I believe that over 65's should have free TV licences as it may be
the only source of information/company for a great many of
them.”
Older people cannot afford to pay for a TV licence
Older people not being able to afford the cost of the TV licence fee is
mentioned by 107 respondents who support lowering the age threshold. Some
of these respondents argue that because pensions in the coming years will be
less generous than the pensions currently being paid, the age should be
lowered to cater for this upcoming generation of poorer pensioners.
“Poverty in old age is significant, particularly for this generation who
may not benefit from private pension incomes. If anything, the
licence fee should be scrapped for all over 60’s.”
“Anyone approaching 60 now suffered the Comprehensive School
changeover disaster (affecting their job prospects), the strike-ridden
1970s disaster, the serial-jobs (and now gig) economy and the
disappearance of financially viable private pension schemes. The
oft ignored post-Boomers can't afford to subsidise the BabyBoomers any more than the younger generations can.”
Other reasons for supporting lowering the age threshold
Other, less frequently mentioned, reasons that respondents give when saying
that they support lowering the age threshold include the that:
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•
•
•

the BBC does not provide enough content for older people (32);
life expectancy is falling rather than rising (25); and
people of pension age and above don’t use streaming services such as
Netflix so are more reliant on the BBC (2).

Comments opposing raising the age threshold
441 respondents say they oppose raising the age to qualify for the concession
in their comments and 131 of these give no further explanation.
Raising the age is unfair
135 respondents say that raising the age is unfair. Some say this is because
they dislike the increasing age thresholds for benefits and pensions generally.
Others say that people aged 80+ often lose their hearing and sight, so get less
enjoyment from television by that age.
Some respondents argue that age is not an indicator of poverty.
“I don't approve of just increasing the age-my generation have
already had their pension age extended during which I have had
health problems and still had to work for income and this option
doesn't account for a person's health or finances.”
Life expectancy
107 respondents object to raising the age because they are concerned that
many people will die before they qualify.
“The thought of giving a free licence when you get to 80 is absurd,
obviously aimed at more people having popped their clogs by
then which will benefit the BBC's running costs!”
41 respondents who oppose raising the age threshold say that it is pointless to
do so because of the increasing aging population. They say that the cost to
the BBC will still be high, as the population lives longer, and more people
reach the age threshold.
“People are living longer anyway so raising the age probably
wouldn't help and still cost a lot.”
Other reasons for opposing raising the age threshold
38 respondents object to raising the age threshold, arguing that this reform
option is not a practical solution, without specifying further.
Other less frequently mentioned reasons for opposing changing the age
include the following:
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•

older people aged 75 or over use TV for comfort if they cannot get out of
the house, or if they are lonely;

•

raising the age favours people in better health and those with longer life
expectancy;

•
•

the transition period would be confusing; and
the BBC should not be allowed to access peoples’ ages to make this
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change.

Comments on a specific age threshold
4,902 respondents include a specific age in their comments on changing the
age threshold to receive a free TV licence.
Changing the age threshold to 80
The most common age that respondents suggest is 80 years old (2,057). This
was the age discussed in the consultation document. 80 was also the most
frequently mentioned age in the responses to consultation Question 2c (which
asked respondents to suggest a specific age).
The second and third most commonly mentioned ages are 65 years old
(1,220) and 70 years old (606) respectively.
Reasons given by respondents for supporting a threshold age of 80 are similar
to those given earlier for raising the age generally and include:

•

this age group is more likely to live alone and need television for
company and stimulation;

•
•
•

they are less likely to go out;

•

increasing life expectancy means people are staying active longer into
old age; and

•

raising the age threshold is simple to administer compared to other
options.

they watch more television than other age groups;
they have paid the licence fee for 60+ years so have earned a
concession;

“I am 89 on Tuesday so maybe I WOULD prefer the over 80’s to get
a free licence! However seriously I VIEW far more television than I
ever have done in my life.”
“I think that changing the starting age for free TV licences to 80
years of age is the simplest and most cost-effective way of dealing
with the complex problem.”
Changing the age threshold to 65
The reason most respondents give when supporting reducing the current age
threshold to 65 is because they say that is when many people retire.
“If you continue with a licence, bring down the age for the free
licence to 65, the age at which most people's incomes drop
considerably due to retirement.”
Changing the age threshold to 70
Changing the age threshold to 70 is supported in respondents’ comments
because:

•
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•

television could be their only source of entertainment.
“Pensioners aged 70 or above may well depend on their TV as the
only source of entertainment. They have paid a lifetime into this
country and should not have to pay for maybe their only
entertainment at that age.”

Linking the qualifying age to the state pension age
Linking the qualifying age to the state pension age is suggested by (544)
respondents. Respondents say they that older people’s income changes
when they move to a pension and not thereafter.
Others say that they class the TV licence fee as a tax of the same kind as
National Insurance and therefore it should not be paid when an older person
qualifies for their pension.
“Licence fee should not be paid above state pension age. The
Licence fee is a tax and should be treated with the same regards
as national insurance contributions.”
In contrast to those who recommend linking the qualifying age to the state
pension age, 32 respondents suggest making the qualifying age the state
pension age plus 10 years. Their rationale is that the qualifying age moves in
line with any change to the pension age, automatically.
“I am in favour of the BBC continuing the free TV Licence but
increasing it so that its start date always remains 10 years above the
start of the State Pension age.”
Table 3 14 below shows the full range of ages suggested in open-text
comments.

14

Some respondents suggested multiple ages so the total is greater than the
number of respondents
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Age at which the
concession should begin

Number of
respondents who
suggested this age

40

1

50

4

55

1

60

82

62

1

65

1220

66

37

67

27

68

11

70

606

72

3

73

2

74

1

76

20

77

120

78

80

79

6

80

2,057

82

8

83

2

85+

154

90+

23

99+

3

100+

7

‘Pension age’

544

‘Pension age + 10 years’

32

Table 3

Suggestions for how the BBC could implement a change to the
age at which people qualify for a free TV licence
225 respondents include suggestions for how the BBC could implement a
change to the age threshold for the concession in their comments. These
suggestions relate to raising and lowering the age threshold.
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Phasing the reform over time
128 respondents suggest that older people who currently receive the
concession should continue to do so, while those who are currently aged 74
and not yet receiving the licence fee would wait until they are 80 to receive a
free TV licence.
“I think it would be a bit harsh to take away a free TV licence to
those who already get it. Introducing a free licence at 80 years
seems a good idea but not penalising those under 80 who already
receive one.”
82 respondents suggest phasing in a raised age threshold, by gradually
increasing the qualifying age.
“Slowly increase the min age for a free TV licence from 75 to 80
over a 5/6-year period.”
Regular review
12 respondents suggest the threshold should be reviewed at regular intervals,
due to the changing circumstances or life expectancy of older people.

Comments suggesting how the BBC could fund lowering the
age threshold
399 respondents comment on how they think the cost of lowering the age
threshold should be met. A small number of respondents (50) express the view
that it is right for the BBC to fund lowering the age threshold by reducing its
costs, without giving specific suggestions.
Cutting BBC spending
When respondents do make suggestions, the most frequently mentioned is for
the BBC reduce salaries of staff and on-screen talent (220). This suggestion is
covered in more detail in relation to Copying, in Section 3.3.1.
“State retirement age should bring free licence, the BBC spends too
much on highly paid people of dubious talents and can cut costs
there to subsidise help for elders.”
Some respondents recommend scaling back BBC channels and programming
(80), reducing overheads (27) or introducing programme efficiencies (18) to
pay for a concession for everyone of pensionable age. Suggestions mirror
those made in relation to Copying (see Sections 3.3.2 and 3.3.4) including less
money spent on sport and a 24-hour service and closing less popular
channels:
“Get rid of any stations which are not regularly drawing an
audience of at least one million. If they are not popular within
two/three years chop them ruthlessly. Save the money to be
invested in popular broadcasts. Stop trying to broadcast 24 hours a
day.”
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Other suggestions for funding the cost of lowering the age threshold
Other less frequently mentioned suggestions made for funding the cost of
lowering the age threshold include:

•
•
•

introducing advertising to BBC channels (72);

•
•

charging people living abroad who watch the BBC (2); and

increasing the cost of the licence fee for everyone else (34);
government funding the cost e.g. by reducing the overseas aid budget
(6);
selling programmes to international markets (2).

Comments suggesting how the BBC could fund increasing the
age threshold
Some respondents who support increasing the age threshold for the
concession recognise that the BBC will still need to fund the cost of the
concession, even if it is for a smaller number of older people than is currently
the case.
Suggestions for how the BBC could meet its funding commitments by making
cuts are similar to those covered in relation to Copying (see Section 3.3) and
include:

•
•
•
•
•

reducing the salaries the BBC pays to its staff and stars (97);
reducing its channels/programmes (34);
general cuts to the BBC (14);
reducing programme costs (14); and
other efficiencies (9).

Other funding suggestions include:

•
•
•
•
•
•
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introducing advertising to BBC channels (29);
increasing the cost of the licence fee (17);
Government funding of the concession (13);
heavier penalties for those who evade the licence fee (4);
introducing commercial funding (in general, without specifying) (4); and
making use of commercial activities and selling more BBC products (3).
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8. Views about Means-testing
This chapter summarises the comments raised in responses about the BBC
reforming the concession by introducing Means-testing. In the consultation
document the BBC discusses a scenario of providing free TV licences only to
households with someone over 75 in greater financial need, by linking free
licences to Pension Credit. Here, we explore why respondents support or
oppose Means-testing, and views on its implementation.
11,710 individual respondents and 109 campaign respondents comment on
the option to means-test the concession. Of these:

•
•
•
•
•
•

5,568 explicitly support Means-testing;
4,680 explicitly oppose Means-testing;
520 support Means-testing, but raise concerns about its implementation;
2,360 make suggestions about Means-testing;
405 suggest ways to fund introducing Means-testing; and
236 make further suggestions.

Among those who support Means-testing, the most common reason (1,563) is
the assertion that many older people can afford to pay for their TV licence.
Views on the option of Means-testing are the most polarised of the three
Reforming options. As shown in section 5.1, a similar number of respondents
ranked Means-testing as their first preferred option in their closed question
responses as those who ranked it third.
The number of respondents explicitly opposing Means-testing (4,680) is
significantly higher than the number explicitly opposing other options, which
collectively attracted 682 comments in opposition.
The most frequently mentioned reason for opposing Means-testing is the
perceived high cost of administering this system (1,562 individual respondents
and 20 campaign respondents).
2,360 respondents comment on the basis for Means-testing people aged 75
and over. Around half of these respondents express support for linking the test
to Pension Credit (1,254), whereas others (726) would prefer a person’s income
to be taken into account – either through tax or through another measure.
The following sections of this chapter analyse all comments on Means-testing
the concession.

Reasons given for supporting the introduction of Means-testing
Of the 5,568 respondents who support Means-testing, around half (2,905)
simply state their support and give no explanation for their view, as do a
further 27 respondents who submitted their responses as part of the Age UK
campaign.
“Simply offer concessions to older people in greater financial
need.”
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A further 343 respondents say that Means-testing is the fairest option out of
those offered in this consultation, with no further comment.
“If you decide to reform, making it means-tested is the best and
fairest way forward in my opinion.”

Some older people can afford a licence fee
The most frequent comment in support of Means-testing is the belief that some
older people can afford to pay for the licence fee (1,573). Many of these
respondents believe it is fair that older people who can afford to pay should
do so.
Some respondents who say that they currently receive the concession add
that they feel it is only right that they give up the concession to ensure those
on lower incomes receive it.
“I personally [and my wife] both octogenarians are financially
comfortable, and will happily forego this for more deserving cases.”
Some of these respondents say that many older people enjoy better pensions
than those currently available to the working population, or that their income
has seen greater increases than that of younger people.
“I’m retired on a good pension. My age had little to do with my
ability to pay. I have friends on big pensions who can afford to pay
more than their grandchildren.”

Some older people cannot afford a licence fee
749 respondents whose comments support Means-testing say that some older
people cannot afford to pay for the licence fee because they are in poverty.
They suggest that a means-tested concession would mean those in greatest
need would continue to receive a free TV licence.
“I live alone and qualify for Council relief and help with medical
expenses such as dentist and opticians. I get by and would not
describe myself as living in abject poverty but my free TV licence is
important to me.”
Some of these respondents argue that the licence fee concession was
created to alleviate poverty amongst older people, but that Means-testing
would be a more accurate way to tackle this problem than the current
arrangement of a blanket concession based on age.

Television is a comfort for older people on low incomes
572 respondents who support Means-testing raise the point that older people
use their television as a connection to the outside world, stating they support
Means-testing to ensure that poorer older people still have access to this
comfort.
Some of these respondents say that many older people experience loneliness
and need television to combat this.
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“Elderly/disabled people are often lonely and rely on TV as a form
of company and it may be the only form of entertainment they
have. It would be cruel to take this away, particularly for those with
limited funds.”

An age-based concession is unfair
336 respondents who support Means-testing believe it is unfair to have a
concession based on age.
Some of these respondents say that age is not a good indicator of wealth and
that there are people in need of financial support across all age groups.
“I do not believe the category of age is valid beyond the fact that
they are more usually alone and more likely to rely on the TV for
company. There are well off and poor in every demographic, and
sharing is a good thing. If people can afford it, they should pay.
Let's have some real equality.”

Means-testing will allow the BBC to maintain quality
217 respondents argue that the concession should be means-tested because
the BBC needs revenue to maintain the quality of its programmes whilst still
providing a free TV licence to older people on low incomes.
Some of these respondents suggest it is also necessary for the BBC to reform in
order to continue providing good quality programmes.
“We need the BBC to be able to keep the high standards we are
used to and that means providing the money.”
“There are some fantastic programmes on BBC2 & BBC4 and these
could be at risk. I think there should be a means test of some sort so
those on low incomes/pensions could be helped.”

The TV licence fee is great value for money
205 respondents who support Means-testing say they are willing to pay for the
licence fee because they consider it good value for money in light of what
the BBC provides. They support Means-testing to ensure those who cannot
afford the licence fee still have access to BBC services.
“Means tested, so that those who do not the resources to pay for a
licence can get it for free. All others should pay the full fee. My wife
and I are OAPs and will happily pay for our licences, BBC is
EXCELLENT value for money.”

BBC should not be responsible for the concession
201 respondents are supportive of means-testing but do not believe that the
BBC should be responsible for implementing such a system. Such respondents
tend to either name a specific organisation they say should take responsibility
for means-testing and why, or make specific suggestions for how a meanstesting system might operate.
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The most frequent suggestion is that responsibility for financing a concession,
including all administrative costs associated with means-testing, should revert
to the Government, specifically to the Department of Work and Pensions.
“Means-testing with help from the Department of Work and
Pensions supported by the government, to ensure it is monitored,
controlled and policed. I understand this is an expensive option, but
many over 75's don't have the money for heating or even to eat. I
also recognise this should be a 'State' responsibility it just doesn't
happen that way and then these vulnerable people will have
nothing for company and information.”
Some respondents comment that reforming the concession may ultimately
save money due to reduced dependence on the NHS and other state
institutions and/or programmes – for example because television provides
a useful social service, offering comfort and companionship to older
people.
“Most viewers should pay in full. Any person over 75 who doesn’t
live with a younger person and who has income below a certain
threshold should have a discount. This should be arranged by and
subsided by Government as it may help to prevent depression etc
thereby saving NHS costs.”

Other reasons for supporting means-testing
Other, less frequently mentioned reasons for supporting Means-testing include:

•
•

any further cuts to the BBC should be avoided (112);

•
•

older people in financial need deserve a free TV licence (66);

•

a lot of older people will not be able to access other forms of
entertainment or news because they are less tech-savvy, and many do
not have an internet connection (15);

•

television is not a necessity, except for those in greatest financial need
who can’t afford other means of entertainment (11).

•

older people receive less value for money from their TV licence than
other demographics, so poorer over-75s should not be expected to pay
(10);

•
•

it is the most cost effective (9); and

older people use the BBC more than younger people, and those who
can afford it should pay (75);
the current concession will be increasingly unaffordable for the BBC
because of the ageing population (21);

BBC should remain ad-free (9).

Support Means-testing in principle, but with some concerns or
caveats
520 respondents who comment on Means-testing support this option, but also
express concerns about it.
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Some comment generally that they believe Pension Credit would not capture
all those in need.
Others believe that many older people will be too proud to claim Pension
Credit, and therefore will not receive the concession, even if they struggle
financially.
Some of these respondents argue that many older people who do not receive
Pension Credit still have low incomes – for example, those on a state pension,
or with a small amount of savings.
“Any means-testing needs to be very carefully considered as many
older people don’t claim Pension Credit even though they are
entitled to.”
“Means-testing is one way but I am concerned for housebound
people (on Attendance Allowance/PIP), not on means-tested
entitlements (Pension Credit) for whom the TV is an important level
of company and interest.”
Some say they would only support Means-testing the concession under certain
circumstances, for example:

•
•

Means-testing should be inexpensive to implement and maintain;

•

where an older person is living with a family member, or someone of
working age, they should not receive the means-tested concession;

•

the person applying for the means-tested concession should not have to
divulge personal information, as this would be too intrusive; and

•

a means-test should use another income measure to ensure older
people who are not claiming benefits (but who may need the
concession) would benefit.

the system for Means-testing should be simple, and easy for older people
to use;

Reasons given for opposing the introduction of Means-testing
4,680 of the 11,819 respondents who comment on Means-testing express
opposition to this option. Means-testing attracted more opposition comments
than the other reform options, which collectively attracted 682 comments in
opposition.
665 respondents who oppose Means-testing give no explanation for their view.

Means-testing is too expensive to implement
The most common reason given by respondents who oppose Means-testing is
the belief that Means-testing would be too costly to implement (1,562
individual respondents and 20 campaign respondents).
Some of these respondents argue that the cost of administering a meanstested system would cancel out any financial gains made from more people
paying the licence fee.
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“Out of the question is means-testing, the cost of administering this
will negate any cost saving from charging a fee.”
“Means-testing will be expensive and inefficient.”

Some older people who would not qualify for a means-tested
concession are living in poverty
Around a quarter of respondents (1,102) who oppose Means-testing believe
that the practice is potentially unfair. Some argue that those who would not
qualify for a means-tested concession may still be living in poverty, and would
struggle to pay the TV licence – especially those on small pensions or the state
pension.
“I do not favour means-testing as many people like myself have just
enough income to not be on benefits and are penalised when it
comes to means-testing.”
“Means-testing is fine in principle but there are many situations
where means-testing means that some end up better off than those
that are just outside the boundary.”

Bureaucracy of Means-testing is off-putting for vulnerable older
people
679 respondents who oppose Means-testing say they believe the system
would be too bureaucratic.
Some mention this in general, while others believe that older people would
not apply for the concession because there would be too much paperwork
and stress involved.
Some feel that this system would be too difficult for vulnerable older people.
“Means-testing would be insulting, expensive and probably too
difficult for the more vulnerable among older people.”
“Means-testing costs much more than a universal benefit to
administer, and all our experience suggests that those most in need
are least likely to apply.”

Means-testing is demeaning and intrusive
545 respondents who oppose Means-testing explain that they feel it is
demeaning.
Some of these respondents argue that many older people are ‘too proud’ to
claim benefits, including Pension Credit, even if they may need to.
Another reason for opposing Means-testing is the possibility that people would
feel personally judged if they had to apply for the concession because of their
financial situation.
Some of these 545 respondents argue that older people would find Meanstesting too intrusive, and would not want to divulge their financial situation to
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the BBC. Others believe that the BBC should not have access to personal
financial information.
“Definitely no to means-testing, it's an invasion of privacy & we
would rather not watch the BBC if this scenario comes about.”
“Some older people are too proud to claim benefits, even though
they are entitled to do so, so I don't think means-testing should be
used.”

Means-testing penalises older people who saved for their
retirement
A small number of respondents (508) who express opposition to Means-testing
do so on principle, arguing that older people who have worked hard and
saved their money for retirement would be penalised by the provision of a free
licence to those on low incomes.
Some of these respondents believe that those who could qualify for a meanstested licence fee should have saved to support themselves in old age.
“Those with good private pensions should not have to pay full as
they have contributed enough over their working lives and made
sure money was invested for their old age – that should NOT be
punished.”

Opposition to the link to Pension Credit
401 respondents oppose Means-testing linked to Pension Credit. Some do not
give a reason for their view, while others comment it is inappropriate, or unfair,
to base a discount solely on Pension Credit.
Where respondents give further explanation, some say that many older
people whose income or savings sit just above the Pension Credit threshold will
be worse off than some of those who receive the TV licence concession. This is
because they believe the income and other benefits associated with Pension
Credit will add up to more than the income of someone who is just above the
threshold to receive Pension Credit.
“Linking the TV licence with receiving Pension Credit or similar is not
fair. I am 20p above the limit for claiming so receive no help with
glasses, teeth, extra heating allowance so am already worse off
and then the TV licence will be another benefit I could not claim.”
Some respondents say the Pension Credit threshold is itself too low and
therefore penalises many older people who are on small incomes. Others
point to the qualifying criteria for Pension Credit being unfair, excluding
people with even a very small company pension.
“Income threshold for Pension Credit is too low. So this should not
occur if this is the means-tested criteria applied.”
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“Some pensioners cannot claim Pension Credits because it voids
their entitlement to other benefits, or they are in receipt of a tiny £5
a week company pension which makes them still "employed" so
they aren’t entitled to Pension Credits so means-testing would be
unfair.”
Some respondents object to the link with Pension Credit because it is a
government-controlled benefit, which they say could change and then
necessitate a possibly expensive change in approach for the BBC.
“Suppose Pension Credit is reformed or substituted by something
else altogether, then what? You’d have to start all over again or risk
some kind of bodge, which in turn could cause a lot of flak.”
Some respondents argue that linking the concession to Pension Credit would
discourage people from saving for their retirement.
“There is an argument that this would reduce the incentive to save
for old age and become more dependent on the State.”
For further views on Pension Credit, please see Section 8.2.

Means-testing is open to abuse
Of the respondents who oppose Means-testing, 160 respondents believe that
Means-testing is open to abuse because people would find a way to avoid
paying the licence fee.
Some of these respondents believe that people will hide, or not declare, their
savings in order to claim a free TV licence.
Others say that benefits systems of all kinds are susceptible to abuse and that
that this would also apply to a means-tested licence fee.
“I worry if the TV licence became means-tested this reform would
be abused much like the means-tested benefit system.”

Means-testing will open up demand for all age groups to be
offered a means-tested free TV licence
A small number of respondents (81) whose comments oppose Means-testing
argue that Means-testing people aged 75 and over could lead to calls for
other age groups in need of financial assistance to receive a free TV licence.
“Also, if you means-test older people, there will be people who say
that younger people should be means-tested because there are
plenty of younger people who struggle to afford the licence fee. It
would therefore open a can of worms!”

Other reasons for opposing Means-testing
Other, less frequently mentioned, reasons for opposing Means-testing include:
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the BBC should not have the right to means-test people as it is not part of
the Government, but a broadcaster;

•

other benefits like the Winter Fuel Allowance are not means-tested, and
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this could encourage these other concessions to be scrutinised; and

•

means-testing is too controversial and divisive, so should not be
implemented.

Suggestions made for the basis of Means-testing
2,360 of the 11,819 respondents who comment on Means-testing make
suggestions for what the test should be based on.

Link to Pension Credit
Around half of the respondents (1,254) who make suggestions for the basis of
Means-testing support the link to Pension Credit, for example saying it seems to
be the fairest and simplest form of Means-testing.
“My preferred option is means-testing – a free TV licence for those
aged 75 and over who are ALSO on Pension Credit.”
“I think it's an excellent idea to tie the licence fee into the Pension
Credit as then people who are really in need are being identified
for a discount.”

Link to income
Around a quarter of respondents (726) who make suggestions for the basis of
Means-testing believe it should be linked to income. Some do not suggest a
specific method, whereas others give a variety of criteria or ways the BBC
could measure affordability.
These respondents commonly suggest a link to the amount an older person
pays in tax, for example suggesting linking with HMRC records to retrieve this
information, or linking to a person’s current tax code.
Some of these respondents who suggest a link to income argue that only
those on the highest rate of tax should pay for the TV licence. In contrast,
others believe only those whose income is below the income tax threshold
should get a concession, and everyone else should pay.
Some respondents suggest a specific annual income threshold (both of the
individual and of the household) at which the concession should be awarded.
Suggestions vary from £15,000 – £50,000 per annum as a cut-off below which a
concession would apply.
“If it is to be reformed it should be means-tested such that those
receiving pensions of say less than £30,000 should receive it.”
Others (31) would like a person’s savings to be taken into consideration as part
of a means-tested concession.

Other suggested bases for Means-testing
In total, 552 respondents suggest other bases for Means-testing the
concession. 321 of these respondents would like the concession to be offered
where an older person is receiving benefits, without specifying any specific
benefit.
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Other suggested bases for Means-testing include:

•
•
•
•
•

only income is the state pension;
receive disability benefits or Personal Independence Payments;
receive Attendance Allowance;
receive Carers’ Allowance; and
receive Winter Fuel Allowance (note – this allowance is not currently
means-tested).

Suggestions for how the BBC could fund a means-tested
concession
Of the 11,819 respondents who comment on Means-testing, 405 suggest ways
the BBC could pay for the cost of this concession (estimated in the
Consultation Document to be around £209 million a year). These mirror other
areas where respondents make suggestions for funding (e.g. 7.4.6-7.4.7)

The BBC should make cuts to spending
Most frequently, respondents (132) suggest making cuts to BBC staff and
presenters’ salaries, content, and expenses in order to fund a means-tested
concession.
“Those on the low income I describe have to, out of sheer necessity,
to make economies but the BBC it would appear is asking those
groups to cut back more when they according to recent teletext
information, overspent 17 million on an East Enders set and their top
brass enjoyed bumper rises”

Other ways to pay for Means-testing the concession
Some respondents make other suggestions for ways the BBC could fund
Means-testing the concession, many of which are similar to the suggestions for
funding Copying and other Reforming options. They include:

•
•
•

raising the licence fee for people under 75 (45 respondents);

•

funding popular programmes through sponsorship (4).

implementing advertising on BBC channels (28 respondents);
government funding to pay for the TV licence for older people on low
incomes (11); and

Suggestions for other factors to consider if using the Means-testing
option
236 respondents of the 11,819 who comment on Means-testing suggest other
factors to consider if using the Means-testing option.

Household composition and ability to pay
124 respondents comment that Means-testing for a free TV licence should only
be implemented for those who live in a household where everyone is 75 or
over. 36 others suggest Means-testing for households over another age (often
not specified).
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“Anyone who is 75+ and resides with a `working' family should lose
their rights to a `free' licence. I know of numerous families whose
combined household income exceeds £250,000 pa BUT still get a
`free' licence by virtue that a 75+ individual is resident!”

Subscription to other television services
39 respondents suggest that if a person has a subscription to other television
services (such as Sky), they should not be awarded a concession. These
respondents argue that if someone can afford other services, they can afford
to pay for a TV licence.
“You should only be giving concessions on the licence fee holders
that have no other TV subscriptions.”

Other suggestions for the implementation of Means-testing
Other, less frequently mentioned, suggestions given by respondents for
implementing Means-testing include:
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•

ensuring those who claim a means-tested concession show proof of
hardship;

•
•

using only existing records of who should be means-tested;
working with Her Majesty’s Revenue and Customs (HMRC), or the
Department for Work and Pensions (DWP to implement Means-testing;

•
•
•

working with Age UK, and other charities;

•

ensuring eligible concessions amount to less than 20% of the population;
and

•

raising the licence fee cost for the richest.

only means-testing those who request it, to save administration costs;
ensuring that the BBC runs a public awareness campaign to increase the
uptake of the benefit;
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9. Views about combinations of Changing the
age, Discount and/or Means-testing
This chapter reports on comments raised in responses about the BBC reforming
the concession by introducing a combination of reform options: Changing the
age, Discounting and Means-testing.

•

In the closed question (2d), respondents were asked to select which of
these three features to include in a combination. Alternatively, they
could tick ‘None of these’ or ‘Don’t know/prefer not to answer’. Answers
to this question are given in Section 9.1, below.

•

In the open question (2e), respondents were asked to describe their
preferred combination. Answers to these questions are given in Section
9.2 below. This section includes all combinations described in open-text
responses.

Analysis of answers to Question 2d: combining options: Discounting;
Changing the age; Means-testing
Figure 29 shows answers given in response to Question 2d (Your view on
combinations).
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•

70,928 respondents answered this question. Although the question was
about combinations, around three-quarters of respondents (77%) did not
select a combination of features. Instead, 39% selected only a single
reform feature; around a third (36%) selected ‘None of these’ and 2%
selected ‘Do not know/prefer not to answer’.

•

Of the respondents who selected a single reform feature, the choices
mirror the preferences expressed earlier in the consultation where
respondents were asked to rank the reform options in order of
preference. In both cases, Means-testing was the most popular reform
feature, followed by Discounting and then Changing the age.
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Q2d: Your view on combinations
(Base: 70,928)

Number of respondents

30,000
25,000
12,607
(18%)

20,000
15,000

25,510
(36%)

10,000

1,230
(2%)

5,000

16,614
(23%)

6,733
(9%)
8,234
(12%)

Means-testing
only

Changing the
age only
Discounting
only

0
None of these

Do not
know/prefer not to
answer.

Selected a
combination

Selected a single
option

Figure 29

For those respondents who did select a combination of two or more features
(23%), Figure 30 shows the choices of the 23% of respondents who did select a
combination of reform features.

•

Of these respondents, 83% selected a combination of two features and
17% selected all three features.

•

Discounting was the most popular feature chosen to be used in
combination: around three-quarters of respondents who gave a
combination included Discounting.

Figure 30
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Answers to the open questions (2e and 3)
Respondents made 11,231 suggestions and comments about combinations in
response to the open questions. 6 of those comments were submitted as part
of campaign responses (most campaign responses did not support any
Reforming). All of these suggestions and comments are described below.

•

Section 9.2.1 describes the four types of combination chosen and the
main suggestion given about each.

•

Section 9.2.2 describes additional suggestions and ideas for how to
combine reform features.

In addition, 745 respondents expressed opposition to combining reform
features. These are described in Section 9.2.3, below.

Combinations of reform features
The three reform features discussed in the consultation document can be
combined in four main ways. These are:

•

Combination 1: changing the discount that those eligible for the
concession would receive (currently the discount is 100% because the TV
licence is free for those who are eligible) and changing the age when
people would be eligible to receive the concession (currently 75).

•

Combination 2: changing the age when people would be eligible to
receive the concession and also introducing means-testing to decide
which of these people would be eligible to receive the concession.

•

Combination 3: changing the discount to the licence fee that eligible
people would receive and introducing means-testing of the concession.

•

Combination 4: combining changing the discount, changing the age
and introducing means-testing.

These are illustrated below:

Changing the
age
2

1
4

Meanstesting
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Across all of these combinations:

•
•

the most popular discount is 50%; and
the most popular age threshold for the concession is 80 years old.

These are consistent with options for reform discussed in the consultation
document.
The following sections describe what was said by respondents for each of
these combinations. Respondents suggest specific combinations and also
sometimes explain why they want their particular suggested combination.
Where the reasons given for wanting a particular combination are the same
as those described in other parts of this report (e.g. reasons for supporting
Means-testing in Section 8.1), these reasons are not repeated here.
Although there are four main combinations that can be chosen, some
respondents give very detailed suggestions for exactly how to combine them.
For example, some respondents propose different discounts for different age
ranges, combined with Means-testing based on multiple criteria, and eligibility
to be based on household size. More than 2,500 unique suggestions were
offered and a summary of these can be found in Appendix 4. This chapter
describes the common themes across these suggestions.
Combination 1: Discounting and Changing the age
A combination of changing the age and discounting is most frequently
suggested by respondents (4,127 comments) when providing open-text
responses. This mirrors responses to the closed question (2d).
Around a third of these suggestions (1,402) propose raising the age threshold
and replacing the concession with a discounted licence fee. The most
common age specified is 80 (896) and the most common discount level
suggested is 50% (1,668). These are the age and discount discussed in the
consultation document.
Around a third of these suggestions (1,333) suggest an age threshold lower
than the current qualifying age of 75. 591 of these respondents suggest that a
discount should apply for households with at least one person aged 70 or
over, with others suggesting the discount could start from age 65 or from
retirement age.
“The age should be brought down to 65 (or in line with state
pension age) and if costs are introduced, older people should only
have to pay a max of 25% of the fee.”
Others suggest a tiered system where different levels of discount (sometimes
specified and sometimes not specified) apply to different ages. For example,
879 respondents propose that households with at least one person over 75
should get a discount, but once that person reaches 80 the discount should
reach 100% and the licence fee should be free.
“Free for over 80. 50% discounting for 75.”
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Combination 2: Changing the age and Means-testing
The second most common combination of reform features is Changing the
age and Means-testing (2,784 comments). This is different to the responses to
the closed question, where this was the third most popular combination. There
are a mix of views on whether to combine Means-testing with a higher age
threshold (1,328), or a lower one (1,183).
“Any pensioner over 65 receiving pension credit should be exempt.
No-one else.”
“The important thing is to protect those with a low income, so I think
it should come in at retirement age for those on pension credit, in
receipt of PIP or of carers allowance.”
“Age increase combined (to about 80) with means-testing testing
of the 80+ group.”
Most (1,522) respondents who express a preference for Means-testing in
combination with Changing the age do not specify a particular basis for
Means-testing.
“Means-tested and raising age.”
Of those who give further detail, the most common suggested basis for
Means-testing is household size or composition (707 comments). Others
suggest using eligibility for Pension Credit or other benefits as the Meanstesting criterion (480). Smaller numbers suggest using a broad measure of
income, such as total savings or total household income, to determine if a
person or household would qualify for a free licence.
“Means-testing to focus only on older people in greater financial
need, esp. those who live alone or are housebound.”
“Raise the age to 85 and only pay to those in receipt of pension
credit. Also, all members of the household should be over 85.”
Combination 3: Discounting and Means-Testing
Combinations of Discounting and Means-testing are suggested by 2,449
respondents. Some respondents suggest a single discount, others suggest a
variable level of discount. (see Section 9.2.2 for further details).
As in other combinations, 50% is the most common discount level suggested
(598), and household size (670) and Pension Credit (378) are the most
commonly suggested bases for Means-testing.
A common suggestion (583 comments) is to combine discounting for all those
over 75 with a free licence for those who meet the means-testing criteria.
“The maximum possible discounting should be applied to those
over 75 and then, upon application, means-testing test a 100%
discounting to the worst off in society.”
Where participants support a variable discount, they comment that the
discount level should vary based on a household’s ability to pay.
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“Means-testing testing and tiering the discounting, those with the
least money pay nothing up to a level where it can be afforded the
person should pay the full amount regardless of age.”
“A sliding scale reduction in the fee based on household income
would be the fairest approach.”
705 respondents suggest a combination of Discounting and Means-testing
without providing any further details.
“It would be nice to offer a discounting to the oldest citizens […].
But there is no need to subsidise well-off pensioners, so the
discounting could be restricted to those on low incomes.”
Combination 4: Discounting, Changing the age and Means-testing
There are 1,999 suggestions for combinations of all three features –
Discounting, Changing the age and Means-testing. Many of these
combinations are very detailed, often including different discounts for
different ages, with some discounts being means-tested and some not.
“Means-testing testing from state pension age. Discounting 50%
from 75, 75% from 85, 100% from 95.”
“I believe the best combination would be to offer a graduated
discounting to the 75+ population, with means-testing testing to
justify the discounting.”
Among those who suggest combining all three reform features, more
respondents suggest lowering the age (850) than raising the age at which a
concession is applied (609).
“Discounting for all over 67 with greater discounting rate for those in
financial need.”
“Discounting at the age of 75, free at age 80 but free from 65 for
people who only have basic pension.”
“Those on higher incomes could get a graded discounting Age 75 30% discounting; Age 80 - 60% discounting. Age 85 - free.”
“A means-testing-tested discounted licence for people over 80.”

Other comments about combining Reforming features
This section summarises the key issues respondents would like the BBC to
consider if designing a combination of the different reform options.
Different approaches to Discounting
Where respondents discuss a combination which involves Discounting, they
make two main suggestions regarding the type of discount:
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•

a fixed discount that would apply to everyone above a particular age or
who meets a particular means-testing criterion (for example, 50%
discount for everyone who is eligible); and

•

a variable discount that changes with a person’s age, or their ability to
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pay (for example, a discount which starts at 25% and gradually increases
to 75% as people get older).
Suggestions for a combination involving a fixed discount (6,966) are more
common than those involving a variable discount (1,580).
Respondents who favour a variable discount often propose that a person or
household should qualify for a greater discount the older they are. Suggestions
vary from a simple two-scale age-based discount system to complex slidingscale approaches with multiple criteria.
“I would prefer a means-testing-tested approach from government
retirement age (65) through to 80. After 80, I believe all pensioners
should receive either a free (means-testing tested) or discounted
(50%) licence fee. Above the age of 90 all licence fees should be
free.”
Some respondents who propose variable discounts say the discount should go
up to 100%, equivalent to a free licence.
Household composition
Another factor mentioned frequently by respondents (1,940) when discussing
how the reform features could be combined is household composition. There
are a range of suggestions about how this criterion should be taken into
account, with two main themes:

•

single occupant households should be a priority for Discounting;
“Possibly a phased discount based on the number of older adults in
a household e.g. free for a single person reduced for a couple.”

•

a discounted (or free) licence fee should depend on whether all
members of a household are of certain age.
“Offer 50% discounting to anyone receiving state pension as long
as there is no one at the same address who is under pension age.”

More information on the arguments raised with regards to how household
composition should be considered as part of the reform features can be
found in Section 10.1.
Phasing the combination of reforms over time
120 respondents would like any combination of reforms to be introduced
gradually. These respondents suggest that those who are currently in receipt
of the concession should be exempt from any reform or that they should
receive a grace period before the reform applies to them.
“It seems to me there needs to a balance of helping older poor
and the huge money this will cost. To stop straight away could
cause hardship whilst to continue is unfair. I would advocate
phasing it out over say 5-10 years. In the meantime raise the age to
80 and link to pension credit.”
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Opposition to combinations of Discounting, Changing the age
and/or Means-testing
452 respondents express disagreement with the implementation of a
combination of the reform features, with some not expanding further on their
reasons for this.
“No combination. Just one option.”
Where respondents do give reasons for their opposition to combinations, they
often argue the concession should be simple, but do not specify which option
they would support.
Some respondents say they prefer a single option because they believe a
combination would be costly to implement.
“Any combination would be complicated, probably with
additional cost of implementation.”
Some of the 452 respondents do not agree with any of the options, and say
that therefore a combination would be unacceptable to them. However,
they do not suggest an alternative that they would support.
“My husband and I don't agree with any of your options.”
“I do not agree with any of the options.”
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10. Alternative suggestions for reforming the
concession
This chapter summarises comments suggesting alternative reforms to the TV
licence fee concession. It outlines the suggestions made by respondents and
summarises any supporting arguments.
3,577 individual respondents and 27 campaign respondents comment on
alternative ways of Reforming the concession. Most of these respondents
(2,289) make suggestions about taking account of household composition.

Suggestions for alternative reforms to the TV licence fee
concession
Only households where everyone is aged 75 or over should
receive a free TV licence
The most frequently suggested alternative reform (1,364) is that the BBC should
only award a concession to households where everybody is aged 75 and
over. Some of these respondents argue it is unfair that people under 75 can
benefit from a free TV licence if they live with an older person.
Other respondents say that they did not know the whole household could
benefit from a free licence if someone aged 75 and over lives at the address.
“It is crazy that a household of two adults, two children and granny
pay nothing because granny lives with them. If any free/discounted
licences exist there must be no-one in the household under that
age for it to apply.”

Enable over-75s to make contributions to the BBC licence fee
486 respondents suggest that the current licence concession for over-75s
should remain in place, but older people who can afford to pay could be
given the option to keep paying.
“The BBC has a social obligation to safeguard against isolation this
would create for its most vulnerable viewers but, if something has to
change, it would be better to have an opt-out option for those who
are able to pay rather than relying on people having to apply for a
free licence.”
Some of these respondents say that they are aged 75 or over, and currently
choose to continue to pay for the licence fee because they can afford to do
so. Others would like the BBC to encourage people in similar situations to do
the same.
“Using a persuasive form of words encourage over 75s who can
afford the fee not to apply for free licence.”
219 respondents suggest that it should require an ‘opt-in’ to receive a free
licence (note: this is currently the case).
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Smaller households should receive a free TV licence
502 respondents would like smaller households, such as single older people
and/or older couples to get a free TV licence.
Some believe that single older people are more likely to be adversely
affected by changes to the concession because they live on their own.
“There should be focus on older people living alone – focusing on
the oldest person in the house is not appropriate if there is more
than one person.”
Of the respondents who suggest couples should receive a free TV licence,
some believe that a couple would be less likely to afford the licence fee than
those in a household of more than two people.
“If the household have one person in the couple (not families) over
the age of 75 then it should be free.”
Some respondents who suggest that older people living alone should receive
a free TV licence say that it would be easy to access this information through
council records.
“If you can’t give free licences to people aged 80 and over at least
give free licences to 80s and over who are the sole occupiers of the
house this information can be easily obtained from local council.”

An option not to pay the licence fee if you don’t use BBC
channels
335 respondents suggest an alternative reform of allowing people to opt out
of paying the licence fee if they do not use any BBC channels. Some say that
the BBC could block their channels from viewers who do not want to pay the
licence fee. They add that these viewers should still be allowed to watch other
free-to-air television channels such as ITV, and subscription services such as
Netflix, without the need for a licence fee.
“I also think there should be a choice of not needing a licence if
you do not watch BBC.”
Some of these respondents discuss their own viewing preferences, for example
saying that they do not watch BBC programmes and therefore do not
understand why the licence fee is compulsory, or that they wouldn’t miss the
BBC services if the channels were removed.
“I rarely watch the BBC because there is never anything decent on,
so why is there not an option to opt out of paying the licence fee
altogether”

Households where everyone is retired should receive a free TV
licence
184 respondents suggest that only households where everyone is retired
should receive a free TV licence. These respondents argue that if anyone
within the household is still working, then the household should not be given a
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concession.
“Households where one or more member is still in employment
should also pay the full licence.”

Households where everyone is over a certain age and one
person is aged 75+ should receive a free TV licence
138 respondents suggest that the BBC should only give a concession to
households where every resident is over a certain age (for example 65) and
where one person is aged 75+. These respondents suggest a variety of age
thresholds (between 50 and 70) as an indicator of when a household should
start to receive a free TV licence.
“Keep age the same but only for households where there are no
occupants by persons under 65 years of age or the current state
pension age.”

Fund free TV licences through charitable donations
124 respondents who suggest alternative reforms believe that older people
could receive money for a free TV licence through charitable donations,
grants, or gifts. These respondents make the following suggestions:

•

fund the concession through a lottery grant, or other charitable
organisation;

•

host charitable events, similar to ‘Children In Need’ to raise money for
the concession;

•

ask companies and other media organisations to contribute money to
pay for the concession; and

•

set up a charity that can assist older people in financial hardship who
cannot pay the licence fee.
“The BBC could offer gift certificates so that relatives could gift the
licence. Also the BBC with Age UK could run a Christmas campaign
for people to ‘gift a licence’ to an elderly person for Christmas.”
“A charity should be set up to help those worst affected by the
change i.e. to help those on lower incomes or in need get
assistance.”

A free TV licence that is based on past contributions to tax or
the licence fee
108 respondents suggest that the concession should be based on past
contributions to both the BBC licence fee and to UK tax.
Some of these respondents believe older people should receive a concession
if they have paid the licence fee for a number of years – anything from 10
years to 50 years. Others suggest that the concession should commence
automatically after a set number of years of full TV licence fee payments.
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“It would be fair if a person has paid their TV licence fee for say 40
years that they should be entitled at least to a reduced fee, don't
you think.”
Some of these 108 respondents believe that the free licence should be based
on how many years a person has paid tax in the UK.
“Free licences for everyone above 65 who have contributed to our
tax system for 30 years minimum.”
“Anybody over 75, should not pay TV licence, if worked 30 years or
more paying national insurance and tax.”
Some respondents believe that only people who are British should get a free
TV licence. Others say people who have lived in the UK for a certain number
of years (e.g. 60) should qualify for the concession.

Only households where the main occupant is over 75 should
receive a free TV licence
108 respondents suggest that only households where the main occupant is
over 75 years old should receive a free TV licence. These respondents do not
believe that it is fair for households of working age residents to get a free
licence if an older person moves in with them.
“If the household is owned by people who are still working age,
then the licence fee should not be free.”
“Also, licence fee should be on the main householder(s) not just a
household with an elderly person in it.”

Base a concession on average household income
87 respondents would like the concession to be based on the average
income of the household of a person aged 75 or over, rather than individual
ability to pay.
“Many households may have someone over the age of 75 but
have younger earning relatives also living there who should not be
getting the benefit of a free licence. It should be means-tested on
the household income not the individuals’ income.”
These respondents argue that some older people may be living with family
members who earn enough to pay for the TV licence. Others suggest that a
household should only receive the concession if other members, under the
age of 75 are not working.

Other alternative reform suggestions
Other less frequently mentioned comments about alternative reforms to the
concession, include the following:
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•

hospitals, care homes, and individual carers should receive a concession
on their licence fee (81);

•

an alternative reform should be reviewed on a regular basis, for example
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every 5 or 10 years (32);

•

the concession should be based on the average age of the household
(25);

•

residential care homes should pay an increased rate for their TV licence
(17); and

•

other suggestions including implementing an option for licence fee
payers to pay extra towards a concession for older people.

Reasons given for supporting their suggested alternative reforms
17 respondents support an alternative Reforming option but do not specify a
reason.
Those who do, make similar comments to those given in support of Copying,
Restoring, or other Reforming options, and so are briefly summarised here:
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•

older people use their television as a connection to the outside world
and to combat loneliness, especially if they are unable to get out of the
house (148);

•

some older people can’t afford to pay for their TV licence (56)
(conversely, 29 respondents comment that older people can afford to
pay);

•

older people deserve some form of concession for paying taxes, over the
years (31);

•

the BBC is good value for money, and some would be willing to keep
paying for the licence fee when they reach 75 (27);

•

the BBC should give some form of alternative concession to maintain the
quality of their programmes (14);

•

older people need television because they do not know how to access
other forms of entertainment on the internet and streaming services (3);

•

there is less content for older people, and therefore the licence fee is not
good value for money for this demographic (3); and

•

it is unfair to give a discount solely based on age as some younger
people can’t afford the licence fee either (3).
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11. Equality impacts and the Equality Impact
Assessment
This chapter summarises comments that a change to the concession may
disproportionately affect different people, based on attributes such as gender,
ethnicity, or disability. It includes comments specific to the Equality Impact
Assessment (EIA) produced by the BBC as part of the consultation.
248 individual respondents and 9 campaign respondents comment on
equality impacts in response to the consultation.

Disability
Around half (123) of the comments on equality impacts relate to the impact
of any changes on people with disabilities.
Some respondents feel that people with disabilities should be given special
consideration, reasoning that they are likely to be on low incomes, or be
housebound and reliant on television and radio for enjoyment. While some
comment that older people are more likely to have disabilities, others suggest
that disability is a more important factor than age when it comes to deciding
who should receive free or discounted TV licences. Proposed mechanisms for
administering such a discount include alignment to the Blue Badge Scheme
for motorists, or giving discounts to those with a higher rate Personal
Independence Payment or with an Attendance Allowance.
“I can hardly afford it and I’m a single disabled person, living on my
own and with a limited income. I feel that if it’s free for OAPs then it
should be free for the disabled too.”
“A severely disabled man of 50 whose social care has been cut or
a chronically mentally ill woman of 20 may rely on TV a lot more
than my fit 76-year-old parents who have more disposable income
as well and yet they pay the full licence.”
Some respondents believe that visual or hearing impairments in particular
have a significant impact on a person’s ability to benefit from BBC services,
and therefore suggest that this group should receive either a free TV licence
or some concession. The existing 50% discount for registered blind people is
acknowledged and supported by some, but others believe this is still too much
to pay.
“My wife is blind, and she pays half the rate. I would like to hear the
opinions of the BBC board if they had to pay for something they
cannot see.”
Other respondents question whether a concession for blind people is
necessary when there are other non-blind people in the house.
Some believe it is unfair that deaf people do not receive a discount and
criticise the current provision for people who are hard of hearing.
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“I am profoundly deaf. I cannot hear the spoken voice. I cannot
hear radio or music. Subtitles are not satisfactory, so I am paying the
full fee for services I cannot use.”
“I learn that those with visual impairment pay 50%. I wonder why the
deaf and other disabled people don’t have a discount.”
A number of other specific disabilities, such as dementia, multiple sclerosis and
chronic illness, are mentioned as causes of increased reliance on television or
radio.
“I am very disabled with multiple sclerosis and confined to my
chair with the TV as my constant companion.”
“With people living with dementia it provides occasions for sharing,
opportunities for reminiscing and sometimes the only “company”
some people have.”
Some respondents argue that free licences should also be given to those
providing unpaid care for disabled people in their household.

Gender
109 of those respondents who mention equality issues make comments
relating to gender equality impacts.
Some raise concerns that removing the concession would be particularly
detrimental to women. These respondents worry about the cumulative impact
of removing the concession combined with the raised state pension age for
women. They comment that women born in the 1950s are financially
disadvantaged by the pension changes and ask that this group are not
further disadvantaged by the removal of the concession.
“Women born after 1953 have lost around 5 years of their pension
thus having to work longer or using up their savings. Now they can
look forward to losing free TV licence too”
“As women of my age have been disadvantaged by the
government taking our pension money and not telling us we would
have to wait 6 years to get any pension I think we should not be
penalised further.”
Some respondents add that women are likely to have a smaller pension pot,
due to lower average salaries than men during their lifetime and potentially
having taken time out to look after children. Some feel that a concession
could help address what they see as an existing financial inequality.
“In the future there will be many pensioners in the poverty trap,
especially women with insufficient or no pensions because of the
structure of society with women not being paid equal wages to
men, not being able to afford to contribute to pension schemes
because of the time taken out to raise families etc.”
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“I am likely to die before my wife who will be on a severely
decreased income after my death and she will really struggle to
pay all the bills as she was not working once our children were born,
as were very many women of her age.”
Some respondents refer to the fact that women on average live longer than
men. Some feel this means women would be more disadvantaged by the
removal of the concession.
“And given that women outlive men on the whole and more
women than men are pensioners who live in poverty then a
change to this concession will disproportionately affect elderly
women pensioners.”
Others believe that the fact that men have an average shorter lifespan than
women means that men should receive a greater concession, or that men
would be more negatively affected if the concession age rises.
“As men live shorter lives compared to women it could be argued
men should pay less when they retire.”
“However, it may be seen as inequitable between the sexes as the
lifespan of men is a number of years lower than women resulting in
a disproportionate benefit for women as the triggering age rises.”
Some respondents comment that the majority of people fined or imprisoned
for not paying their licence fee are women. They believe that removing the
concession would result in more women being imprisoned for non-payment.
“Non payers who are fined/imprisoned are mostly the poorest
women living in England.”
“At one time a disproportionate number of women in our prisons
were there because they were unable to pay their TV licences. I
would hate to see our prisons housing women over 75 simply
because they were too poor to buy a TV licence, if free TV licences
for our elderly poor ceased.”
Some respondents feel the BBC has shown gender bias by not reporting on
the issues facing women, for example not covering protests by the campaign
group Women Against State Pension Inequality (WASPI) about the raised
pension age.
“The WASPI women have asked time and again for airtime, you
didn’t even show them on budget day. If it had been men not
getting their pensions for 6 years and were not told until it was too
late I think it would be on every one of your news programmes.”
Some respondents question why the consultation document asks respondents
to indicate their gender.

Geography
A small number (30) of the respondents who comment on equality impacts
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raise issues related to geography. Some are concerned that poor reception in
remote areas prevents reliable reception of BBC television and radio
programming –such as local news coverage – without having additional
equipment.
“At our current address we are unable to receive a television or
radio signal without the use of satellite equipment.”
Some respondents argue that limited public transport in rural areas mean
older people in these areas are more reliant on television for entertainment,
and that there should be a lower age threshold for the concession in rural
areas.
Others mention Scotland, for example commenting that the current amount
of Scottish programming on the BBC is not in line with the proportion of licence
fees paid by the Scottish population.
“Why is it that Scotland pays at least 8% of all of the BBC TV
licences but only 4% of BBC programmes are made in Scotland?”
A similar concern is raised in relation to the Midlands, with one respondent
commenting that BBC Midlands is not available in high definition.

Ethnicity
5 respondents who comment on equality issues refer to ethnicity. Some
perceive a lack of representation of particular ethnic groups in BBC
programming and question the fairness of such groups having to pay the
licence fee.
“There is not anything for ethnic minorities on BBC one two or three
it’s actually unfair.”
Others consider the BBC to be giving too much emphasis to diversity on
screen, suggesting that this is having a negative impact on quality or
programming.
“Overemphasis on diversity which means that you’ve become
racist by discriminating against white people. You should appoint
the best people on merit”

Equality Impact Assessment
17 respondents comment specifically on the Equality Impact Assessment.
There are some respondents who feel the Equality Impact Assessment lacks
detail, while others believe that an Equality Impact Assessment is not
necessary for this decision or that the fairest option is for everyone to pay the
same.
“The Equality Impact Assessment was weak and perhaps needs
more thorough exploration.”
“Having preferential treatment for one group and not the other is
discriminatory and does not represent equality whatsoever.”
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12. Consultation process
This chapter summaries comments on the consultation process.
2,484 individual respondents and 11 campaign respondents make comments
relating to the consultation process.

Challenge to the consultation
As can be seen in the sections below, most respondents who choose to
comment on the consultation, do so to raise concerns about the consultation
process, or the wording and layout of the documents.

Pre-determined process
534 respondents are concerned that the outcome of the consultation has
already been decided and that what people say will not make a difference.
Some respondents are concerned that the BBC has made up its mind to
remove free TV licences for over-75s. They worry the BBC is using the
consultation process to gain support for a universal licence fee and feel that
references to reduction in programming amount to scaremongering. Some
respondents are sceptical that decision-makers will choose any option that
reduces BBC funding.
“The BBC have obviously made up their mind and intend to charge
those with very little income and those that are the most
dependant on their TV.”
There is also a concern that the BBC will discount the views of particular
demographic groups, for example older people. Respondents add that this
fear is fuelled by the fact they are asked to provide their age, gender and
other demographic information when submitting a response.
“Why is there not an option that you could cut the huge pay to
your presenters and keep the free licence for over 75s.”
Some respondents commenting on the consultation request more detail on
how consultation responses will be analysed and inform decision-making.
“No information has been offered as to how this input from this
consultation will be assessed, or how much support would be
deemed necessary to establish a preference for any of the outlined
alleged options.”

Challenges to the wording
385 respondents believe the wording of the consultation document is biased.
Some think the wording of the document leads readers to accept that the
BBC’s funding should remain the same and therefore that the concession for
over-75s should be removed.
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“I found the con doc inappropriately framed. It comes across to
me as being strongly biased towards preserving the BBC in its
current form. The doc notes the enormous changes in the external
environment (Netflix, on line news and all the rest) but is reluctant to
recognise the obvious consequence. Which I believe to be that
the BBC needs to fundamentally reconsider (narrow) its original
mandate for a world in which consumers can access so much
more for free.”
Some believe that the document puts too much emphasis on cuts to services
that the BBC projects would be necessary if the concession is continued.
These respondents sometimes comment that the tone is threatening – in
particular the text after Question 1, which states the copying the current
concession would require ‘a large number of cuts to current programmes and
services’. Some conclude that this means the consultation is biased towards
removing the concession for over-75s.
“Don't like the "project fear" aspect of this survey threatening that
free licences for the elderly will mean cuts to programmes.”
“I think it's really unfortunate that the DG and the BBC PR team are
using a type of a rhetoric that intimates young people are
subsidising the licence fee for older people.”
45 respondents make other miscellaneous criticisms of the wording used in the
consultation documents.

Length and complexity of the consultation document
360 respondents who comment on the consultation document believe the
wording of the consultation documents is poor, complicated or hard to
understand. Some worry that the complexity of the document will deter
people from responding, and others question whether the document and
questionnaire was purposefully designed to confuse and thus reduce response
levels.
“This form is difficult to navigate and very long winded. Most older
people would not attempt to complete it.”
“I do think that many people – without much confidence – may
find such phrases as 'reforming the concession' – or even, 'equality
impact assessment' on the first page – a bit of a turn off. These are
not everyday phrases – and having worked in adult education
earlier in my life, it is precisely that which causes the document to
be thrown away, by so many people, soon after opening, with a
sigh of despondency.”
90 respondents who comment on the consultation feel the consultation
document is too long and repetitive. There is some suspicion that the
document is long intentionally, to deter people of all ages from responding.
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“The 4 (four) documents referred to in the introduction/preamble to
this consultation provide some 190 pages of text, a significant effect
of which will be to discourage many potential participants.”

Facts and figures
Facts and figures in the consultation document are challenged by 306
respondents.
Some question the document’s statement that over-75s are wealthier than
they used to be. They point to cases where pensions have been lost as a result
of the financial crisis, or to older people who support younger family members.
Some acknowledge that the average wealth of over-75s may be higher, but
that this compares to a low starting point and to a less financially secure
population more generally.
“I do not know where these wealthy pensioners are, just because
the annual % increase has been high does not make us rich!! The
very low starting point removes this potential.”
“To say that the over 75s are getting richer is not based on fact.
Many over 75s lost their pensions in major financial errors of some
big companies and only get state pensions. Many older people
are on pension credit.”
Others challenge the estimated £745m cost to the BBC of continuing to
provide free licence to over-75s. Respondents sometimes ask how this figure
was calculated and believe the number of households with over-75s has been
overestimated, as older people living in care homes or sharing
accommodation has not been factored in properly.
“2 million people are over 75 at £150 = £300 m where does the
other £445m come from? This is a max figure, many over 75s are
couples or in nursing homes, therefore costs are much, much lower
than the max figure. Your figures do not add up.”
“A lot of old folk are in care homes so is your estimate of loss of
income of 3/4's of a £ billion a tad exaggerated.”
Others question the BBC’s estimates about the extent to which continuing the
concession would impact on BBC services. Some refer to the increased
population and number of new houses being built. They believe that the
additional income arising from these new licence fee payers has not been
included in the financial projections. Some think further savings could be
made to how the BBC is run, challenging the claim that only a 1% efficiency
gain is possible or that only £20m could be saved by paying presenters lower
salaries.
“It should be noted that there has also been an increase in the UK
population of around 7 million since 2000, which has contributed to
an increase to the BBC total licence payments.”
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“Nobody can possibly believe that there are no further savings to
be made.”
“The BBC have had the benefit of our licence contributions for
many years. Much of this is spent, not on programming but on
administration. You have tried, in your consultation document, to
give the impression that we, the licence payers, are contributing
only to what we see on screen. You know that this is not the case.”
Some respondents refer to the BBC’s statement in the consultation document
that ‘young audiences use the BBC less than others and we need to do more
for them’. These respondents do not think that the BBC should become more
tailored to young audiences, saying instead that the BBC should focus on
providing programmes for older people given they make up a higher
proportion of their viewing population.
Some respondents believe the consultation document is missing information
about the impact the concession has had on viewing habits of people over
75, and about the extent to which the licence fee is a barrier to younger
people accessing the BBC.

Available options
304 respondents challenge the range and presentation of the possible options
included in the consultation.
Some simply say that all options presented are unacceptable. Others feel that
the BBC is not being radical enough in its suggestions for how to evolve once
Government funding for the age-related concession is removed. They believe
the presented options aim to maintain the status quo rather than taking the
opportunity to do things differently.
“The options discussed are too limiting and do not show real
imagination.”
“I think the consultation process is clearly flawed and the questions
are too narrow. They only provide choices within the limited scope
of the BBC having to react and respond to changes inflicted by the
government.”

Age bias
225 respondents challenge what they believe is a consultation process biased
against older people.
A common concern is that the main method of response is online.
Respondents point out that older people, particularly those on lower incomes
who they believe would most benefit from free TV licences, are less likely to be
able to access and use the internet than younger people. They believe that
alternative methods for responding have not been made clear, and that this
introduces a bias to the results away from maintaining the current concession.
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“Not all pensioners use a computer & cannot get on line, so I'm not
sure that this is a fair consultation. Whilst I found out about this from
the TV you do not put a postal address. Everyone is entitled to give
their views.”
“Could I also state I am replying to this survey on behalf of my mum
who is 88 years old. She would not know where to begin to 'log on'
let alone complete this survey and if she was alone with no-one she
would not be able to 'have a say’.”
Some respondents believe that the length of the consultation document and
the complexity of the survey make it more difficult for older people to reply, for
example as more are likely to have visual impairments than younger people.
There is also a feeling that the wording of the consultation document is biased
against older people and exacerbates intergenerational conflict.
“It is a known fact that many older households do not always
access computers or do so in a more limited manner and many
would also be totally fazed by a 54 page paper document to read
through, especially if failing eyesight is a contributory factor to their
health status.”
“I don't usually contact institutions in this way, but I had to let you
know how ageist and loaded I found the questions in the BBC
consultation on this subject.”
Conversely, some respondents feel that older people are more likely to
respond to consultations generally and so the results will be skewed towards
their preferences:
“I strongly suspect that the majority of people who reply to this
consultation will be pensioners and as such the results will be
significantly flawed as they will under represent much of the prepensioner population.”

Cost of the consultation
211 respondents ask about the cost of the consultation and raise concerns
about the amount of licence fee money spent on it. They ask how much is
paid to Traverse and Frontier Economics and whether a full tendering process
was conducted, with some commenting that this work should have been
carried out in-house by the BBC.
“Why on earth are the BBC employing outside companies to
complete this survey this should be done internally, I hate to think
how much this is costing.”
Some believe that holding a consultation process at all amounts to a waste of
money.
“Keep it simple. Do not spend vast sums of money on committees
and discussions and consultants. Make your minds up and just do it.
Save a huge amount of money and a lot of drawn out nonsense!”
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“Stop paying for all these consultations. It is waste of our money,
and they are overpaid like the BBC staff.”

Publicity process
150 respondents challenge how the consultation process was publicised.
Some believe the consultation was not well-publicised, adding that they only
heard about it through word of mouth. There is particular concern that older
people may not have been aware of the consultation or of alternative
methods to respond besides the website.
Some respondents feel there should have been widespread advertising
through television, radio and print media, or that everyone with a TV licence
should have been written to. While some respondents do mention seeing or
hearing television advertising of the consultation, some believe that the phone
number was read out too quickly and that the tone of the advertising was
biased against continuing the concession.
“I was disgusted with the tone of the advert however which was
constructed to imply that should this situation continue then
programmes like Strictly Come Dancing and Dr Who might be at
risk.”
“It is unfortunate that many older people will not be able to
respond to this consultation because they don't have Internet
access and the other options are not easy, for example writing
down a phone number quickly when on screen.”
Some of those responding online believe the consultation document was
difficult to find.
“Why is it so difficult to get hold of this consultation, all you get from
most of your sites is that you have announced the consultation with
no direct reference to the consultation itself.”

Website issues
102 respondents report issues using the website and online form. These include
difficulties finding the consultation webpage, malfunctioning boxes in the
online questionnaire, or the submit button not working. Some say they wanted
the option to save a copy of their submission, and others challenge the
inclusion of a reCAPTCHA feature, which they consider unnecessary and a
barrier to participation.
“Please advise your IT department that your tick boxes are not
working properly and I was unable to populate the ones I wanted.”
“Please note that I responded earlier to this consultation but when I
clicked on the Submit button, nothing appeared to happen. Hence
this repeat performance!”
“Difficulty with the Verification: no help from the suggested 'phone
number’, just an order line for a print copy!”
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Other challenges to the consultation
63 respondents make general negative comments about the consultation.
Others challenge one or more aspects of the consultation process and/or the
wording and layout of the associated documents, including:

•

the consultation is being used by the BBC as a ploy to justify the
unpopular decision to remove the licence fee concession for over-75s;

•

the consultation is designed to undermine and overrule the
Government’s decision to remove the concession;

•

no measures have been put in place to prevent repeat submissions,
which may influence the outcome of the consultation;

•

the consultation document is only available in English and Welsh, and
therefore excludes Gaelic speakers in Scotland and Northern Ireland;

•

questions of BBC spending, content and mission and purpose should be
the subject of a separate consultation prior to any licence fee reform;

•

consultations such as this do not provide a truly representative sample of
BBC viewers, as they are only of interest to those with strong feelings one
way or the other; and

•

the general public are not well-enough informed about issues of BBC
funding to make a decision regarding the continuation of the licence
fee concession for over-75s, and so any report based on their
recommendations is of limited value.
“What is the purpose of a summary of responses of uninformed
individuals? That is like going to the pub for a health check instead
of the doctors.”

Support for the consultation
152 respondents express support for the consultation process, for example
saying they are pleased to have the opportunity to give their views ahead of
a decision being made, and that this shows openness and responsibility from
the BBC and a commitment to listening to the public.
“I think you’ve done the best thing possible by public consultation
asking for people’s ideas.”
“Thank you for the opportunity to express my views.”
“Thanks for asking the public about this rather than immediately
going for what will earn the most money!”
A small number of respondents (22) compliment the consultation document or
questionnaire structure, which they consider to be clear and well-designed.
“I thought the consultation document was very well written and
easy to follow.”
“I must add that this questionnaire has been very well designed (ex
market researcher).”
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Other comments about the consultation
Some respondents make other comments, less frequently mentioned, about
the consultation, which include the following:

•

the BBC should not ask for personal information such as gender,
postcode, or age of respondents (31);

•

the consultation outcomes should be transparent and publicly available,
followed by further engagement with the public, or a referendum (30);

•

the consultation document should provide more information, such as the
financial impacts of each proposed reform on older people and/or the
BBC, to enable respondents to make an informed decision (18);

•

the consultation should be open to all people, and engage with groups
that work with vulnerable older people, older people of all ages, and
younger people (17);

•

the consultation document should use more precise language, both for
clarity and to avoid any accusations of implicit bias (15); and

•

the consultation process could be improved by increased transparency
and communication from the BBC regarding the necessity of the
proposed changes to the licence fee model (15).

Other queries about the consultation
A small number (76) of respondents take this opportunity to ask questions
about the consultation process such as the cost of the consultation, the
decision-making process and the timeline and process for publishing the
findings.
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13. Additional themes
This chapter reports on the following topics:

•

13.1 Considerations and principles the BBC should take account of when
making a decision on the concession;

•

13.2 Views on the Government and the BBC’s management of the
concession; and

•

13.3 Wider issues, relating to the BBC’s mission and purpose and the
licence fee in general.

Considerations and principles the BBC should take account of
when making a decision on the concession
This section reports on the comments that respondents would like the BBC to
take into account when making a decision about the concession, but that do
not relate to a specific option: Copying, Restoring or Reforming. Many of these
issues were also raised to a particular option and so are covered in earlier
chapters as appropriate.
4,787 respondents focus their comments on the situation and needs of older
people. As in earlier chapters, the importance of Television as a source of
comfort for older people is the most commonly raised concern (2,064),
followed by the affordability of the licence fee for people aged 75 and over
(1,452).
1,677 respondents discuss the BBC’s budget and content in their comments.
Most respondents commenting on this point are positive about the BBC and
don’t want to see cuts or advertising.
Comments that focus on how the BBC should manage a concession of any
kind most often include:

•

a new concession system should be user-friendly for older people (470);
and

•

a concession should be phased in over a period of time (339).

Considerations that focus on the situation and needs of older
people
4,787 respondents focus on the situation and needs of older people in their
comments. We summarise the points they make here:
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•

older people need television as a connection to the outside world and
as a way to combat loneliness (2,064);

•

some older people will not be able to afford a TV licence because they
are on low incomes or state pensions only (1,452);

•

conversely, some older people can afford the licence fee - many older
people are financially secure (more so than in previous generations), a
large number have secure pensions and housing (942);

•

older people deserve some form of concession for paying the licence
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fee for so many years and for paying taxes in the UK (688);

•

an age-related concession is unfair, and some younger people
(especially those with families) struggle to afford the licence fee (645);

•

older people are generally in better health than in previous generations
and will therefore be working for longer, so may not need the concession
as early (215);

•

older people are less likely to use other services, such as online streaming,
or do not have an internet connection to access others forms of
entertainment or news, when compared to younger people (169);

•
•

older people watch more television than the younger generations (89);

•

the BBC should consider how a new concession arrangement would
work for care homes and keeping the concession for care homes would
capture those who are most in need of a concession (11); and

•

older people should be discouraged from consuming too much
television, as this can lead to obesity and other health problems (5).

older people use the BBC as their main source of information, when
compared to younger people (76);

“As you get older the Television becomes a very important part of
your life.”
“All these people have paid a lot of money over the years.”

Considerations that focus on the BBC’s budget and content
1,677 respondents discuss the BBC’s budget and content in their comments.
Most of these respondents are positive about the BBC and don’t want to see
cuts or advertising. Respondents comment that:

•

they are willing to pay for the BBC because it is good value for money.
Some of these respondents say that despite qualifying for the
concession, they still pay the licence fee (609);

•

it is unacceptable to make cuts to the BBC because it is an important
and impartial source of information, and a treasured British institution
(569);

•
•

the quality of BBC programmes should be maintained (343);

•

the BBC does not provide good value for money for older people
because they believe programmes are unsuitable or not of interest to
the older audience (142); and

•

the BBC should take into consideration changes in life expectancy of the
population, and how this might impact a concession (20).

ask the BBC to ensure it does not introduce advertisements to fund the
concession – with some adding that advertisement-free television is what
makes the BBC valuable and impartial (191);

“Having experienced the lamentable service that passes for public
radio in the USA, this must NEVER be allowed to happen here!”
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“The BBC needs to remain a beacon of freedom and
independence in a world where the media are being increasingly
compromised.”

Other considerations and principles
Respondents who comment on what considerations the BBC should take into
account when deciding the future of the concession, say that:

•
•

the BBC should review the concession every 5 or 10 years (65);

•

television is not a right, but a luxury that people should pay to use (44).

the BBC should make sure that any changes are not unfair to older
people (47); and

Government should fund the concession
1,349 respondents believe that the Government should pay for the
concession, but do not express support for any of the overall options as part of
their open-text comments.
Commonly, respondents simply state they want the Government to pay for
the concession, without giving further explanation.
Others argue that it is the Government’s responsibility to provide welfare for
those in need, so do not believe the BBC should provide a concession.
“It is the governments job, to deal with poverty in pensioners via
the welfare state. This is not the BBCs job.”
Some respondents argue that the state pension should adequately cover the
cost of a TV licence for an older person or that the Government should
reimburse older people directly if they cannot pay. Others would like the
concession to be funded through general taxation.
“My view is that concessions to the elderly for TV licences should be
paid for out of taxation, not by the BBC.”
“The state benefits for people with financial needs should take into
account their total annual necessary expenditure including the
cost of a television licence.”
Some respondents suggest that the BBC should renegotiate, to ensure that the
Government continues to fund the concession. These respondents argue that
because this decision was made during a time of austerity, which they now
believe is over, the Government may change its mind.
“I feel strongly that the government should be lobbied again to
once more support the fees for the very/extreme elderly.”

User-friendly, cost-effective licence fee system
470 respondents suggest that if the BBC were to make a change to the
concession, they would like it to be user-friendly and simple for older people.
Suggestions include:

•
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•
•

forms that are easy to fill out; and
an offline application process.
“Filling out forms would be very difficult for people of that age.”
“I found the process of applying for a free licence a bit obscure so I
believe many disadvantaged older people probably do not take
advantage of the free licence option.”

Some of these respondents raise concerns that, if the concession changes, this
may create a more complex system which some older people may struggle to
make use of. Some of these respondents specifically argue that older people
would find it hard to use an online system.
Some respondents argue that if the system is too complicated, it will be too
expensive to administer.
“The more complicated it is the harder and more expensive it will
be to administrate.”

Any new concession should be phased in over a period of time
231 respondents suggest that those who receive the current concession
should continue to receive a free TV licence.
These respondents argue that those who currently receive the concession
may find it difficult to budget for the licence fee because they don’t currently
have to, and therefore should not be made to start paying for it.
“If you keep those already getting a free licence because they are
already over 75 they should not be expected to start paying as it
would be quite a lot to add to their budget, but if they are used to
paying because they are under 75 it would be easier to keep on
paying.”
111 respondents suggest that the cost should be increased gradually over a
period of years until the amount they pay is in line with the new concession
arrangement.
Some respondents make specific suggestions for how the licence fee should
be implemented for those who currently receive the concession. These
include:
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•
•

paying a lower, fixed fee, which rises incrementally each year;

•
•

raising the age incrementally every one or two years;

•

take account of women who have recently experienced an increase in
their pension age.

keeping the current concession for those who are 70 or over from a
specified date;
giving a greater discount to those who currently receive the concession
under the new arrangement, compared to those who would start paying
after a certain date; and
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“Current exempt pensioners to pay £50, initially and rising by £5
each year.”
“If the over-75s have to start paying a licence fee, I would favour a
transitional concession for people who are currently exempt from
paying. This would help to make the change less unpopular. It
could be financed by adjusting the age at which the concession
starts in future and/or by requiring a (reduced) payment after that
age has been reached.”
“Maybe raise the age in stages by five years every couple of years
so people can be prepared.”

Other considerations for the decision to change the
concession
123 respondents believe that the BBC is discriminating against, and penalising,
older people, but do not specify a preference for which option they support.
Other comments about potential changes to the concession, include:

•

it may be difficult to remove the concession now it has been given, and
its removal may cause a backlash;

•

people may cancel their TV licence if the BBC make changes to the
concession, and this will lose the BBC money;

•

changes to the concession should apply to all, not just those who turn 75
after the changes come into effect;

•

the differences in tax levels in different parts of the UK (Scotland vs.
England);

•
•

the difference in television signal quality across the country;
the idea that it is unfair for younger people to subsidise the concession
for over 75s is flawed, because older people who pay tax subsidise
services mainly used by younger people.

Suggestions given to how the BBC could fund a concession,
when the concession isn’t specified
1,453 respondents make suggestions for ways the BBC could pay for changes
to the concession, without expressing explicit support for a particular option.
Many of the respondents who do not express support for any of the options in
the consultation document raise similar points to those who do express support
for Copying, Restoring, or Reforming the concession. Therefore, we summarise
them briefly here:
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•

the BBC should reduce salaries, programme budgets, and travel
expenses (1,108);

•
•

the BBC should introduce advertising (315);

•

the BBC should raise the licence fee for people under 75 (223);

the BBC should more strictly enforce penalties for those who evade the
licence fee (295);
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•

the Government should pay for any shortfall caused by introducing a
change to the concession (107);

•
•
•
•
•

the BBC should introduce a subscription service (84);

•

the BBC should find additional revenue streams, without specific
suggestions (21);

•
•

increase the charge to hotels for having a TV licence (17); and

the BBC should introduce sponsorship of some BBC programmes (47);
the BBC should increase programme sales to other TV networks (37);
tax other television companies for the right to broadcast (35);
the BBC should implement fees for watching iPlayer overseas, or charge
other countries a higher fee for viewing BBC programmes (24);

the BBC should allow product placement (16).

Government and BBC management of the concession
This section reports on people’s views of how the Government and the BBC
have managed the concession of free TV licences for over-75s. It covers views
on the introduction of the concession in 2000 and the Government’s decision
to transfer responsibility for the concession to the BBC. Comments on the
process of the consultation itself are covered in Chapter 12. The most
frequently raised themes in this section include:

•

the responsibility for the concession should not have been transferred to
the BBC;

•
•
•

transferring the concession weakens the BBC;
the BBC should have refused to accept responsibility for the concession;
the review of the concession is part of a wider agenda against
older/vulnerable people by the Government; and

the concession is a welfare issue that the Government should take
responsibility for.
Of the 84,761 who responded to this consultation, 3,326 respondents give their
views on how they believe various governments and the BBC have managed
the concession since its introduction in 2000, through to the situation today.
211 of these respondents simply comment that they are unhappy with the
Government for not funding the concession beyond 2020.

•

Concession should not be transferred to the BBC
1,767 individual respondents say that they think it is wrong or unfair for the
Government to transfer responsibility for free TV licences for over-75s to the
BBC. 23 respondents who responded as part of the Age UK campaign express
similar views.
Some say they think it is unfair because the concession was introduced by
government and, if it is no long affordable, the current Government should
withdraw it rather than transfer responsibility for it to the BBC.
Others believe that the Government is deliberately ‘dodging’ an unpopular
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decision by making the BBC take the blame for what happens with the
concession.
“Instead of removing a welfare concession that is hard to justify, the
government has foisted the dirty work onto the BBC. That's not really
on.”
“I understand that within government circles this is known as
‘devolving the axe’. So, if free licences end the BBC will be blamed
not the government.”
Some respondents say that because free TV licences for over-75s were
introduced by a Labour government, the current Conservative Government is
removing a costly concession that is no longer an electoral necessity.
“The government is being dishonest about this ‘reform’. It was a
Labour vote winning exercise, along with extending the Freedom
Pass to cover all bus networks in England and Wales, (older voters
tend to vote Conservative), but has outlived its usefulness to
government, so they can afford to wash their hands of it, but it is
too contentious to do directly.”
Respondents also say that it is inappropriate for the Government to pass on
what they describe as a political decision to the BBC. A few go on to say that
the consultation did not put forward an option to transfer the decision on the
concession back to the Government.

Transferring the concession is designed to weaken or privatise
the BBC
571 respondents include in their comments assertions that passing responsibility
for the concession and the cost of it to the BBC is part of a wider agenda to
undermine the Corporation.
Some say this is driven by a desire to weaken the BBC in favour of commercial
channels. Others say they believe there is an intention to move towards
privatising the BBC. Some respondents say this has been a trend over several
years with successive governments and is championed by the current
Government. In some cases these respondents go on to urge the BBC Board
to resist such moves.
“We have concerns that inflicting this cost on the BBC is all a part of
Conservative policy (undeclared) of eroding and privatising the
BBC.”
“It could also be thought that the threat of further erosion of the
money available to the BBC that this proposal represents is driven
by those who are anti-ethical by reasons of dogma or commercial
interest to public service broadcasting in general and the BBC in
particular. The Board should remain vigilant in this regard to ensure
the Corporation's value and values are championed with clarity
and strength.”
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The BBC should have refused to accept responsibility for the
concession
559 respondents who comment on the management of the concession say
that the BBC should not have accepted responsibility for it.
Some respondents say they would like to see the BBC actively lobbying to
have the responsibility for the concession returned to government. Others say
that the BBC should simply refuse to take on the concession.
“The BBC needs to fight ideological decisions of this nature,
whatever the consequences, they should not be afraid of the
Bullies in Government.”
“The BBC should protest to government in strongest possible terms
about bearing the responsibility of this change to licence fee.”
Some respondents say they believe it would be wrong to reduce BBC
programmes and services in order for older people to continue to receive a
free licence. They say that the BBC should have refused to take on what they
see as a government subsidy.
“You should not be asking us to give up our concession in order not
to cut revenue for programmes. Hand it back to the government.”
Criticism of the BBC Board features in the comments of some respondents,
who say the Board should have refused to take on the concession because it
will lead to large cuts in BBC services.
“The free age related licence was introduced and paid for by the
government. If the government is unwilling or unable to pay for this
concession any more, the BBC should not be expected to continue
to provide it. I feel that this entire subject should, or could have
been nipped in the bud if the board of directors had said this
openly from day one.”
Some respondents observe that the transfer of responsibility for the concession
came at the same time as the BBC was given inflation-linked increases in the
licence fee. Some of these respondents suggest that this increase might have
been jeopardised had the BBC refused to take on the concession.
“The obvious thing to say is Tony Hall should never have accepted
this poisoned chalice of the over 75s TV licence. He should have just
sent back the letter George Osborne and John Whittingdale wrote
to him on 3rd July 2015 outlining this handover. Of course it wasn’t
as simple as that. The deal outlined in the letter also allowed for the
TV licence fee to increase in line with inflation over the next charter
period and announced plans to include catch up TV within the TV
licence. Both measures effectively increasing the BBC’s income. The
implication of course is if the BBC just scraps the concession, they
may find the licence fee frozen at the next charter renewal.”
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The review of the concession is part of a wider austerity
agenda against older and vulnerable people by the
Government
380 respondents say they view the act of putting the concession under review
as another example of what they see as the Government’s lack of support for
older and vulnerable people. Some say that this is the Government using
‘austerity’ to further an agenda of supporting the wealthy in society and
suppressing the poor.
“This is yet another austerity measure by a government that is taking
this country back to the Victorian times of the Haves and Have
Nots.”
“I think it suits this Conservative Government to maintain the policy
of Austerity. This policy has favoured the rich and taken from the
lower income groups. As part of Austerity, it seems the
Conservatives wish to stop 75 year olds getting a free TV Licence.
They have passed the responsibility to the BBC. I think they are
wrong to do this.”
Other respondents also mention austerity in their comments, but say that the
Government had declared that ‘austerity is over’, so question why the
withdrawal of Government funding for the concession is considered
necessary.
Some respondents say that if free TV licences for over-75s are withdrawn it
would signal the end of other concessions, such as the winter fuel allowance.
“I think it could be the thin end of the wedge with regards to the
other concessions I.e. bus passes, winter fuel allowance,
prescription charges etc.”
“This nightmare of a government is seeking to attack any funding
support for our most vulnerable, as much as they possibly can.”

The concession is a welfare issue that government should be
responsible for
274 respondents say they believe that free TV licences for over-75s is a welfare
issue and a social policy area that government should have responsibility for.
Some of these respondents go on to say that it is wrong to shift the concession
to the BBC because it is a broadcaster and not an arm of government. Others
add that the BBC should focus its budget on programmes and not on welfare
benefits.
“It is my very strong view that it should not be any part of the BBC’s
responsibility to deal with and fund the licence fee concession, in
whatever form it might take in the future. It is there to help address
pensioner poverty. That is for the government of the day to deal
with as part of its welfare programme.”
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“The BBC's funding should be going to programme and technology
development for all to enjoy and government (local or national)
should deal with the social measures.”
Other points that respondents make around the issue of Government and BBC
management of the concession include:

•

the introduction of the concession was an ‘electoral ploy’ to win votes
from older people (144);
“Originally it was as a sweetener to gain them to vote for the
government. Now it seems the government is trying to blame the
BBC if this concession is withdrawn or reduced.”

•

the Government is breaking a manifesto promise by putting the
concession in doubt (103);
“It is typical of the Conservatives, hiding behind the BBC to break
one of their own election promises”

•

the BBC should publicise that changing the concession is a decision that
originated with the Government (101);

•

questions about why the government funding of the concession has to
end in 2020 (34); and

•

the decision and funding of the concession should not be transferred to
unelected bodies (32).
“Will the government now make the drug companies pay for free
prescriptions? Or energy companies the winter fuel allowance?”

Wider issues: The BBC and the TV licence
This section reports on the views respondents give about the BBC and the TV
licence fee system in general. A total of 21,907 individual respondents and 330
campaign respondents discuss these wider issues in their feedback.
The first part of this section explores respondents’ views that relate to wider
issues with the BBC, including the following:

•
•
•
•
•
•

BBC spending;
BBC content;
the BBC’s mission and purpose;
the impartiality of BBC;
the changing nature of the BBC audience; and
gender balance at the BBC.

The second part of this section explores views that relate to the TV licence as a
means of paying for BBC services. This section includes the following topics:

•
•
•
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•

support for the TV licence.

Wider issues about the BBC
12,185 of the 84,761 respondents who contributed to the consultation make
comments on wider issues related to the BBC that do not refer to the future of
the concession.

BBC spending
Of the 12,185 respondents who raise wider issues with the BBC, 4,838 give their
views on how the BBC spends its budget. Most of these respondents either
criticise BBC spending or suggest how savings can be made. Many of these
comments mirror those discussed in the sections in the Copying and Reforming
chapters, where respondents say that the BBC should make cuts to fund a
concession in the future (Sections 3.3, 6.4.5, 7.4.6, 7.4.7 and 8.5). Therefore, we
have summarised briefly where the same comments are made about the BBC
in general.
Criticisms of BBC spending
Of the 4,838 respondents commenting on the BBC’s spending, 3,383 are
explicitly critical of one or more aspects of the Corporation’s expenditure –
particularly a perceived organisational culture of extravagance and
wastefulness. Respondents give the following examples of what they see as
poor spending practices by the BBC:
Excessive staff costs:

•

excessive salaries for on screen talent and/or executives, compared to
what the Prime Minister earns or inappropriately high for a publicly
funded broadcaster to pay;

•
•

helping presenters avoid tax by paying them through their companies;
excessive expenses by BBC staff and on-screen talent, such as over-use
of taxis, free coffee and subsidised meals;
“BBC Flippancy with the expenses (Taxis) when the train or car
could have been used.”

•

use of expensive consultants by BBC management, including those
commissioned to work on this consultation;
“How much did the BBC pay to PwC and Frontier Economics for
their reports? Chartered Accountants and "consultants" are
ridiculously exorbitant and we all know the jokes about them.”

Too many BBC services:

•

doing too much – the BBC should cut services such as BBC 4 and digitalonly services;
“The BBC is trying to do too much with available funding and should
cut channel funding other than for BBC 1 and 2 and radio 1,2,3,4.
And if this cannot be done cut executive wages as they are failing
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the public of this country while offering foreign services.”
Unwarranted production costs:

•

sending several presenters to one event and excessive use of outside
broadcasts; and
“Having reporters broadcasting from outside empty government
buildings, Buckingham Palace etc at night, often in the rain. Surely
this must be more expensive than commenting in the studio.
Sending multiple reporters / commentators abroad to cover events
also strikes me as unnecessary.”

•

branding and marketing for new services.
“How much was spent on changing BBC Radio over to "sounds"?! if
you have concerns about expenditures maybe prioritise a bit
more?!”

Suggestions for reducing BBC spending
Around a third (1,596) of those respondents who comment on the BBC’s
spending suggest how it might be reduced. As covered in earlier sections in
this report, most of these respondents urge the BBC to reduce the amount
they pay to executive and on-screen talent. Some say that they recognise
that this may not yield considerable savings, but say it should be done
anyway.
“In view of the publication earlier this year of salaries paid to
presenters journalists performers and others in the BBC whilst I
recognise that any reform may not make a huge difference to the
BBC budget I consider that these exorbitant wholly unjustified
remunerations should be examined and brought down to realistic
expectations.”
Recent news about BBC executive pay
181 respondents explicitly reference reports (published in December 2018,
during the consultation period) of pay rises of up to 30% for some BBC
executives. These comments are universally negative, with respondents
providing a variety of reasons for their disapproval. Some are opposed to the
BBC raising wages for its staff, while claiming a lack of funds and threatening
to withdraw the concession for over-75s. Others highlight the disparity
between executive pay at the BBC and average salaries in the UK.
“When I read in today’s Mail on Sunday that the BBC is giving
bumper pay rises for top brass employees and at the same time
considering scrapping free TV licences for over 75 people I think it is
immoral and I agree with all the Mail on Sunday comments
together with those of Labour MP Ian Lavery and Tory MP Anthony
Bridgen saying that the BBC needs to take a long hard look at itself
over the salaries it pays.”
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Comments about past cuts to the BBC budget
A small number of respondents (44) make comments either in support of, or
opposition to, previous cuts to BBC funding and the resultant reduction in
expenditure.
Some of these respondents support previous cuts to BBC spending, either
because they agree with specific cost-cutting measures such as the
relocation from White City to Salford, or because they are generally in favour
of cutbacks as a way of streamlining the BBC and increasing its efficiency.
“I would add that, despite the loud protestations from the BBC
when the licence fee was frozen, the reforms over the past few
years have started the Corporation on a journey from an
extravagant, inefficient, self-satisfied body back towards the
dedicated, effective organ it was up to the 1950s.”
Others say they oppose past cutbacks, blaming a lack of investment in the
UK’s public broadcaster by government.
Some respondents oppose cuts made in the name of austerity. They describe
these as ideologically motivated attacks on a much-loved public service, and
believe that more should be done to draw attention to the true extent of the
reduction in BBC funding since 2010. Some say that the issue of investment in
the BBC should have been included in the consultation.
“This consultation sets out clearly the financial reality of the BBC, the
context in which those decisions have been made, and the
choices facing the BBC board in the coming year. However, what it
fails to do is ask our views as licence fee payers about the broader
financial pressures the BBC faces with successive raids on the
licence fee and no real-terms investment into a public service
broadcaster that is used by 92 per cent of the British adult
population every single week.”

BBC content
Of the 12,185 respondents who raise wider issues about the BBC, around a
third (4,460) give their views on BBC content, including the type of
programming they do and do not enjoy, what they think the BBC should do
more or less of, and what they think the BBC is uniquely placed to provide.
Criticisms of the standard and variety BBC programming
3,165 of the respondents who comment on BBC content are explicitly critical
of the standard and variety of programming available to BBC viewers. Many
such comments touch on the perception that BBC standards have lowered in
recent years, while others describe one or more specific aspect(s) of BBC
content that respondents do not like, including:

•
•
•
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•
•
•

a lack of informative and/or educational content;

•

the overexposure of flagship programmes such as Strictly Come
Dancing.

too many old films and not enough new releases;
a lack of variety in programming (e.g. too many
cooking/antiques/decorating shows); and

“Its news programmes are selective, with undercurrents of opinion;
its sport coverage is almost gone due to the silly prices that sports
associations can command; its entertainment programmes are
good but no better than other channels provide.”
“I very rarely watch the BBC as they rarely have anything that
interests me put on their channels anymore. They appear to have
lost many Major sporting events over the years the latest being the
FA CUP.”
Suggestions for the type of programmes the BBC should focus on
1,209 of those respondents who comment on BBC content make suggestions
about what sort of programming the BBC should focus on and how the overall
standard of content might be improved.
Such respondents tend to propose significant cuts to the quantity of
programming produced by the BBC, in favour of a higher overall quality and a
return to the Reithian principles of “inform, educate, entertain”, on which the
BBC was founded. Comments of this type frequently advocate downsizing the
BBC to just its core channels and content. Specific focus areas suggested
include:

•
•
•
•

news and current affairs;
documentaries;
drama; and
sport.

Suggestions for services that can be cut or merged include BBC Four, Radio 5
Live and 6 Music.
“The BBC is a PUBLIC SERVICE broadcaster and should concentrate
on the areas it does best, namely news and current affairs, quality
drama and minority sports, especially things like Wimbledon, the
World Snooker Championships and the Olympics.”
“The BBC’s budget could be further controlled if it focussed on
what the BBC is – A television and radio broadcasting company,
not an internet corporation. A reduction in the number of national
radio stations, a limit of perhaps five and returning to two television
channels would also increase the budget available to the TV and
radio entities. We don’t need a BBC Four any more than we
needed a BBC Three.”
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BBC content is of high quality
Of those respondents who discuss the content produced by the BBC, 582
make supportive comments regarding its suitability and quality. Such
respondents frequently argue that they are privileged to have access to such
a wide range of high-quality content, and that the BBC has played an integral
role in their personal development.
Some believe that the BBC plays an important role in British cultural life that
could not be performed by a commercial broadcaster. They say that the BBC
finances programming that is of public interest but would not be commercially
viable. Others say that the BBC provides an impartial, trustworthy news source
that is not beholden to the concerns of advertisers. Services that respondents
describe as representing high quality BBC output include:

•
•
•
•
•

BBC news output;
Radio 3 and Radio 4;
David Attenborough’s wildlife programming;
drama; and
comedy.
“We, in this country, are very fortunate to have access to BBC
television programmes and radio stations – programmes of high
quality (for the most parts!) for information, education and
entertainment […] BBC 4, BBC 2 and Radio 3 and 4 are particularly
notable for their quality programmes which have been instrumental
and influential in education their audiences in history the art,
archaeology and the sciences.”
“We must at all cost protect the BBC services funded through the
licence fee. The integrity and impartiality is vital in this age of fake
news. We need a service we can rely upon to put on world beating
Drama and Comedy as well as ground breaking documentaries.
Not forgetting the news and current affairs programmes which are
second one to none.”

The BBC’s mission and purpose
3,815 of the 12,185 respondents who comment on wider issues with the BBC
refer to the BBC’s mission and purpose. Some express a concern that the BBC
is forgetting its founding principles, whilst others urge the Corporation to
continue to uphold them. A small proportion of these respondents say they
believe the BBC and its mission and purpose are outdated and should be
scrapped.
The BBC is losing sight of its mission and purpose
1,014 respondents criticise the BBC for losing sight of its original mission and
purpose, and abandoning – or inverting – the founding principles of “inform,
educate, entertain”.
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“Lord Reith said the purpose of the BBC should be to Educate and
Entertain; the current board has turned that around, it seems, to
Entertain, and if there is any spare capacity, we might Educate a
bit – but dumbed down as we can't expect the 'hoi polloi' to have
much of an attention span.”
In their comments, these respondents frequently suggest a loss of public trust in
the BBC because of some recent high-profile scandals. The most frequently
referenced is the series of sexual abuse cases that emerged between 2012
and 2013, most notably the Jimmy Saville case. Other scandals that
respondents refer to include: the Sir Cliff Richard privacy case, the high salaries
of some BBC management and talent, and the gender pay gap. Some
respondents refer to a general culture of impunity and mismanagement.
“The BBC's own 'W1A' series poked fun at itself, but recent events
such as the Sir Cliff Richard fiasco and well-publicised departures of
talent have shown the BBC management ethos to be a bundle of
confusion, wrapped in shambles.”
“The ethical and moral behaviour of the BBC over the last 10 - 20
years regarding child safeguarding, sensational and incorrect
reporting and internal management scandals have stripped the
organisation of any moral leadership, and a period of contraction
and re-dedication is called for, before it tries to impose further costs
on the population.”
Some responses are critical of what they see as the BBC’s attempts to
compete with commercial channels, arguing that this has led the organisation
to be bloated or unwieldy. Others believe that this has led to attempts to
bypass the BBC’s policy of not running commercial advertising. Respondents
argue that the BBC’s position as a public broadcaster should prevent it from
competing directly with commercial channels, as it performs a unique role in
British cultural life.
“Public Service broadcasting should be precisely that and not
trying to compete with commercial communications. At present
the situation epitomises a race to the bottom.”
Support for the role of the BBC and its mission and purpose in British life
793 respondents in this category support the BBC for the role that it performs in
British cultural life. Such respondents often believe that the existence of a truly
independent public broadcaster is of fundamental importance to a liberal
democracy, in which an educated and engaged population is paramount.
Some describe the BBC as an asset or a national treasure and compare it with
the NHS.
“The BBC is a pillar of our citizenship and democracy in enabling a
national conversation and programmes where we learn and
understand about each other and are able to be informed citizens.
This is more crucial now than ever.”
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BBC is irrelevant and should be scrapped
In contrast to the sentiments expressed above, 484 respondents who
comment on the BBC’s mission and purpose believe that the BBC as an
institution is outdated and irrelevant. Some say it should either be privatised or
shut down completely. Such respondents often refer to the changing media
landscape and the emergence of commercial channels, with some arguing
that the BBC is an unwieldy, inefficient organisation that would struggle to
compete with the private sector without government support.
“The broadcasting world has moved on significantly and the BBC is
falling way behind in the way it is structured and in its remit. It should
not cater for one and all e.g. local radio, TV channels that attract
smaller viewer numbers, etc. It is just not required any longer, nor is
the desire there for local programming.”
“There is no place for a state media company in a modern liberal
democracy. The private sector is more than capable of providing a
broad range of media content utilising a variety of funding
sources.”
Maintain the high quality of BBC content in line with its mission and purpose
404 respondents who comment on the BBC’s mission and purpose believe that
the BBC must maintain its high standard of programming. Their comments
echo those expressed in the ‘BBC Content’ section, 13.3.2 above, particularly
praising BBC news and current affairs, drama, comedy and children’s
programmes. Some respondents go further and say the BBC should consider
increasing the licence fee to pay for high quality programmes.
Others suggest that a higher licence fee for some could fund licence fee
discounts for those on low incomes.
“The standard of news presentation is second to none, drama is
better than ever and period drama is better than its rivals. We want
to keep the BBC service and so we may need to think how we do
that and be increasing the licence fee it should mean better and
greater diversity of programmes on offer and we should be in a
better position to offer discounts or relief to those who cannot
afford it.”
Some respondents in this category believe that maintaining BBC standards is
integral to retaining its excellent international reputation. Such respondents
frequently argue that the BBC is the envy of other countries and serves as an
ambassador for Britain on the global stage.
“In general, the BBC is probably this country’s biggest brand, most
other countries would give their eyeteeth to be able to create
something similar, and is a huge source of soft foreign diplomacy
for the UK.”
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Suggestions for how the BBC maintains its mission and purpose in an age of
cuts and competition
Of those respondents who comment on the BBC’s mission and purpose, 499
suggest ways in which it might be updated to manage with a reduced
budget, increased competition, and changing public sensibilities.
Some of these respondents suggest reducing the number and variety of
services offered by the BBC – for example, closing certain channels and/or
radio stations, selling off its most popular and profitable programmes to
commercial broadcasters, or simply ceasing 24-hour broadcasting.
The BBC, these respondents say, could then focus on services and content
that would not be picked up by commercial channels due to its lack of profitmaking potential, but are of interest to the public. Services that respondents
say the BBC should focus on include:

•
•
•

in-depth news and current affairs coverage;
consumer advice and protection programmes such as Watchdog; and
high-quality documentaries such as those produced by the Natural
History Unit.
“I believe the BBC should shrink its operation to cover necessary
public service broadcasting and not try to compete with Netflix
and Amazon using a viewer 'tax' to do so. The BBC should sell off
Eastenders and Strictly and other 'Jewels in the crown'. to other
networks. The BBC should deliver factual unbiased news and
information, factual programmes and documentaries that other
networks will not commission and that are relevant to a UK
audience.”

Some respondents suggest that the BBC could cut costs by introducing a
training scheme for presenters, which would allow more established
personalities who command large salaries to leave for commercial networks,
thereby reducing the wage bill while still guaranteeing a reliable stream of
talent.
Some respondents say that the Government should provide all necessary
funding for the BBC. These views are covered in more detail in the sections
that report on how the concession should be funded.
Competition from other broadcasters means the BBC mission and purpose
needs updating
514 respondents who comment on the BBC’s mission and purpose believe that
the BBC is in danger of being made irrelevant by the emergence of
subscription and streaming services. They argue that these services offer a
wider range of programming than the BBC does, and often at a lower price.
Such respondents frequently reference the need to update the Corporation’s
mission and purpose for the media landscape of the 21st century.
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“The present model of funding the BBC by a licence fee is obsolete,
repressive, and discourages the BBC from being competitive in the
face of the likes of Amazon, Netflix and the new world of
international content providers.”
“There was a time, many years ago, when the BBC was a necessity.
These days are long gone. With Freeview, or Freesat (which I have)
there are many channels to watch, and a multitude of places to
see the news. For those of us with computers, there are even more
viewing avenues.”
Free TV licences for over-75s is part of the BBC’s mission and purpose
487 individual respondents and 33 campaign respondents argue that
removing or reforming the licence fee concession for over-75s is against the
founding principles of the BBC.
Some argue that those affected – older people – are particularly vulnerable.
They say that removing the concession would damage the BBC’s reputation.
Some question whether withdrawing or reforming the concession would raise
enough money to cover the BBC’s costs.
“Any change would cause a great deal of adverse publicity for
the BBC and would have an adverse effect on the elderly's attitude
to TV and, in particular the BBC.”
Some respondents say that the BBC may be overstepping its remit in its
attempts to cope with the loss of the concession. Respondents vary in whether
they blame this on the BBC itself or on the Government. These views are
reported on in more detail in Section 13.2.

Impartiality of the BBC
2,230 of the respondents who discuss wider issues with the BBC give their
thoughts on the impartiality of the BBC. Most are critical of what they see as
the BBC’s lack of impartiality, while some suggest how the BBC could restore its
independence and trust in its impartiality.
Criticism of BBC impartiality
2,057 individual respondents and 36 campaign respondents accuse the BBC
of being biased or ideologically driven. Such comments vary considerably,
and are often contradictory.
Some of these respondents accuse the BBC of being ideologically left wing,
even ‘Marxist’, while others say they believe it to be ideologically right wing,
even ‘fascist’. Some respondents are more specific, accusing the BBC of
supporting or opposing specific parties and politicians.
Others accuse the BBC of openly supporting or opposing specific political
positions, principles or projects, such as Brexit, Scottish independence,
freedom of speech, multiculturalism, sexual liberation, and political
correctness.
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“It's politically so biased to reflect the narrow and bigoted
worldview of the metropolitan, upper middle class leftists that it
employs, that its news content is utterly untrustworthy.”
“As It is now the mouthpiece of the Tory party – then the Tory party
should fund it. Fake news and selective reporting in favour of the
Tories is corrupt.”
Some of these respondents accuse the BBC of under- or over-representing
specific religions such as Christianity and Islam, or under-representing religious
arguments in areas such as creationism/evolution and climate change.
“There is undoubtedly a creeping secularisation and anti-Christian
tendency within the BBC.”
“I also believe your channels are biased and Islamophobic.”
Some respondents say that the BBC is openly biased towards or against
specific nationalities or nations, including Scotland, the USA, Israel, and Russia.
Others accuse the BBC of not providing uniform coverage across the UK.
"The BBC does not provide a balanced service for all areas of the
UK. One example is the so called national news on TV. This is clearly
biased not only for England but against Scotland, Wales and
Northern Ireland…The BBC when it says National really means
English and especially London English.”
Some respondents believe that the BBC is too politically correct and this is
having the effect of discriminating against groups such as older white men.
“My main concern is with the BBC's political correctness agenda.
The BBC's mission is to inform and entertain, not preach or nag.
White older males now find ourselves increasingly treated as pariahs
by the BBC as white male presenters are phased out in favour of
females or ethnic minorities.”
How the BBC could restore its independence and trust in its impartiality
198 respondents suggest ways in which the BBC might ensure its
independence and restore public trust in its impartiality. Some are concerned
that the Government wields undue influence over the BBC, and suggest ways
for the BBC to distance itself from governmental control – for example a halt
to the perceived practice of Government ministers appointing their political
allies to leadership positions within the BBC.
Some comments suggest alternative ways of structuring the BBC’s leadership,
such as an independent, cross-party board of MPs appointed by
parliamentary consensus, or an elected board of Directors or Governors
answerable directly to the public.
“It would be an infinitely better service if it didn't kowtow to the
Government and have to put up with their choice of chief exec so
that it becomes partisan in its coverage. Speak truth to power –
don't suck up to it.”
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Some respondents are concerned that journalistic standards at the BBC have
slipped in recent years. They suggest that a return to higher-quality reporting
would improve the Corporation’s reputation for impartiality. A popular
suggestion among such respondents is that BBC journalists should be
discouraged from displaying any political biases or giving their own opinions,
and stick to reporting the facts of a given story.
Others suggest that by trying to report both sides of topics like climate
change, the BBC introduces bias. These respondents suggest that efforts to
keep reporting balanced mean facts and opinions aren’t clearly separated,
or that some minority views are given too much weight.
“We have never needed the BBC more than we do today. But it
does need to learn it does not have to balance expert opinion with
uninformed comment, as is sometimes evident in its coverage of,
say, Brexit and climate change. It also needs to be more robust in
debunking myths and deliberate untruths, as it currently does with
some of its fact-check analysis.”

The changing nature of the BBC audience
609 respondents commenting on wider issues concerning the BBC discuss
what they see as the trends in audience needs and behaviour.
Shifting viewing habits
Around half of these respondents (323) say that they believe viewing habits
are changing. They observe a shift away from people watching scheduled
programmes with other people, towards watching on-demand individually.
Respondents suggest that younger viewers are more likely to watch content
via subscription, on-demand, and catch-up services, or through legal and
illegal downloading or streaming. These respondents feel that older people
are more likely to watch scheduled broadcast television.
“I suspect if you researched the age groups who are now using a
subscription service, such as Netflix, Amazon and Sky this would
demonstrate how the demographics have changed in recent
years where people HAVE to pay for TV licence but choose to pay
extra for a true entertainment service.”
Less content and so less value for money for older people
Around a third (193) of respondents who comment on the BBC’s audience,
complain of a lack of appropriate programming for older viewers. They argue
that older people receive less value for money than younger people. These
comments largely echo those made in Section 4.1.14 about content that is
highly sexual, or suggestions that Friday and Saturday night shows are made
for a younger audience.
Some respondents mention specific programmes or formats which they feel
have tried to cater to younger viewers. They argue that these changes, for
example to Radio 2’s Simon Mayo Drivetime, have made programmes less
attractive to older people. Others suggest that large amount of online content
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is not accessible to older people.
“The format changes to shows such as the Simon Mayo show,
Desert Island Discs and other tilts to swing the rest of the Country to
the South East way of life are quite alien to most other regions of
the Country and in particular to the older audiences who you are
now asking to pay more.”
Other respondents say that modern production and performance techniques
like natural lighting don’t cater well to older people, who are more likely to
have hearing or visual impairments than younger people.
“I think that programmes made today are mainly aimed at younger
people so why should old people have to pay for a licence to
watch repeats of their type of programme. Also, it has become the
fashion to film dramas in the dark much of the time emphasising just
a face or object. Old people can't make out what is going on.”
Less content means lower value for money for younger people
In contrast to the comments above, 81 respondents are concerned that the
BBC does not produce enough content for younger audiences, and argue
that younger people therefore receive less value for money from the licence
fee. Some of these respondents point to cuts to youth programming, and the
decision to move BBC3 online, as evidence that the BBC is not interested in
creating content specifically for a younger audience.
“My only concern is the huge cuts made to younger audience
funding, particularly that of BBC Three. One of the main channels
that I and many of my generation watched and enjoyed from the
BBC….The danger of this I believe is that the BBC could see in the
near future a whole generation that will legitimately call into
question why they are paying for an institution which barely caters
for them and their needs.”
Suggestions for how the BBC could appeal to younger and older audiences
35 respondents who comment on the BBC’s audience suggest ways in which
the Corporation might expand its core audience and appeal to alternative
demographics.
Suggestions to increase its appeal among younger audiences, include:

•
•

discounts for younger people on low incomes; and
developing a platform for young people to share content.

Suggestions for creating more content for older people include:
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educational training for older people who are unfamiliar with online or
on-demand platforms; and

•

programmes that reflect issues felt by the older community (Joan
Bakewell’s programmes for example).
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Gender balance issues at the BBC
253 respondents who comment on wider BBC-related topics either criticise the
Corporation’s perceived gender imbalance or suggest ways to reduce it.
Respondents frequently mention the gender pay gap recently reported by
the BBC, saying that this has shown the BBC to be hypocritical and has
damaged its credibility. Some respondents go on to express their
disappointment that the BBC chose to address the gender pay gap by raising
salaries for female staff members, rather than cutting the wages paid to their
male counterparts.
“Equal rights. Hypocrisy on equal pay. The BBC clearly believes that
men and women should be paid equally, often highlighting stories
when men are paid more favourably. Yet, when the BBC accounts
are disclosed, they appear to be one of the worst offenders,
particularly amongst their top presenters.”
Some respondents in this category say that the BBC’s perceived obsession
with political correctness has led to women being over-represented on
screen, particularly in presenting roles. Such respondents tend to oppose
positive discrimination, arguing that the BBC should simply hire the most
qualified candidates, regardless of their gender identity.
“Gender impartiality is fine but things can go too far. Pick people
for their skills not their gender and justify the decisions.”
Wider issues that are related to the TV licence system
14,623 of the 84,761 respondents who contributed to the consultation make
comments on the format of the TV licence system. Most of these respondents
are critical of the system and either want to see it reformed, made optional or
scrapped altogether.

Criticisms of the licence fee
Of those respondents who comment on the TV licence, around half (6,980)
are explicitly critical of the existing system and would prefer to see the licence
fee discontinued altogether.
“My personal view is to scrap the TV Licence altogether for the
whole of the UK. The BBC is a huge corporate entity established for
nearly 100 years and it should be able to finance itself without the
need to seek public subscriptions on an annual basis.”
Wrong to compel people to pay for a TV licence
1,560 individual respondents and 27 campaign respondents suggest that it is
immoral to compel people to pay the licence fee, regardless of whether they
consume any BBC content or not. Many of these respondents say they would
prefer a model that allows them to opt-out of BBC services without losing
access to commercial Freeview and Freesat channels.
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“It should be no different to Sky or Netflix. They provide a huge
range of services and programmes yet haven't dictated a
complete domination of a viewing platform. It's like some random
Chinese chop stick company deciding to create a draconian tax
on all eating utensils inclusive of cutlery. The BBC should be a
payable option to watch BBC as you would Sky or Netflix.”
TV licence fee should not be compulsory because BBC content and budgeting
needs reform
1,484 respondents who are critical of the TV licence say they believe that the
quality of the BBC’s content has declined, so it is wrong that the licence fee is
a compulsory payment. Others say that they don’t believe they should pay
the licence fee because they say the BBC has spent too much of its budget
on salaries for executives and on-screen talent, or spends too much on
overheads.
“Quite frankly, I think that it is a disgrace that the BBC pass the hat
round every year and make it illegal not to contribute. Quality of
programmes has consistently fallen for years. Whilst overheads and
that extraordinary white elephant in Manchester blossoms.”
Similar views expressed in response to the consultation questions on the future
of the concession are covered in greater detail in the chapters that discuss
Copying or Reforming the licence fee concession, such as Section 3.3.
The licence fee model will be killed by competition
Of those respondents who criticise the licence fee model, 1,105 argue that it is
outdated and may soon become unsustainable. They suggest that audiences
will move from watching live television to online/on-demand services, and
that the BBC faces increasing competition. Some say that this means the BBC
will become less important.
“However, in the face of changing technology and ways of
watching TV, I think that the idea of paying a licence fee for ‘so
called’ public service broadcasting is ridiculous.”
Other criticisms of the licence fee
These include:

•

the licence fee is a compulsory tax, set by an unelected body, to be
paid whether you use the BBC or not (729);
“It was introduced in the early 1920s when the entire broadcasting
landscape was entirely different. The current funding models are
advertising or subscription – with the latter you pay for what you
want to watch. At present I have to pay a licence fee whether I
watch the BBC or not – therefore it is simply a compulsory tax.”

•
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“A Netflix subscription starts at £7.99 a month which equates to
£95.88 a year. A TV licence is £150.50 a year!!!!”

•

the licence fee is too expensive and doesn’t take account of payments
to providers such as Sky and BT (428).
“When you take into consideration most people have Sky or Virgin
at about £70 a month then on top of that they have to £147 a year
for the BBC but yet they pay £70 for a TV package with BBC.”

Some respondents who criticise the licence fee model make comments that
have been covered elsewhere in relation to financing a concession, and so
are mentioned only briefly here:

•

an obligatory licence fee is unfair and should be abolished for all users,
regardless of age or income (2,823);

•

TV Licence enforcement disproportionately affects low income
households, and borders on intimidation and harassment (322); and

•

excessive administrative costs associated with the licence fee (3).

Alternatives to the TV licence fee
7,513 respondents propose alternative means of raising revenue for the BBC.
These proposals have been covered in other sections in relation to financing a
concession (Sections 3.3, 6.4.5, 7.4.6, 7.4.7 and 8.5), and so are mentioned only
briefly here:
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•

introducing advertisements on the BBC, either in the form of traditional
advert breaks or through sponsorship or product placement (3,793);

•

scrapping the compulsory licence fee in favour of a subscription or payper-view model, in which viewers only pay for those BBC services that
they use (2,069);

•

the BBC ceasing operations as a public broadcaster and rebrand itself
as a private, for-profit commercial channel, thereby opening additional
revenue streams to offset the loss of the compulsory licence fee (1,224);

•

the BBC taking responsibility for raising the money to offset the loss of the
licence fee, either through drastic spending cuts or through regular
fundraising drives (684);

•

the Government taking responsibility for raising the money to offset the
loss of the licence fee through spending cuts in other areas or an
increase in taxation (426);

•

offsetting the loss of the licence fee by charging more to foreign
broadcasters who wish to purchase popular programmes, or by
charging television providers such as Sky and Virgin, whose packages
include BBC channels and services (103);

•

a tax or government levy on all commercial broadcasters, subscription
services, and other technology companies with televisual interests, which
could then be used to finance the BBC (87); and

•

a mixed approach, in which the BBC would raise the required revenue
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through a combination of the methods outlined in this section (80).

Suggestions for reforming the licence fee
4,023 respondents suggest ways in which the existing system might be
reformed, regardless of whether the BBC needs to finance a concession.
Eligibility for a concession
Of those, 1,263 respondents suggest that the licence fee concession should
be means-tested for all householders and offered on the basis of income
rather than age.
“The only people who should be getting help with paying for the
licence fee should be those on low incomes, and this should be
regardless of age.”
325 respondents suggest who should be eligible for a licence fee concession,
including:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

young people aged 18-25;
full- or part-time students;
people in long-term unemployment;
full- or part-time carers;
low income families;
families with young children;
NHS staff members; and
military veterans.
“To make payments fairer, everyone who is working should pay the
TV licence fee. Those who are unemployed, but are seeking
employment, disabled, elderly and on low pension payments –
should have the TV licence free.”

Other suggestions
Other suggestions relating to the TV licence are as follows:
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•
•

reducing the licence fee for all user as it is too expensive (215);

•

removing the right of Members of Parliament to claim back the cost of
the licence fee through their expenses (116);

•

introducing flexible payment options for the licence fee for those on
lower incomes (108);

•

transferring responsibility for the World Service to the Government,
specifically the Foreign and Commonwealth Office, or scrapping it
entirely (84);

•
•
•

introducing a radio-only licence at a significantly reduced cost (75);

performing an extensive “root and branch” review of the whole TV
licence setup, under the guidance of an independent committee (181);

basing the licence fee on household size (62);
removing the half-price licence fee for those with black and white
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televisions (33);

•

including the cost of the TV licence in other payments to third parties,
rather than paid directly to the BBC – for example in household utility bills,
in the monthly or annual price of a Sky or BT TV subscription, or as an
additional surcharge added to the cost of all new television sets (22);
and

•

improving communications between licence fee payers and the BBC
(10).

273 respondents suggest potential reforms to the existing licence fee model
that are not covered elsewhere in this section, including:

•

holding a public referendum on whether to scrap the compulsory
licence fee;

•
•
•
•

removing the existing licence fee exemption for prisoners;

•

implementing a variable licence fee rate, dependent on council tax
bracket; and

•

extending the licence fee to all houses with devices capable of
streaming BBC content, including computers and smartphones.

removing the existing licence fee exemption for diplomats;
introducing short-term TV licences for three- or six-month periods;
introducing a two-tiered licence fee, with a basic rate for those who do
not use the BBC’s online services;

In addition, these are suggestions that have been covered at length
elsewhere (albeit in relation to a concession for over-75s), and so are
mentioned only briefly here:
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•

giving a free or heavily discounted TV licence to disabled people of all
ages, with eligibility potentially ascertained through receipt of disability
benefits (711);

•

charging for access to the BBC’s online services, including iPlayer, either
through an annual subscription fee or through the introduction of an
online-only TV licence for those who do not watch live television (268);

•

charging international viewers to access BBC content, by introducing a
subscription fee for BBC America, the World Service, and/or iPlayer (179);

•

ensuring that only licence fee payers have access to BBC services
through stricter enforcement, although some also advocate reclassifying
non-payment as a civil, rather than criminal, offence (159);

•

reforming the TV licence so that households pay a fixed fee per person or
per television set (103);

•

increasing the licence fee for all to maintain the BBC’s high standard of
programming and avoid the introduction of advertisements (93);

•

introducing a fixed price cap or allowing the BBC to set the level of the
licence fee according to its needs (77);

•

sharing the income from licence fees, as well as the cost of subsidising
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discounted or free licences between the BBC and Freeview commercial
channels, such as ITV and Channel 4, which are inaccessible without a
TV licence (59); and

•

introducing a scaled licence fee on a pay-as-you-go basis (55).

Support for the TV licence as a means to ensure the future of
the BBC and its impartiality
Finally, a small number (26) of the 14,623 respondents who comment on wider
issues relating to the TV licence explicitly support funding the BBC through a
compulsory TV licence. They say that the TV licence represents excellent value
for money, and that such a model helps to guarantee the BBC’s impartiality.
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Appendix 1: List of consultation questions
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Appendix 2: Full methodology
Methods of participation
Responses to the consultation could be submitted in the following ways:

•
•

online: via the online questionnaire, available in English and Welsh;

•

by post (Freepost): by sending freeform responses such as letters and
postcards to the Freepost address; and

•

by phone: for those who could not use any of the other methods.

by post (Business Reply Service): by using a paper questionnaire,
available in English and Welsh, which could be requested by telephone;

The paper questionnaire was also available in Braille and as an audio version.
Additionally, any emails and letters received at the BBC during the
consultation period which were considered to be responses to the
consultation were also included and processed for analysis.
Responses could be submitted at any time during the consultation period 20th
November 2018 to 12th February 2019. The consultation period ended at 23:59
on 12th February 2019 and the online questionnaire was closed two minutes
later. Anyone who was on the online form at this time and was midway
through a response had a 45-minuites grace period to complete their
submission.
Freeform responses sent by post were accepted until 15th February to allow
for any postal delivery delays. For consistency, the same deadline was used
for email responses.
Paper questionnaires were accepted until 22nd February. The additional time
was added to accommodate cases where paper questionnaires were
requested on the last day of the consultation, therefore would reach the
respondent a few days after the deadline.

Processing of responses
Types of responses
Upon receipt, all responses were assigned a unique reference number.
Online questionnaires were imported directly into the database at regular
intervals throughout the consultation period. Paper and email responses were
scanned and imported into the database where they were transcribed by
Traverse data entry staff. A pdf of each offline response was created so that
any images or other non-text context could be viewed by analysts during the
coding process.
Campaign responses were processed by analysing an example of each
unique campaign type. Any subsequent identical responses were
automatically analysed on entry in the analysis database, with the same
codes applied. Where responses followed a campaign template but included
some variation, each submission was entered individually into the database
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by the data entry team, then manually analysed. One campaign response
type was received during the consultation, based on a template produced
by Age UK. The template included set text which conveyed support for
copying the current concession. The template also provided space for
respondents to add their own handwritten comments if they wished. A copy
of the template text is provided below:
Dear BBC,
I would like to respond to your consultation on the future of the agerelated TV licence concession.
I believe the BBC should copy the current concession to ensure all over
75s continue to receive the free TV licence.
Abolishing or watering down this concession would have a serious
impact on older people who rely on TV, particularly the many on low
incomes who are sick or disabled, isolated or alone.
I would like the free TV licence to be maintained because… [space for
individual comments]
Five petitions were received to the consultation. Petitions are letters or
statements with a list of signatures underneath, indicating support for the issues
raised in the submission. Petitions were scanned and imported into the
database, where they were categorised as petitions. They were then
analysed as normal and the number of signatories to each petition was
recorded for inclusion in the report. Please see Appendix 3 for more detail.
Quality assurance of data entry
To ensure responses were processed to a consistently high standard, a
percentage of data-entered responses were reviewed by supervisors using a
comprehensive scoring system. Each reviewed response would receive a
quality score, from minor errors (such as insignificant typographical errors) to
significant errors (such as omitted information or errors that change the
meaning of the response). Responses for review were selected at random,
with a minimum of 5% of each team member’s work reviewed by a supervisor.
Where errors were identified, a higher proportion of that team member’s work
was reviewed.

Analysis of responses
Analysis of qualitative responses was conducted by Traverse using a coding
framework. A coding framework allows Traverse to group comments together
according to unifying themes or sentiments, making it possible to
systematically log all of the points raised by respondents and report on this
information in a logical, structured way. Each code in a coding framework
represents a unique point of view expressed by respondents.
To create the coding framework, firstly a team of senior analysts reviewed a
number of early responses and developed an initial set of codes. This early
version of the framework was discussed with the BBC for feedback and
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discussion, to ensure the level of detail and the grouping of issues appeared
satisfactory to the BBC as well as to Traverse. As more responses were
analysed, the coding framework evolved and expanded to capture any new
issues raised by respondents. Changes to the coding framework could only be
made by senior analysts, although all members of the team were encouraged
to provide suggestions.
Traverse’s coding framework for this consultation consists of up to 4 tiers. It
starts with a high-level theme, for example ‘copy existing concession’, before
moving to a sub-theme and finally a third tier which covers the finer detail of
each point raised by respondents. Table 4 illustrates this approach with an
extract of the consultation coding framework. The full coding framework is
available in Appendix 5.
Tier 1

Tier 2

Oppose

Copy
Support
existing
concession

Subsidy

Tier 3

Final code

Copying the existing
concession would be
unfair for younger
people

Copy – oppose – unfair
for younger people

Figures in the
consultation
documents are
inaccurate

Copy – support –
challenge figures

Withdrawing the
concession would
penalise older people

Copy – support –
discrimination against
older people

The BBC should
introduce product
placement in its
programmes to fund
copying the existing
concession

Copy – subsidy –
product placement

The BBC should
introduce advertising
as a way to fund
copying the existing
concession

Copy – subsidy –
advertising

Table 4: Extract from coding framework

To ensure responses were analysed consistently, the same coding framework
was used for both questionnaire and free-form responses.
Responses to closed questions were analysed quantitatively using Excel.
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Quality assurance of analysis
Quality assurance was conducted by senior analysts who ensured codes were
being applied correctly by other members of the team. Quality assurance
gives confidence that each analyst is performing to the required standard,
and provides a mechanism to identify how the coding framework could be
refined and improved.
Senior analysts reviewed a minimum of 5% of each analyst’s work using a
comprehensive scoring system. Where errors were identified in an analyst’s
coding, a higher proportion of their work would be reviewed, errors would be
corrected and they would receive further support to improve their coding.

Reporting
The report is organised thematically with each chapter covering a distinct
theme.
For each chapter, we begin with an explanation of the theme, followed by a
description of issues raised in relation to specific elements under that theme.
When responses to one question are more relevant to another question (for
example, if someone comments about discounting in response to the question
about changing the age threshold for the concession), codes from the most
relevant theme are applied. In this example, the comments would be
reported on under the chapter of the report on Discounting.
Within the narrative summarising open-text comments, numbers are used to
indicate how many times a code has been applied. Where it helps with the
readability of the report, report writers also use a quantifier (such as most,
around a quarter) to describe how often an issue has been raised by
respondents. The scale below shows the quantifying terms used.
Term

Frequency used

Most

79-99%

Around three-quarters

72-78%

Around two-thirds

63-69%

Around half

45-55%

Around a third

30-36%

Around a quarter

22-28%

Small

1-21%

When reporting on comments within a code, other quantifiers such as ‘some’
and ‘often’ are used to describe some of the variations on that issue.
This report aims to present the variety of issues raised by respondents. As the
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consultation was an open and qualitative process and not a representative
survey, it is worthwhile noting that no conclusion can be reliably drawn about
any population’s views beyond those who responded to the consultation.
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Appendix 3: Examples of campaign responses
and petitions
Campaign responses
One campaign response type was received during the consultation, based on
a template produced by Age UK. An example is included below.

AGE UK
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Petitions
Examples of all 5 identified petition submissions are included below. Some
petitions were submitted by email and others were sent in the post.
Petition title Number of Screenshot
signatories
Keep the
free TV
licence for
over 75s

17

Keep the
178
current
concession

Free TV
112
licensing
for over 75s
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Petition title Number of Screenshot
signatories
Save free
TV for older
people

24

`
Save the
over 75 TV
licence
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Appendix 4: All suggested combinations
All Combinations
Respondents proposing combinations of reforms to the BBC
licence fee
Total
11231
Combinations involving elements of the proposed reform types
Changing the age
8817
Discounting
8546
Means-testing
7150
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Proposed reform type combinations
Changing the age and Discounting
Changing the age and Means-testing
Discounting and Means-testing
All three

4127
2784
2449
1999

Proposed combinations with a scaled or stepped
approach
Two or more scales/steps
Three or more scales/steps (including variable fees)

3078
1581
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Attributes of proposed combinations
Attributes of proposed combinations (changing the
age)
Changing the qualifying age so it is lower than 75
Keeping the qualifying age at 75, but with other
changes
Changing the qualifying age so it is higher than 75
Attributes of proposed combinations (discounting)
Discounts starting from a level below 50%
Discounts starting from 50%
Discounts starting from a level above 50%
Discount with no further specification
Attributes of proposed combinations (means-testing)
Means-testing based on eligibility for pension credits
Means-testing based on household size or composition
Means-testing based on another specific criterion
Means-testing with no further specification
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Age+Discount
1333

Type of combination
Discount+
Age+Means
Means
1183
N/A

All three
850
356

1135
1402

136
1327

N/A
N/A

Age+Discount
493
1669
525
1388

Age+Means
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

Discount+
Means
160
574
124
1203

All three
259
527
149
750

Age+Means
480
707
305
1522

Discount+
Means
378
670
421
1227

All three
415
599
323
909

Age+Discount
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

609
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All simple combinations / combinations with no additional
steps
Combinations of reform types by attributes (overall)
Combinations of Age and Discount by attributes
Changing the qualifying age so it is lower than 75
Changing the qualifying age so it is higher than 75

Discount from a
level below 50%
36
146

Discounting at
50%
305
530

Discount from a
level above 50%
156
140

Discount
unspecified
240
430

Means-testing
based on eligibility
for pension credits
192
210

Means-testing
based on
household size or
composition
287
279

Means-testing
based on another
specific criterion
154
95

Means-testing
with no further
specification
470
748

Means-testing
based on eligibility
for pension credits
26
130
19

Means-testing
based on
household size or
composition
26
134
29

Means-testing
based on another
specific criterion
8
82
25

Combinations of Age and Means by attributes

Changing the qualifying age so it is lower than 75
Changing the qualifying age so it is higher than 75
Combinations of Discount Means by attributes

Discounts starting from a level below 50%
Discounts starting from 50%
Discounts starting from a level above 50%
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Means-testing
with no further
specification
58
177
36
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Combinations with two or
more steps

Combinations with variable
Discounting by Discount range
Base discount 0-25%
Base discount 26-49%
Base discount 50%
Base discount 51-74%
Base discount 75-99%
Total

Top
discount 049%
13
3
N/A
N/A
N/A
16

Combinations with variable
Discounting by Age range
Base age up to 64
Base age 65-69
Base age 70-74
Base age 75
Base age 76 and above
Total

Top age up
to 75
5
237
53
N/A
N/A
295
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Top discount 50%
67
17
N/A
N/A
N/A
84

Top
discount 5174%
7
12
10
1
N/A
30

Top age 76-79
0
7
13
39
N/A
59

Top age 80
3
221
178
1199
42
1644

Top discount 75-99%
32
5
80
6
6
129

Top discount
100%
252
74
956
72
141
1495

Total
371
111
1046
78
147
1754

Top age 81-85
1
28
18
251
56
354

Top age 86-90
0
13
7
59
50
129

Top age 90+
0
0
1
14
11
26

Total
9
506
270
1562
159
2506
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Appendix 5: Codes by theme and count
The analysis of consultation responses was carried out using a coding
framework consisting of 13 themes. The table below shows all codes used
across the analysis alongside the number of times each code has been raised
by individual respondents.
Legend
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Alt

Alternative

B&B

Bed and Breakfast

B&W

Black & white

C

Concession

COM

Combination

Comms

Communications

Disc

Discount

IC

Intricate Combination

M&P

Mission and purpose

MP

Member of Parliament

PiP

Personal Independence Payment

Resp

Responsibility

VfM

Value for Money

W

Wider issues
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Theme
Combinations
Combinations
Combinations
Combinations
Combinations
Combinations
Combinations
Combinations
Combinations
Combinations
Combinations
Combinations
Combinations
Combinations
Combinations
Combinations
Combinations
Combinations
Combinations
Combinations
Combinations
Combinations
Combinations
Combinations
Combinations
Combinations
Combinations
Combinations
Combinations
Combinations
Combinations
Combinations
Combinations
Combinations
Combinations
Combinations
Combinations
Combinations
Combinations
Combinations
Combinations
Combinations
Combinations
Combinations
Combinations
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Code
COM - mechanism - age + discount
COM - mechanism - age + discount + means
COM - mechanism - age + means
COM - mechanism - discount + means
COM - multiple options / combinations
COM - age (1) - 100+
COM - age (1) - 50+
COM - age (1) - 51-59+
COM - age (1) - 60+
COM - age (1) - 61-64+
COM - age (1) - 65+
COM - age (1) - 66-69+
COM - age (1) - 70+
COM - age (1) - 71-74+
COM - age (1) - 75+
COM - age (1) - 76-79+
COM - age (1) - 80+
COM - age (1) - 81-84+
COM - age (1) - 85+
COM - age (1) - 86-89+
COM - age (1) - 90+
COM - age (1) - 91-99+
COM - age (1) - all ages
COM - age (1) - increased (unspecified)
COM - age (1) - reduced (unspecified)
COM - age (1) - retirement age
COM - age (1) - retirement age + X years
COM - age (1) - unspecified
COM - age (2) - 100+
COM - age (2) - 65+
COM - age (2) - 66-69+
COM - age (2) - 70+
COM - age (2) - 71-74+
COM - age (2) - 75+
COM - age (2) - 76-79+
COM - age (2) - 80+
COM - age (2) - 81-84+
COM - age (2) - 85+
COM - age (2) - 86-89+
COM - age (2) - 90+
COM - age (2) - 91-99+
COM - age (2) - increased (unspecified)
COM - age (2) - retirement age
COM - age (2) - retirement age + X years
COM - age (2) - unspecified

Count
3751
1837
2697
2380
391
2
2
2
24
1
1011
93
1076
12
1437
221
2127
18
224
3
27
8
2
594
92
703
26
624
7
4
2
49
2
251
59
1654
21
260
4
90
6
32
3
6
32
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Theme
Combinations
Combinations
Combinations
Combinations
Combinations
Combinations
Combinations
Combinations
Combinations
Combinations
Combinations
Combinations
Combinations
Combinations
Combinations
Combinations
Combinations
Combinations
Combinations
Combinations
Combinations
Combinations
Combinations
Combinations
Combinations
Combinations
Combinations
Combinations
Combinations
Combinations
Combinations
Combinations
Combinations
Combinations
Combinations
Combinations
Combinations
Combinations
Combinations
Combinations
Combinations
Combinations
Combinations
Combinations
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Code
COM - discount - gradual then free
COM - discount - gradual with age
COM - discount - variable to means
COM - discount - voluntary/declinable
COM - discount (1) - 10%
COM - discount (1) - 100%
COM - discount (1) - 11-24% (specific)
COM - discount (1) - 1-9% (specific)
COM - discount (1) - 25%
COM - discount (1) - 26-49% (specific)
COM - discount (1) - 50%
COM - discount (1) - 51-74% (specific)
COM - discount (1) - 75%
COM - discount (1) - 76-99% (specific)
COM - discount (1) - unspecified
COM - discount (2) - 10%
COM - discount (2) - 100%
COM - discount (2) - 11-24% (specific)
COM - discount (2) - 25%
COM - discount (2) - 26-49% (specific)
COM - discount (2) - 50%
COM - discount (2) - 51-74% (specific)
COM - discount (2) - 75%
COM - discount (2) - 76-99% (specific)
COM - discount (2) - unspecified
COM - means - disability
COM - means - other
COM - means - household income
COM - means - household size
COM - means - implementation / caveat
COM - means - income
COM - means - mixed-age households
COM - means - other TV subscription
COM - means - past contributions
COM - means - pension credit / benefits
COM - means - unspecified / general
COM - means - wealth / capital
COM - means result - discount
COM - means result - free licence
COM - means result - unspecified
COM - means result - variable
COM - other - keep for current recipients
COM - other - Means test unclear
COM - other - phase in over time

Count
177
225
733
39
47
15
76
9
324
214
2571
248
376
127
3218
1
1812
4
12
21
188
29
93
31
128
130
10
137
579
41
742
1239
14
28
1210
3485
74
278
1470
4
128
43
172
64
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Theme
Concession
considerations/
principles (C)
Concession
considerations/
principles (C)
Concession
considerations/
principles (C)
Concession
considerations/
principles (C)
Concession
considerations/
principles (C)
Concession
considerations/
principles (C)
Concession
considerations/
principles (C)
Concession
considerations/
principles (C)
Concession
considerations/
principles (C)
Concession
considerations/
principles (C)
Concession
considerations/
principles (C)
Concession
considerations/
principles (C)
Concession
considerations/
principles (C)
Concession
considerations/
principles (C)
Concession
considerations/
principles (C)
Concession
considerations/
principles (C)
Concession
considerations/
principles (C)
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Code
C - ageing population
C - any change should apply to all

Count
215
5

C - care homes comment

11

C - core audience (older people)

76

C - discrimination against older people

123

C - efficient / user friendly / low cost system

470

C - enforcement comments / suggestions

295

C - greater usage (older people)

89

C - hard to remove benefit / make it reversible

21

C - less content / VfM for older people
C - life expectancy
C - must maintain quality
C - older people comfort / health benefits

142
20
343
2064

C - older people deserve it

688

C - older people need TV / don't use online services

169

C - oppose adverts

191

C - oppose all options

296
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Theme
Concession
considerations/
principles (C)
Concession
considerations/
principles (C)
Concession
considerations/
principles (C)
Concession
considerations/
principles (C)
Concession
considerations/
principles (C)
Concession
considerations/
principles (C)
Concession
considerations/
principles (C)
Concession
considerations/
principles (C)
Concession
considerations/
principles (C)
Concession
considerations/
principles (C)
Concession
considerations/
principles (C)
Concession
considerations/
principles (C)
Concession
considerations/
principles (C)
Concession
considerations/
principles (C)
Concession
considerations/
principles (C)
Intricate
combinations
Intricate
combinations
Intricate
combinations
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Code
C - oppose any combination

Count
452

C - other comments

50

C - people will refuse to / choose not to pay

20

C - some older people can afford it

942

C - some older people can't afford it

1452

C - subsidy - advertising

315

C - subsidy - cuts to salaries (exec/talent)

835

C - subsidy - fewer channels / programmes / services

184

C - subsidy - general cuts to BBC / subjective
programme views

115

C - subsidy - government should fund concession

1349

C - subsidy - hotels / B&B's / businesses

17

C - subsidy - international viewing

24

C - subsidy - other efficiencies
C - subsidy - other means (not specific)
C - subsidy - partial government
IC - age - scaled (2 bands)
IC - age - scaled (3 or more bands)
IC - age - stepped (each year / every few years)

105
21
107
11
417
48
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Theme
Intricate
combinations
Intricate
combinations
Intricate
combinations
Intricate
combinations
Intricate
combinations
Intricate
combinations
Intricate
combinations
Intricate
combinations
Intricate
combinations
Intricate
combinations
Intricate
combinations
Intricate
combinations
Intricate
combinations
Intricate
combinations
Intricate
combinations
Intricate
combinations
Intricate
combinations
Intricate
combinations
Intricate
combinations
Intricate
combinations
Intricate
combinations
Intricate
combinations
Intricate
combinations
Intricate
combinations
Intricate
combinations
Intricate
combinations
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Code
IC - age end - 100 and over

Count
12

IC - age end - 65 or under

1

IC - age end - 70

3

IC - age end - 71-74

4

IC - age end - 75

30

IC - age end - 76-79

11

IC - age end - 80
IC - age end - 81-84
IC - age end - 85
IC - age end - 86-89

195
6
132
4

IC - age end - 90

68

IC - age end - 91-99

13

IC - age end - unspecified

15

IC - age start - 50 and under

1

IC - age start - 60

9

IC - age start - 65

113

IC - age start - 66-69

12

IC - age start - 70

92

IC - age start - 71-74
IC - age start - 75

5
183

IC - age start - 76-79

14

IC - age start - 80

26

IC - age start - 81 and over

1

IC - age start - all ages

1

IC - age start - retirement age
IC - age start - unspecified

35
3
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Theme
Intricate
combinations
Intricate
combinations
Intricate
combinations
Intricate
combinations
Intricate
combinations
Intricate
combinations
Intricate
combinations
Intricate
combinations
Intricate
combinations
Intricate
combinations
Intricate
combinations
Intricate
combinations
Intricate
combinations
Intricate
combinations
Intricate
combinations
Intricate
combinations
Intricate
combinations
Intricate
combinations
Intricate
combinations
Intricate
combinations
Intricate
combinations
Intricate
combinations
Intricate
combinations
Intricate
combinations
Intricate
combinations
Intricate
combinations
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Code
IC - discount - 1 band
IC - discount - scaled (2 bands)
IC - discount - scaled (3 or more bands)
IC - discount - stepped / gradual

Count
3
31
374
51

IC - discount - variable

7

IC - discount - voluntary / declinable

2

IC - discount end - 100%
IC - discount end - 49% or below
IC - discount end - 50%
IC - discount end - 51-74%

422
3
18
9

IC - discount end - 75%

20

IC - discount end - 76-99%

12

IC - discount end - unspecified

12

IC - discount start - 0%

44

IC - discount start - 01-9%

6

IC - discount start - 10%

34

IC - discount start - 11-24%

40

IC - discount start - 25%
IC - discount start - 26-49%
IC - discount start - 50%

108
45
155

IC - discount start - 51-74%

12

IC - discount start - 75%

18

IC - discount start - 76-99%

4

IC - discount start - unspecified

33

IC - means - everyone

11

IC - means - multiple measures

21
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Theme
Intricate
combinations
Intricate
combinations
Intricate
combinations
Intricate
combinations
Intricate
combinations
Intricate
combinations
Intricate
combinations
Intricate
combinations
Intricate
combinations
Intricate
combinations
Intricate
combinations
Intricate
combinations
Intricate
combinations
Intricate
combinations
Intricate
combinations
Intricate
combinations
Intricate
combinations
Intricate
combinations
Intricate
combinations
Intricate
combinations
Intricate
combinations
Intricate
combinations
Intricate
combinations
Intricate
combinations
Intricate
combinations
Intricate
combinations
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Code
IC - means - single measure

Count
84

IC - means criterion - disability

7

IC - means criterion - eligibility for other benefits /
exemptions
IC - means criterion - eligibility for pension credits

6
28

IC - means criterion - household composition/size

35

IC - means criterion - income

28

IC - means criterion - unspecified

55

IC - means measure - affordability

1

IC - means measure - disability

2

IC - means measure - everyone of qualifying age

15

IC - means measure - everyone of qualifying age (one
exception)
IC - means measure - other

7

IC - means measure - nobody working

1

IC - means measure - savings > £20k

1

IC - means measure - single-person household

1

12

IC - means measure - state pension

1

IC - means measure - tax bracket

6

IC - means measure - unspecified

21

IC - means result - discount

48

IC - means result - free licence

76

IC - means result - tax payment

1

IC - means result - unspecified

1

IC - means result - variable
IC - other - keep for current recipients

21
8

IC - other - Means test unclear

22

IC - other - phase in over time

4
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Theme
Intricate
combinations
Intricate
combinations
Intricate
combinations
Intricate
combinations
Intricate
combinations
Intricate
combinations
Intricate
combinations
Intricate
combinations
Intricate
combinations
Intricate
combinations
Intricate
combinations
Intricate
combinations
Intricate
combinations
Intricate
combinations
Intricate
combinations
Intricate
combinations
Intricate
combinations
Intricate
combinations
Intricate
combinations
Intricate
combinations
Intricate
combinations
Intricate
combinations
Intricate
combinations
Intricate
combinations
Intricate
combinations
Intricate
combinations
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Code
IC - step (age) - 65

Count
1

IC - step (age) - 66

3

IC - step (age) - 67

6

IC - step (age) - 68

2

IC - step (age) - 69

3

IC - step (age) - 70

79

IC - step (age) - 71

7

IC - step (age) - 72

7

IC - step (age) - 73

6

IC - step (age) - 74

3

IC - step (age) - 75

155

IC - step (age) - 76

33

IC - step (age) - 77

39

IC - step (age) - 78

49

IC - step (age) - 79

35

IC - step (age) - 80

168

IC - step (age) - 81-84
IC - step (age) - 85
IC - step (age) - 86-89
IC - step (age) - 90

5
52
5
14

IC - step (age) - 91 and over

1

IC - step (age) - retirement age

2

IC - step (age) - unspecified

3

IC - step (discount) - 10%

1

IC - step (discount) - 15%

3

IC - step (discount) - 20%

18
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Theme
Intricate
combinations
Intricate
combinations
Intricate
combinations
Intricate
combinations
Intricate
combinations
Intricate
combinations
Intricate
combinations
Intricate
combinations
Intricate
combinations
Intricate
combinations
Intricate
combinations
Intricate
combinations
Intricate
combinations
Intricate
combinations
Intricate
combinations
Intricate
combinations
Intricate
combinations
Intricate
combinations
Reform
(alternative
suggestions)
Reform
(alternative
suggestions)
Reform
(alternative
suggestions)
Reform
(alternative
suggestions)
Reform
(alternative
suggestions)
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Code
IC - step (discount) - 25%
IC - step (discount) - 30%

Count
13
25

IC - step (discount) - 33% (pay two thirds)

3

IC - step (discount) - 35%

7

IC - step (discount) - 40%

36

IC - step (discount) - 45%

6

IC - step (discount) - 50%

167

IC - step (discount) - 60%

62

IC - step (discount) - 65%

3

IC - step (discount) - 66/67% (pay one third)

14

IC - step (discount) - 70%

35

IC - step (discount) - 75%

172

IC - step (discount) - 80%

52

IC - step (discount) - 85%

9

IC - step (discount) - 90%

39

IC - step (discount) - 95%

5

IC - step (discount) - 99%

1

IC - step (discount) - unspecified
Reform (alt) - household - 75+ single / couple
households

24
502

Reform (alt) - household - base on average age

25

Reform (alt) - household - base on average income /
earnings

87

Reform (alt) - household - everyone 75+
Reform (alt) - household - everyone over (other age)

1364
138
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Theme
Reform
(alternative
suggestions)
Concession
considerations/
principles (C)
Concession
considerations/
principles (C)
Concession
considerations/
principles (C)
Concession
considerations/
principles (C)
Concession
considerations/
principles (C)
Concession
considerations/
principles (C)
Concession
considerations/
principles (C)
Concession
considerations/
principles (C)
Concession
considerations/
principles (C)
Concession
considerations/
principles (C)
Concession
considerations/
principles (C)
Concession
considerations/
principles (C)
Concession
considerations/
principles (C)
Concession
considerations/
principles (C)
Concession
considerations/
principles (C)
Concession
considerations/
principles (C)
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Code
Reform (alt) - household - everyone retired

Count
184

C - subsidy - product placement

16

C - subsidy - programme / merchandise / more
commercial sales

37

C - subsidy - programme budgets / efficiencies

182

C - subsidy - raise licence cost for others

223

C - subsidy - sponsorship

47

C - subsidy - subscription

84

C - subsidy - tax other companies / people

35

C - suggest - keep for current recipients

231

C - suggest - phase in changes

111

C - suggest - regular future reviews

65

C - TV is a luxury

44

C - TV is unhealthy

5

C - unacceptable to make cuts

569

C - unfair / age discriminatory (affordability / subsidy /
non-eligibility)

475

C - unfair / age discriminatory (not specific)

170

C - unfair for older people (general)

47
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Theme
Concession
considerations/
principles (C)
Consultation
process
Consultation
process
Consultation
process
Consultation
process
Consultation
process
Consultation
process
Consultation
process
Consultation
process
Consultation
process
Consultation
process
Consultation
process
Consultation
process
Consultation
process
Consultation
process
Consultation
process
Consultation
process
Consultation
process
Consultation
process
Consultation
process
Consultation
process
Consultation
process
Copy existing
concession
Copy existing
concession
Copy existing
concession
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Code
C - willing to pay / VfM

Count
609

Consultation - challenge - age bias

225

Consultation - challenge - facts / figures

306

Consultation - challenge - general

63

Consultation - challenge - info requested (postcode /
gender)
Consultation - challenge - length of document

31

Consultation - challenge - more information required

18

90

Consultation - challenge - options available

304

Consultation - challenge - process (costly)

211

Consultation - challenge - process (predetermined)

534

Consultation - challenge - process (publicity)

150

Consultation - challenge - website issues

102

Consultation - challenge - wording
Consultation - challenge - wording (biased /
predetermines outcome)
Consultation - challenge - wording (poor / complicated
/ hard to understand)
Consultation - query

45
385
360
76

Consultation - suggestion - include everyone

17

Consultation - suggestion - process (other)

15

Consultation - suggestion - transparent decision /
continued engagement
Consultation - suggestion - wording

30
15

Consultation - support - process

131

Consultation - support - wording

22

Copy - oppose - general / BBC can't afford it

11

Copy - oppose - unfair for younger people
Copy - subsidy - advertising

5
1870
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Theme
Copy existing
concession
Copy existing
concession
Copy existing
concession
Copy existing
concession
Copy existing
concession
Copy existing
concession
Copy existing
concession
Copy existing
concession
Copy existing
concession
Copy existing
concession
Copy existing
concession
Copy existing
concession
Copy existing
concession
Copy existing
concession
Copy existing
concession
Copy existing
concession
Copy existing
concession
Copy existing
concession
Copy existing
concession
Copy existing
concession
Copy existing
concession
Copy existing
concession
Copy existing
concession
Copy existing
concession
Copy existing
concession
Copy existing
concession
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Code
Copy - subsidy - cuts to salaries (exec/talent)
Copy - subsidy - fewer channels / programmes /
services
Copy - subsidy - general cuts to BBC / subjective
programme views
Copy - subsidy - government must pay full concession
Copy - subsidy - hotels / B&B's / businesses
Copy - subsidy - international viewing
Copy - subsidy - iplayer / online services

Count
8739
1744
1864
1281
12
104
37

Copy - subsidy - other efficiencies

917

Copy - subsidy - other means (not specified)

237

Copy - subsidy - partial government

93

Copy - subsidy - product placement

44

Copy - subsidy - programme / merchandise / more
commercial sales
Copy - subsidy - programme budgets / efficencies

147
1937

Copy - subsidy - raise licence cost for others

541

Copy - subsidy - sponsorship

145

Copy - subsidy - subscription

227

Copy - subsidy - tax other companies
Copy - suggest - enforcement comments
Copy - suggest - regular future review

57
358
21

Copy - support - BBC should honour its commitment

564

Copy - support - challenge figures

305

Copy - support - core audience (older people)

42

Copy - support - criticism of BBC general

280

Copy - support - criticism of BBC programmes / content

769

Copy - support - criticism of salaries (exec)

465

Copy - support - criticism of salaries (talent)

871
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Theme
Copy existing
concession
Copy existing
concession
Copy existing
concession
Copy existing
concession
Copy existing
concession
Copy existing
concession
Copy existing
concession
Copy existing
concession
Copy existing
concession
Copy existing
concession
Copy existing
concession
Copy existing
concession
Equality Impacts
Equality Impacts
Equality Impacts
Equality Impacts
Equality Impacts
Intricate
combinations
Intricate
combinations
Intricate
combinations
Intricate
combinations
Intricate
combinations
Intricate
combinations
Reform
(alternative
suggestions)
Reform
(alternative
suggestions)
Reform
(alternative
suggestions)
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Code
Copy - support - discrimination against older people
Copy - support - general
Copy - support - less content / VfM for older people
Copy - support - life expectancy
Copy - support - not worth the admin / cost of
restoring / reforming
Copy - support - older people comfort / health benefits
Copy - support - older people deserve it
Copy - support - older people need TV / don't use
online services
Copy - support - other
Copy - support - reject principle of paying
Copy - support - some older people can't afford it
Copy - support - younger people can afford it

Count
676
17629
841
27
194
14714
5391
777
9
93
13134
98

Equality impacts - disability
Equality impacts - ethnicity
Equality impacts - gender
Equality impacts - geography / reception / broadband
Equality impacts assessment - general comments
IC - Mechanism - Age + Discount

123
5
109
30
17
347

IC - Mechanism - Age + Discount + Means

143

IC - Mechanism - Age + Means

2

IC - Mechanism - Discount + Means

12

IC - Multiple options / combinations

11

IC - Age - other
Reform (alt) - household - main householder

1
108

Reform (alt) - household - oppose current system

28

Reform (alt) - suggest - care homes should be charged

17
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Theme
Reform
(alternative
suggestions)
Reform
(alternative
suggestions)
Reform
(alternative
suggestions)
Reform
(alternative
suggestions)
Reform
(alternative
suggestions)
Reform
(alternative
suggestions)
Reform
(alternative
suggestions)
Reform
(alternative
suggestions)
Reform
(alternative
suggestions)
Reform
(alternative
suggestions)
Reform
(alternative
suggestions)
Reform
(alternative
suggestions)
Reform
(alternative
suggestions)
Reform
(alternative
suggestions)
Reform
(alternative
suggestions)
Reform
(alternative
suggestions)
Reform
(alternative
suggestions)
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Code
Reform (alt) - suggest - charitable trust / gifting licence
fees
Reform (alt) - suggest - concession for care homes /
carers / hospitals
Reform (alt) - suggest - historic contributions / base on
contributions to UK
Reform (alt) - suggest - keep for current recipients
Reform (alt) - suggest - 'opt in' to concession

Count
124
81
108
10
219

Reform (alt) - suggest - other

12

Reform (alt) - suggest - regular future review

32

Reform (alt) - suggest - remove fee if not watching BBC

335

Reform (alt) - suggest - voluntary contributions

486

Reform (alt) - support - less content / VfM for older
people

3

Reform (alt) - support - must maintain quality

14

Reform (alt) - support - not specified

17

Reform (alt) - support - older people comfort / health
benefits
Reform (alt) - support - older people deserve it
Reform (alt) - support - older people need TV / don't
use online services

148
31
3

Reform (alt) - support - some older people can afford it

29

Reform (alt) - support - some older people can't afford
it

56
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Theme
Reform
(alternative
suggestions)
Reform
(alternative
suggestions)
Reform (change
age)
Reform (change
age)
Reform (change
age)
Reform (change
age)
Reform (change
age)
Reform (change
age)
Reform (change
age)
Reform (change
age)
Reform (change
age)
Reform (change
age)
Reform (change
age)
Reform (change
age)
Reform (change
age)
Reform (change
age)
Reform (change
age)
Reform (change
age)
Reform (change
age)
Reform (change
age)
Reform (change
age)
Reform (change
age)
Reform (change
age)
Reform (change
age)
Reform (change
age)
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Code
Reform (alt) - support - unfair / age discrimination (not
specific)

Count
3

Reform (alt) - support - willing to pay / VfM

27

Reform (age) - oppose - ageing population

41

Reform (age) - oppose - general
Reform (age) - oppose - inadequate / doesn't help
anyone
Reform (age) - oppose - life expectancy
Reform (age) - oppose - older people comfort / health
benefits
Reform (age) - oppose - other
Reform (age) - oppose - unfair / arbitrary

131
38
107
3
6
135

Reform (age) - subsidy - advertising / sponsorship

29

Reform (age) - subsidy - cuts to salaries (exec/talent)

97

Reform (age) - subsidy - enforcement comments /
suggestions
Reform (age) - subsidy - fewer channels / programmes
/ services
Reform (age) - subsidy - fund by other means (not
specified)
Reform (age) - subsidy - general cuts to BBC /
subjective programme views
Reform (age) - subsidy - government should fund
concession
Reform (age) - subsidy - other efficiencies
Reform (age) - subsidy - partial government
Reform (age) - subsidy - programme / merchandise /
more commercial sales
Reform (age) - subsidy - programme budgets /
efficiencies
Reform (age) - subsidy - raise licence cost for others
Reform (age) - subsidy (lowering) - advertising /
sponsorship
Reform (age) - subsidy (lowering) - cuts to salaries
(exec/talent)
Reform (age) - subsidy (lowering) - fewer channels /
programmes / services
Reform (age) - subsidy (lowering) - general cuts to BBC
/ subjective views

4
34
4
14
3
9
10
3
14
17
72
220
80
50
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Reform (change
age)
Reform (change
age)
Reform (change
age)
Reform (change
age)
Reform (change
age)
Reform (change
age)
Reform (change
age)
Reform (change
age)
Reform (change
age)
Reform (change
age)
Reform (change
age)
Reform (change
age)
Reform (change
age)
Reform (change
age)
Reform (change
age)
Reform (change
age)
Reform (change
age)
Reform (change
age)
Reform (change
age)
Reform (change
age)
Reform (change
age)
Reform (change
age)
Reform (change
age)
Reform (change
age)
Reform (change
age)
Reform (change
age)
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Code
Reform (age) - subsidy (lowering) - international
viewing
Reform (age) - subsidy (lowering) - other efficiencies
Reform (age) - subsidy (lowering) - partial government

Count
2
27
6

Reform (age) - subsidy (lowering) - programme
budgets / efficiencies
Reform (age) - subsidy (lowering) - programme sales

18

Reform (age) - subsidy (lowering) - raise licence cost
for others
Reform (age) - suggest - 100+

34

2

7

Reform (age) - suggest - 40+

1

Reform (age) - suggest - 50+

4

Reform (age) - suggest - 55+

1

Reform (age) - suggest - 60+

82

Reform (age) - suggest - 62+

1

Reform (age) - suggest - 65+

1220

Reform (age) - suggest - 66+

37

Reform (age) - suggest - 67+

27

Reform (age) - suggest - 68+

11

Reform (age) - suggest - 70+

606

Reform (age) - suggest - 72+

3

Reform (age) - suggest - 73+

2

Reform (age) - suggest - 74+

1

Reform (age) - suggest - 76+

20

Reform (age) - suggest - 77+

120

Reform (age) - suggest - 78+

80

Reform (age) - suggest - 79+

6

Reform (age) - suggest - 80+

2057

Reform (age) - suggest - 82+

8
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Theme
Reform (change
age)
Reform (change
age)
Reform (change
age)
Reform (change
age)
Reform (change
age)
Reform (change
age)
Reform (change
age)
Reform (change
age)
Reform (change
age)
Reform (change
age)
Reform (change
age)
Reform (change
age)
Reform (change
age)
Reform (change
age)
Reform (change
age)
Reform (change
age)
Reform (change
age)
Reform (change
age)
Reform (change
age)
Reform (change
age)
Reform (change
age)
Reform (change
age)
Reform (change
age)
Reform (change
age)
Reform (change
age)
Reform (change
age)
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Code
Reform (age) - suggest - 83+

Count
2

Reform (age) - suggest - 85+

154

Reform (age) - suggest - 90+

23

Reform (age) - suggest - 99+

3

Reform (age) - suggest - enforcement comments

6

Reform (age) - suggest - keep for current recipients

128

Reform (age) - suggest - pension age

544

Reform (age) - suggest - pension age +10

32

Reform (age) - suggest - phase in changes

82

Reform (age) - suggest - regular future reviews

12

Reform (age) - support - ageing population
Reform (age) - support - cost / admin
Reform (age) - support - general

193
77
209

Reform (age) - support - greater usage (older people)

14

Reform (age) - support - less content / VfM for older
people
Reform (age) - support - must maintain quality

16

Reform (age) - support - older people comfort / health
benefits
Reform (age) - support - older people deserve it
Reform (age) - support - older people need TV / don't
use online services
Reform (age) - support - oppose adverts

47
256
98
5
2

Reform (age) - support - raise age (general)

462

Reform (age) - support - reduce age (general)

157

Reform (age) - support - some older people can afford
it
Reform (age) - support - some older people can't
afford it
Reform (age) - support - unacceptable to make cuts
Reform (age) - support - willing to pay / VfM

24
115
5
8
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Theme
Reform (change
age)
Reform (change
age)
Reform (change
age)
Reform (change
age)
Reform (change
age)
Reform (change
age)
Reform (change
age)
Reform
(discount for
75+)
Reform
(discount for
75+)
Reform
(discount for
75+)
Reform
(discount for
75+)
Reform
(discount for
75+)
Reform
(discount for
75+)
Reform
(discount for
75+)
Reform
(discount for
75+)
Reform
(discount for
75+)
Reform
(discount for
75+)
Reform
(discount for
75+)
Reform
(discount for
75+)
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Code
Reform (age) - support (lowering) - cost / admin

Count
3

Reform (age) - support (lowering) - less content / VfM
for older people
Reform (age) - support (lowering) - life expectancy

32

Reform (age) - support (lowering) - older people
comfort / health benefits
Reform (age) - support (lowering) - older people
deserve it
Reform (age) - support (lowering) - older people need
TV / don't use online services
Reform (age) - support (lowering) - some older people
can't afford it
Reform (disc) - oppose - admin / bureaucracy /
complicated

135

Reform (disc) - oppose - ageing population

25

186
2
107
47
7

Reform (disc) - oppose - general

61

Reform (disc) - oppose - inadequate / doesn't help
anyone

47

Reform (disc) - oppose - must maintain quality

3

Reform (disc) - oppose - older people comfort

6

Reform (disc) - oppose - other

10

Reform (disc) - oppose - some older people can't afford
it

10

Reform (disc) - oppose - unfair

19

Reform (disc) - subsidy - advertising

30

Reform (disc) - subsidy - cuts to salaries (exec/talent)

85

Reform (disc) - subsidy - fewer channels / programmes
/ services

25
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Theme
Reform
(discount for
75+)
Reform
(discount for
75+)
Reform
(discount for
75+)
Reform
(discount for
75+)
Reform
(discount for
75+)
Reform
(discount for
75+)
Reform
(discount for
75+)
Reform
(discount for
75+)
Reform
(discount for
75+)
Reform
(discount for
75+)
Reform
(discount for
75+)
Reform
(discount for
75+)
Reform
(discount for
75+)
Reform
(discount for
75+)
Reform
(discount for
75+)
Reform
(discount for
75+)
Reform
(discount for
75+)
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Code
Reform (disc) - subsidy - general cuts to BBC /
subjective programme views

Count
12

Reform (disc) - subsidy - government should fund
discount

8

Reform (disc) - subsidy - iplayer / online services

3

Reform (disc) - subsidy - partial government
Reform (disc) - subsidy - programme / merchandise /
more commercial sales

18
3

Reform (disc) - subsidy - programme budgets /
efficiencies

20

Reform (disc) - subsidy - raise licence cost for others

25

Reform (disc) - suggest - 10%

5

Reform (disc) - suggest - 20%

9

Reform (disc) - suggest - 25%

73

Reform (disc) - suggest - 30%

13

Reform (disc) - suggest - 33%

24

Reform (disc) - suggest - 34%

2

Reform (disc) - suggest - 35%

3

Reform (disc) - suggest - 36%

1

Reform (disc) - suggest - 40%

24

Reform (disc) - suggest - 49%

1
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Theme
Reform
(discount for
75+)
Reform
(discount for
75+)
Reform
(discount for
75+)
Reform
(discount for
75+)
Reform
(discount for
75+)
Reform
(discount for
75+)
Reform
(discount for
75+)
Reform
(discount for
75+)
Reform
(discount for
75+)
Reform
(discount for
75+)
Reform
(discount for
75+)
Reform
(discount for
75+)
Reform
(discount for
75+)
Reform
(discount for
75+)
Reform
(discount for
75+)
Reform
(discount for
75+)
Reform
(discount for
75+)
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Code
Reform (disc) - suggest - 50%

Count
1411

Reform (disc) - suggest - 60%

37

Reform (disc) - suggest - 65%

8

Reform (disc) - suggest - 66%

35

Reform (disc) - suggest - 67%

18

Reform (disc) - suggest - 68%

1

Reform (disc) - suggest - 70%

44

Reform (disc) - suggest - 75%

253

Reform (disc) - suggest - 77%

2

Reform (disc) - suggest - 80%

36

Reform (disc) - suggest - 83%

5

Reform (disc) - suggest - 85%

2

Reform (disc) - suggest - 87%

3

Reform (disc) - suggest - 90%

30

Reform (disc) - suggest - 91% - 99%

18

Reform (disc) - suggest - keep for current recipients

33

Reform (disc) - suggest - less than 50% (unspecified)

3
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Theme
Reform
(discount for
75+)
Reform
(discount for
75+)
Reform
(discount for
75+)
Reform
(discount for
75+)
Reform
(discount for
75+)
Reform
(discount for
75+)
Reform
(discount for
75+)
Reform
(discount for
75+)
Reform
(discount for
75+)
Reform
(discount for
75+)
Reform
(discount for
75+)
Reform
(discount for
75+)
Reform
(discount for
75+)
Reform
(discount for
75+)
Reform
(discount for
75+)
Reform
(discount for
75+)
Reform
(discount for
75+)
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Code
Reform (disc) - suggest - link to household size /
composition

Count
167

Reform (disc) - suggest - more than 50% (unspecified)

20

Reform (disc) - suggest - other

23

Reform (disc) - suggest - phase in changes

34

Reform (disc) - suggest - regular future review

16

Reform (disc) - support - cost / admin

48

Reform (disc) - support - fair (not specified)

24

Reform (disc) - support - general

1494

Reform (disc) - support - greater usage (older people)

24

Reform (disc) - support - less content / VfM for older
people

29

Reform (disc) - support - must maintain quality

94

Reform (disc) - support - older people comfort / health
benefits
Reform (disc) - support - older people deserve it
Reform (disc) - support - other
Reform (disc) - support - some older people can afford
it
Reform (disc) - support - some older people can't
afford it
Reform (disc) - support - TV is a luxury

195
98
5
57
186
3
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Reform
(discount for
75+)
Reform
(discount for
75+)
Reform
(discount for
75+)
Reform
(discount for
75+)
Reform (means
test 75+)
Reform (means
test 75+)
Reform (means
test 75+)
Reform (means
test 75+)
Reform (means
test 75+)
Reform (means
test 75+)
Reform (means
test 75+)
Reform (means
test 75+)
Reform (means
test 75+)
Reform (means
test 75+)
Reform (means
test 75+)
Reform (means
test 75+)
Reform (means
test 75+)
Reform (means
test 75+)
Reform (means
test 75+)
Reform (means
test 75+)
Reform (means
test 75+)
Reform (means
test 75+)
Reform (means
test 75+)
Reform (means
test 75+)
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Code
Reform (disc) - support - unfair / age discriminatory
(affordability / subsidy / non-eligibility)
Reform (disc) - support - willing to pay / VfM
Reform (disc) - support - younger people can afford it
Reform (disc) - support with caveats
Reform (means) - oppose - admin / bureaucracy /
complicated
Reform (means) - oppose - BBC should not be
responsible
Reform (means) - oppose - because of link to pension
credit
Reform (means) - oppose - cost

Count
18
48
3
17
679
17
401
1582

Reform (means) - oppose - demeaning / intrusive

545

Reform (means) - oppose - general

665

Reform (means) - oppose - open to abuse

160

Reform (means) - oppose - other

10

Reform (means) - oppose - unfair (not specific)

70

Reform (means) - oppose - unfair / age discriminatory
(affordability / subsidy / non-eligibility)
Reform (means) - oppose - unfair in practice

81

Reform (means) - oppose - unfair in principle
Reform (means) - subsidy - advertising
Reform (means) - subsidy - BBC not responsible for
concession / support means testing
Reform (means) - subsidy - cuts to salaries
(exec/talent)
Reform (means) - subsidy - fewer channels /
programmes / services
Reform (means) - subsidy - general cuts to BBC /
subjective programme views
Reform (means) - subsidy - other efficiencies

1035
508
28
201
99
24
15
5

Reform (means) - subsidy - partial government

11

Reform (means) - subsidy - programme budgets /
efficiencies

19
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Theme
Reform (means
test 75+)
Reform (means
test 75+)
Reform (means
test 75+)
Reform (means
test 75+)
Reform (means
test 75+)
Reform (means
test 75+)
Reform (means
test 75+)
Reform (means
test 75+)
Reform (means
test 75+)
Reform (means
test 75+)
Reform (means
test 75+)
Reform (means
test 75+)
Reform (means
test 75+)
Reform (means
test 75+)
Reform (means
test 75+)
Reform (means
test 75+)
Reform (means
test 75+)
Reform (means
test 75+)
Reform (means
test 75+)
Reform (means
test 75+)
Reform (means
test 75+)
Reform (means
test 75+)
Reform (means
test 75+)
Reform (means
test 75+)
Reform (means
test 75+)
Reform (means
test 75+)
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Code
Reform (means) - subsidy - raise licence cost for others
Reform (means) - subsidy - sponsorship

Count
45
4

Reform (means) - suggest - basis for means

68

Reform (means) - suggest - enforcement comments

24

Reform (means) - suggest - everyone over (other age)

36

Reform (means) - suggest - everyone over 75
Reform (means) - suggest - link to attendance
allowance
Reform (means) - suggest - link to benefits (not
specified)
Reform (means) - suggest - link to disability (not
specified)
Reform (means) - suggest - link to income (not
specified)
Reform (means) - suggest - link to income (specified)
Reform (means) - suggest - link to pension credit
Reform (means) - suggest - link to PiP

124
24
321
107
320
406
1254
6

Reform (means) - suggest - link to savings / wealth

31

Reform (means) - suggest - link to Winter Fuel
Allowance
Reform (means) - suggest - other

33

Reform (means) - suggest - other TV subscription

39

Reform (means) - support - ageing population

21

39

Reform (means) - support - but oppose link to pension
credit
Reform (means) - support - cost / admin

227

Reform (means) - support - fair (not specified)

343

Reform (means) - support - general
Reform (means) - support - greater usage (older
people)
Reform (means) - support - less content / VfM for older
people
Reform (means) - support - must maintain quality
Reform (means) - support - older people comfort /
health benefits

9

2932
75
10
217
572
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Theme
Reform (means
test 75+)
Reform (means
test 75+)
Reform (means
test 75+)
Reform (means
test 75+)
Reform (means
test 75+)
Reform (means
test 75+)
Reform (means
test 75+)
Reform (means
test 75+)
Reform (means
test 75+)
Reform (means
test 75+)
Reform (means
test 75+)
Reform (means
test 75+)
Responsibility
Responsibility
Responsibility
Responsibility
Responsibility
Responsibility
Responsibility
Responsibility
Responsibility
Responsibility
Responsibility
Restore
universal licence
fee
Restore
universal licence
fee
Restore
universal licence
fee
Restore
universal licence
fee
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Code
Reform (means) - support - older people deserve it
Reform (means) - support - older people need TV /
don't use online services
Reform (means) - support - oppose adverts
Reform (means) - support - other
Reform (means) - support - some older people can
afford it
Reform (means) - support - some older people can't
afford it
Reform (means) - support - TV is a luxury

Count
66
15
9
6
1573
749
11

Reform (means) - support - unacceptable to make cuts

112

Reform (means) - support - unfair / age discriminatory
(affordability / subsidy / non-eligibility)
Reform (means) - support - unfair / age discriminatory
(not specific)
Reform (means) - support - willing to pay / VfM

271

Reform (means) - support with caveats

301

Resp - challenge - BBC should refuse / shouldn't have
accepted responsibility
Resp - criticism - government
Resp - decision - concession should not be transferred
to the BBC
Resp - general comments
Resp - government - agenda against older people / less
well off people
Resp - government - BBC should publicise
Resp - government - breaking promise
Resp - government - concession is a welfare issue
Resp - government - electoral ploy
Resp - government - targeting / harming BBC
Resp - government - transferring to non-elected bodies
Restore - oppose - general

559

Restore - oppose - other

65
205

211
1790
34
380
101
103
274
144
571
32
15
9

Restore - suggest - enforcement comments

17

Restore - suggest - keep for current recipients

41
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Theme
Restore
universal licence
fee
Restore
universal licence
fee
Restore
universal licence
fee
Restore
universal licence
fee
Restore
universal licence
fee
Restore
universal licence
fee
Restore
universal licence
fee
Restore
universal licence
fee
Restore
universal licence
fee
Restore
universal licence
fee
Restore
universal licence
fee
Restore
universal licence
fee
Restore
universal licence
fee
Restore
universal licence
fee
Restore
universal licence
fee
Restore
universal licence
fee
Restore
universal licence
fee
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Code
Restore - suggest - phase in changes

Count
15

Restore - suggest - reduce licence fee for all

76

Restore - support - ageing population

58

Restore - support - BBC not responsible for concession

537

Restore - support - cost of admin of concession

52

Restore - support - cost of concession

16

Restore - support - general
Restore - support - greater usage (older people)
Restore - support - less content / VfM for younger
people
Restore - support - must maintain quality
Restore - support - older people can afford it

1482
244
42
506
1069

Restore - support - oppose adverts

45

Restore - support - other

18

Restore - support - phase in over time

17

Restore - support - TV is a luxury

163

Restore - support - TV unhealthy

9

Restore - support - unacceptable to make cuts

402
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Theme
Restore
universal licence
fee
Restore
universal licence
fee
Restore
universal licence
fee
Wider issues
Wider issues
Wider issues
Wider issues
Wider issues
Wider issues
Wider issues
Wider issues
Wider issues
Wider issues
Wider issues
Wider issues
Wider issues
Wider issues
Wider issues
Wider issues
Wider issues
Wider issues
Wider issues
Wider issues
Wider issues
Wider issues
Wider issues
Wider issues
Wider issues
Wider issues
Wider issues
Wider issues
Wider issues
Wider issues
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Code
Restore - support - unfair / age discriminatory
(affordability / subsidy / non-eligibility)

Count
857

Restore - support - unfair / age discriminatory (not
specific)

404

Restore - support - willing to pay / VfM

560

BBC - audience mix (age) - less content / VfM for older
people
BBC - audience mix (age) - less content / VfM for
younger people
BBC - audience mix (age) - shifting viewing habits
BBC - audience mix (age) - suggestions
BBC - content - criticisms
BBC - content - suggestions
BBC - content - support
BBC - gender imbalance
BBC - general m&p - BBC irrelevant / scrap
BBC - general m&p - competition from other
broadcasters
BBC - general m&p - concession
BBC - general m&p - criticisms
BBC - general m&p - must maintain quality
BBC - general m&p - suggestions
BBC - general m&p - support of BBC
BBC - impartiality - criticisms
BBC - impartiality - suggestions
BBC - spending - comments on past cutbacks
BBC - spending - criticisms
BBC - spending - recent news of executive pay
BBC - spending - suggestions
W - licence fee - alternative - advertising / sponsorship
/ product placement
W - licence fee - alternative - go commercial / private /
compete on market
W - licence fee - alternative - mixed approach (licence /
subscription / channels with adverts)
W - licence fee - alternative - other funding means /
self fund
W - licence fee - alternative - sell programmes / charge
other providers
W - licence fee - alternative - subscription / pay per
view / opt in
W - licence fee - alternative - tax other companies
W - licence fee - alternative - taxation / government
funded
W - licence fee - criticism - admin cost

193
81
323
35
3165
1209
582
253
484
514
520
1014
404
499
793
2093
198
44
3383
181
1596
3793
1224
80
684
103
2069
87
426
3
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Code
W - licence fee - criticism - another form of tax
W - licence fee - criticism - criticism of BBC / content /
spending (including cuts)
W - licence fee - criticism - enforcement
W - licence fee - criticism - no choice / do not use BBC
W - licence fee - criticism - outdated / will not last
W - licence fee - criticism - poor VfM
W - licence fee - criticism - remove (general) / other
general criticism
W - licence fee - criticism - too expensive / pay twice /
addition to other fees
W - licence fee - suggestion - base on household size
W - licence fee - suggestion - combine with payment
for other services / goods
W - licence fee - suggestion - comms / engagement
W - licence fee - suggestion - enforcement
W - licence fee - suggestion - increase fee
W - licence fee - suggestion - international viewing
W - licence fee - suggestion - Iplayer / online services
W - licence fee - suggestion - means test everyone
W - licence fee - suggestion - MP subsidy (remove /
comment)
W - licence fee - suggestion - one per (TV / person /
household etc)
W - licence fee - suggestion - other
W - licence fee - suggestion - other TV packages /
providers
W - licence fee - suggestion - payment options
W - licence fee - suggestion - pricing (other)
W - licence fee - suggestion - radio licence
W - licence fee - suggestion - reduce fee for all
W - licence fee - suggestion - review / overhaul entire
system
W - licence fee - suggestion - scaled fee for different
usage
W - licence fee - suggestion - scrap B&W licence
W - licence fee - suggestion - take account of disability
W - licence fee - suggestion - take account of other
specific groups
W - licence fee - suggestion - world service
W - licence fee - support

Count
729
1484
322
1587
1105
702
2823
428
62
22
10
159
93
179
268
1263
116
103
273
59
108
77
75
215
181
55
33
711
325
84
26

